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ABSTRACT'

The first four volumes of the "Coalition Quart!rly"
journal are compiled in this document designed as P management
resource for consumer organizations (especially parent coalitions)
that operate centers for families of handicapped persons., The
introductory issue describes the intent of the publication, proposed
topics for future issues, and the background and history of parent
coalitions and early parent centers. Necessary first steps in
forially establishing a parent center are described, and issues
including philosophical assumptions, their embodiment in
organizational structure and the need for a legal structure, are
discussed. Volume II discusses personnel management as it applies to
staffing the parent center including issUes governed by law and
common personnel practices that have evolved among parent centers.
Basic information about nongovernmental funding sources available to
coalitions and crganizations representing people with disabilities
and information about federal and state,government funding sources is
also provided. Volume III focuses on federal government standards for
management of funds received, specifically addressing topics
including documentation of monies disbursed, and use of federal audit
standards. Additional issues in this volume discuss volunteer
resources and introduces the Education of the Handicapped Act
Amendments of 1983. Finally, Volume IV reviews recent legislative
initiatives in the field of special education and vocational
rehabilitation. CAA)
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INTRODUCTION

Coalition Quarterly is designed as a management resource
for- consumer organizations, including parent coalitions, that
operate centers for families of handicapped people. Within
each coalition, there are individual parents and other advo-
cates who bring their own unique perspectives and sensiti-
vities to the goal of improving life for persons with
handicaps. Not all, however, bring a full acquaintance with
the tasks and problems involved in creating an organization
that will enable them to achieve their goals. The purpose of
this project is to supply as much as possible of that needed
management information.

By collecting, syntliesizing, and disseminatin9, the
wealth of management expertise that parent centers have
accumulated during the past ten years, we hope to support and
enrich newly forming centers. We will define the problems,
identify some resources, and identify some possible solu-
tions. Options and best practices which have proven useful
will be discussed and their application to a variety of
situations and organizational models will be suggested.

Forthcoming issues of Coalition Quarterly will offer
selections written by parent leaders throughout the country
who will describe firsthand both the problems they have
encountered and the solutions they found. "ou will see the
importance of flexibility and commitment as these leaders
apply innovative strategies to suit the unique political and
social climate of their communities.

There are basic problems common to all centers. When
addressing these, we will give concrete, "how-to-do-it"
information. In order to provide comprehensive, relevant
information we also need input from the "grass roots." Let
us hear from you Let us know what topics would be most
informative, stimulating, and helpful to you. Consider your-
self a primary contributor to future editions and help us
improve them.

Although (-ix use of the term "parent centers" indicates
the primary audience for whom this publication is being
prepared, we hope that much of the information will also be
useful to a larger audience of organizations serving handi-
capped people and their families.

BACKGROUND

The decade of the nineteen seventies brought about
revolutionary changes in the education of and related
services for handicapped children. Change came through cases
in the federal courts (PARC, Mills), through new state
special education laws, and finally through powerful federal
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laws: the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (P.L.
94-142) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. Crucial to
these changes has been a drastically changing role for
parents of the children to be served. The new mandates give
parents rights and responsibilities for which they have never
been prepared, just as most have never been prepared for the
role of parenting a handicapped child.

Parents of handicapped children were prime movers
bringing about these improvements, although the most opti-
mistic were surprised by the speed with which change
occurred. Consequently, even those parents who pushed hard
for the changes were scarcely prepared to assume the new
responsibilities required of them on behalf of their own
children. Partly through personal experience, parent leaders
around the country quickly realized that if these dreams were
to be realized, if the laws were to be fully implemented,
large numbers of parents must receive information and
training in order to access their newly gained rights and to
perform their responsibilities.

It also became clear that parents of children with
various disabilities shared more similarities than
differences in their experience as parents; they needed to
form a new kind of organization that would benefit all
handicapped children, rather than limit their efforts to
particular disability interests and continue to compete with
each other for legislative and fiscal improvements. 'Thus,
parent leaders in many sections of the country came together
in their own state or metropolitan region to formalize
coalitions consisting of parents whose children had a variety
of handicapping conditions.

From region to region the coalitions have varied in
detail; some have only organizations as members, some have
only individual persons as members, and some have both groups
and individuals as members. Some include organizations of
diasabled adults and other consumer advocates; others include
primarily parents. They vary in other details of history and
manner of functioning. However, they all share three
characteristics: they cut across disabilities, they are run
by and for parents of handicapped children, and they have as
their large overriding goal the promotion of services for
handicapped children and their families, with decisions about
those services based on genuine input from the families
affected.

Since the pilot project in 1975, several parent
coalitions have received funds from the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped and from a variety of other sources to
enable them to operate centers to provide information,
training, and many other services for parents of handicapped
children. There was official recognition that parents needed
information and training in order to effectively participate
in new special education processes.
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When the early parent centers were established, experi-
enced staff members at Closer Look (the National Information
Center for the Handicapped) gave valuable technical assis-
tance on the operation of information andY referral projects.
Also, from the beginning, the leaders of parent centers have
enthusiastically helped each other as much as possible. As
the parent centers have grown, proliferated, and become
involved in a wider range of programs, new needs in manage-
ment have emerged. These needs have often transcended those
encountered by an organization limited to information and
referral. Leaders of the parent centers have worked i and
continue to work closely with each other, and with the staff
of Closer Look, trying to solve problems together by brain-
storming and sharing experiences. It is our hope that
Coaliticn Quarterly will offer a more formal and more effi-
cient method for collecting and disseminating the specialized
management information needed by parent centers.

PROSPECTUS

Basic Format and Overall Content

This is the first in a series of twelve issues which
will be produced over the next three years. We will utilize
a monograph format and each quarterly will address two or
more related topics.

A preliminary survey of parent centers has identified
some of the topics to be included. The format, however, is
tentatrve and will be adapted to suit the needs expressed by
our readers.

Volume I is an overview of the management problems that
were identified in our survey of parent coalitions. These
problems are examined in three major groupings: (1) organi-
zational problems that face any similar operation; (2) prob-
lems arising from the unique history of coalitions; and
(3) problems specific to the operation of these particular
centers.

This first issue contains background information, a
discussion of the six topics to be included in the next three
quarterlies, and an invitation for readers to respond with
additional topics. The following three issues (Numbers 2, 3,
and 4) will lay out the problems and present some solutions
that have worked or examples of other possible remedies.
(These topics will be discussed in detail below.)

* * *

Volume II will summarize best practices and expand upon
the material outlined in Volume I. For example, a discussion
of varying ways to organize coalitions will include several
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INFORMATION IS POWER!

Let us know what information is most needed by your organi-
zation at this stage of operation. The more responses we get
from you, the more representative our information will be and
the better suited to your needs.

Following is a checklist of management areas that you or your
staff may-need to acquire or improve upon:

OTHER:

case management
contract management
financial management
personnel management
planning accounting

for non-profits
affirmative action
working with boards
conflict management

crisis management
decision making
legislative process
time management
legislative process
time management
volunteer recruitment
staff evaluation
program evaluation
public relations

Your Name:

Name of Organization:

Address:

Phone: ( )

What services are provided by your organization?

What is your professional role? (Administrative, direct
client service, financial, supervisor, other?)

6
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different annotated model bylaws.. For the center operated by
a coalition, organizational charts will be developed to
illustrate variations in size and complexity. A section on
funding will include an up-to-date list of funding sources,
suggested outlines for proposals and examples of model
budgets. A plan for affirmative action, a model set of
personnel policies, and a plan for implementing Section 504
of the Rehabilitation, Act will also be included. These will
be based on actual, successfully implemented examples.
Finally, in an effort to standardize record keeping and
documentation among the centers, the Coalition Quarterly will
offer examples of various forms that have proven useful, I.e.
intake forms, travel and expense sheets,, weekly time
schedules.

* * *

Volume III, Numbers 1 and 2 will report on additional
options that have been identified during the previous months.
Number 3 will examine the possibilities and problems of
developing a more formal relationship among parent
coalitions. We will begin to apply the best practices in
specialized management described in earlier editions to the
inter-relationship of the centers nationwide. The final
issue will deal with the role of experienced parent centers
in replication in geographical areas where there are no
centers. The Coalition Quarterly will stress the importance
of a cooperative effort that is possible only through
coalition building, bringing together groups that otherwise
would duplicate efforts or even compete against each other.

* * *

Specific Topics for Volume I

The next issue (Volume I, Number 2) will consider the
task of formalizing organization. Content will be presented
in two sections: "Necessary First Steps" and "Resources
Available to Parent Centers."

Before taking the legal steps required to formalize
their organization, it is necessary for the coalition to
clearly articulate and put into writing those assumptions
that are shared by the group. These shared values will
determine the group's goals and objectives. They will also
point the way to a structure that will promote rather than
diminish the group's overall purpose. The following elements
of basic organization will be discussed as well as their
implications:

Incorporation
Non-Profit Status
Tax-Exempt Status
Bylaws
Fiscal Management
Record Keeping, and Documentation
Reporting Requirements



We will examine options, list help that is available and
resources that should be explored. Wherever possible, sample
forms for documentation and sample budgets will be presented
as well as suggestions to simplify the tasks and save time.

The section on "Resources" will examine two types of
centers, those operated primarily by volunteers and with
limited resources, and those centers that have felt the need
to raise sizeable amounts of money, largely from grants.

One coalition has deliberately chosen not to accept
government funding of any kind. The director of that
coalition will describe the advantages and hazards of such a
decision as it has worked for that group.

A discussion of the funded centers will concentrate
primarily on problems that funding presents to parent
coalitions:

- avoiding competition with member organizations;

- avoiding rest-ictions that too narrowly limit
activities;

- maintaining the flexibility to allow a change in
emphasis without drastically altering activities.

We will emphasize the importance of operating with a variety
of funding sources and cite examples of successful efforts of
this kind. References will be made to available publications
on fiscal management and resources.

* * *

Volume I, Number 3 will focus on advocacy and the
relationship of the center with other organizations. These
areas have presented problems that are specific to the
oper"ation of parent centers. Advocacy issues will be
examined in two areas: case advocacy and issue advocacy.

Case advocacy is defined as one trained parent helping
another parent to access services for his/her handicapped
child. A committment to this type of individual advocacy
poses several problems:

There is a danger of developing a new dependency
system rather than encouraging parents to develop
their own resources.

Advocacy organizations, once they become known, are
often deluged with more requests than they can ade-
quately handle.

Most staff members, as parents of handicapped children
themselves, are strongly committed and, therefore,
they are particularly vulnerable to "burnout."
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- It is usually not cost effective to provide one-to-one
service, especially if that is the only or primary
function of the staff.

Various centers will prepare articles describing the strate
gies they have devised to solve some of these problems. There
will also be a brief article on ways to establish a system of
paralegal advocates to represent parents in formal adminis-
trative hearings.

The purpose of issue advocacy is to effect changes in
existing mandates, policies, and procedures. By using
individual cases for ongoing needs assessments, many centers
have learned to spot systemic problems, and taken steps to
change the system rather than to continue solving them on a
one-to-one basis. Another form of issue advocacy is parental
input in policy making. Some of the issues in advocating for
system or policy changes that will be highlighted are:

- the development of expertise necessary to affect
policy;

- the value of litigation and issues to be considered;

- situations and local conditions that help determine
strategy;

- the importance of documentation; and,

- how much and what kind of lobbying can be justified.

Success stories of this type of advocacy will demonstrate how
local situations determine strategies.

Among the questions involved in systemic advocacy are
those concerned with a coalition's relationship with other
organizations. In general, groups working on behalf of
handicapped children want to cooperate with other organi-
zations, but that goal is not always easy to achieve. The
Coalition Quarterly will offer information on:

- stategies to avoid duplication of effort;

- ties with organizations of disabled adults;

- how to encourage parents to become involved with the
parent organization that best represents the interests
of their child;

- the relationship of center's staff with member organi-
zations;

- the role of board members in the center and with other
groups;

- interaction of staff members with other organizations,
ie., what is center related and what is not.

***
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Issues pertaining to personnel policies and practices
for paid staff and for volunteers will be discussed in Volume
I, Number 4. For example, hiring practices are sometimes
complicated by the unique history of these organizations:
most centers were started by volunteers who were parents of
handicapped children. In making the transition to a paid
status there may be a tendency to hire "professionals" and
overlook the original volunteers. Furthermore, funding
limitations sometimes limit the number of paid staff, and
thus some staff must remain in a volunteer capacity. There
are issues that must be considered in a hiring policy of
preference for parents of children with special needs. Other
elements of staff management as they relate to parent centers
include:

- timely payment of employee taxes;

- state and federal labor practices;

- overall policies regarding sick leave, vacation,
holidays and other employee benefits;

- policies for part-time employees;

- staff development and training;

- staff evaluation and rewards;

- participation in short and long-term planning;

- use of consultants.

Volunteer services have been r valuable resource used by
many centers as a way to expand their effectiveness. Centers
will be asked to report on their successes with volunteers,
including retired persons, parents, students, trainees in
sheltered workshops and vocational, eraining programs. There
are possibilities and limitations among all groups and it is
important to keep these in mind when setting expectations.
Sometimes rewards are built into the job; for example, stu-
dents on field placement who receive course credit. Ways to
offer rewards when they are not built into the job will be
explored.

FOLLOW-UP ASSISTANCE
In the event that the information contained in the

Coalition Quarterly stimulates further questions or a need
for more in-depthInformation, please call or write to us at
the Federation. We will do our best to provide you with the
assistance you need. Contact:

Janet Vohs, Editor
Martha Ziegler, Project Director
Federation for Children with Special Needs
120 Boylston Street, Suite 338
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

Phone (617) 482-2915
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This is! .0 of Coalition Quarterly is devoted to the nuts and bolts of
formally estaolishing a "center" that will offer information, training, and/or
other services to families of handicapped children or adults. The disbuSsion
will emphasize the relationship between-philosophical assumptions and the formal
decisions that must be made around the legal requirements for incorporation, tax
exemptstatus, fund raising, and actual operation of such a center.

PHILOSOPHICAL ASSUMPTIONS

In forming coalitions across disabilities, parents do not intend to make
obsolete the efforts of the many community organizations promoting Lhe welfare
of :people with Tarticular handicaps. Wherever there are issues of common
interest to all groups, the coalition works to coordinate activities, to avoid
duplication and to provide ,generic services for families of handicapped.
children.

Central to the operation of parent centers is the careful and clear arti-
culation of shared goals and values.. In general, each newly operating center
has tended to move along full steam ahead.to serve as many' parents of handi-
capped children as possible without giving much thought to its underlying
philosophy. There is, of course, an obvious tendency for like-minded people to
join together in the first place. However, experience has shown that it is
imTorttnt to take time out at an early point of operation to examine carefully
the philosophical assumptions that are guiding the work. Such an examination
can accomplish several goals: force the organization to think through the bases
on which their everyday activities are founded; help the staff prioritize their
work; and uncover any areas of important disagreement that- may have gone
unnoticed.

Preeminent among the philosophical assumptions shared by the parent centers

now in operation is the importance of maintaining and promoting the parent's
perspective at every level: parent to child, parent to parent, and parent to
professional and policy maker. Parents are recognized as valuable resources,
offering insight and solutions for their children's best interests.. They are
seen as equally effective in their contributions toward the design, implementa-
tion and evaluation of public policy. Underlying this attitude is a commitment
to the informed participation of all citizens in all stages of the policy-making
process. This commitment reflects a national'frend which supports the contri-
butions of all segments of society in advocating for consumer input into those
policies affecting one's own life.

In addition to this shared view about the importance of parents as "consu-
mers," parent coalitions also share a fundamental philosophy about handicapped
persons. Coalitions have used various techniques to articulate their philoso-
phical assumptions. For example, during the fifth year of operating a center,
the Federation for Children with Special Needs hired a consultant to help staff
and beard members prepare a long and short term plan for the organization. The
consultant, Dr. Robert Audette, began by helping participants articulate- the
philosophical assumptions that had guided the activities of the center. Most of

2
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the views described in Dr. Audette's report are widely shared by parent coali-
tions across the country:

"The Federation not only believes that individual differences in
people are normal but that these differences should be valued. While
disabilities are not sought-after differences for any person, the
Federation believes that disabilities provide children and adults with
unique perspectives, insights and abilities which contribute to the
quality of relationships between individuals as well as to the overall
well-')eing of society. Consequently, they hold all persons, regard-
less of the severity or type of disability, to be completely and
beautifully human and important members of society.

"Along with the high value which the Federation has for persons with
handicaps is a belief in the value of children. Children are held by
the Federation as the hope for the evolving improvement of humankind.
Children are simultaneously the opportunity for the betterment, of
society and the vulnerable victims of its short-sighted policies.
Consequently, the Federation places greatt value on the family as a
caring protector of children's vulnerability, as well as a catalyst
for their healthy growth and -development. Because parents are the
leaders of families, the Federation places a tremendous value on the
contributions parents can make toward supporting the health and
development of their children at home as well as in society.

"Finally, the Federation believes that the development, implementa-
tion, and evaluation of public policy should have the informed and
active participation of all citizens. To this end the . aderation for
Children with Special Needs promotes the active and informed parti-
cipation of parentz of children with special needs in caring for and
supporting their children at home, in their neighborhoods and-communi-
ties, and particularly in shaping, implementing and evaluating public
policy which affects them."*

This articulation of philosophy has assisted the Federation and the other
parent centers in the national network in developing and promoting such
additional goals as the following:

A. At the local level, establish patent groups in every community with the
capacity to:

1. Impact on community policy affecting handicapped persons.

2. Advocate on behalf of individual families regardless of income.

3. Recruit and train other parents and interested persons in promoting
similar values.

* Audette, Robert. "Report to Federation for Children with Special Needs for
Developing Five-Year Plan," March 1979.
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B. At the state level,

1. Expand the age range of the entitlements that are now guaranteed by
special education laws.

2. Extend membership and benefit opportunities to other, often doubly,
disenfranchised groups -- for example, minorities, poor, migrant,
etc.

C. At the national level,

1. Promote a noncategorical approach to special education and other
services for handicapped persons.

2. Establish a strong network of parent centers througout the country. .

3. Increase opportunities for participation by parents in federal
policy decisions concerning their children with special needs.

Although there are differences in style And emphasis from coalition to
coalition, most share the philosophy outlined above. Their common challenge has
been to effect a major public attitudinal shift from assumptions about the inca-
pacities of people with handicaps to ajositive focus on a person's capability.
This shift is gradually being achieved by reducing or eliminating historically
discriminating restrictions in the political, social, and physical environment.

EMBODIMENT OF 2HILOSOPHY IN ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE*

Once the members of a coalition decide that in order to deliver the
services needed by the families they represent the coalition needs substantial
material resources, they then must make several decisions that are required by
law and that should be shaped by the underlying philosophy. Although the
obvious meaning of the term "material resources" is money, that term may also
mean a variety of other things: free space, donated equipment, volunteer time,
professiOnal advice and services, for example. Solicitation of donations,
whether money or goods, is greatly facilitated by the possession of tax exempt
status and by careful adherence to the rules imposed by, that status.

I. Need for Legal Structure

Once a coalition decides to operate a center requiring space, staff,

equipment, and supplies -- no matter how small the operation -- the
organization must meet the requirements of local, state, and federal
governments. In order to meet those legal requirements, it is necessary to
create a structure which is, in many ways, similar to a business. Through
this structure, the coalition can legally manage money, personnel, and taxes,
and thus meet the costs of delivering the needed services -- a newsletter, a
hotline, parent training, for instance.

* This section has been prepared by Attorney David Trott, who has served as a
legal consultant to several parent centers.

4 15



2. What Structure?

Leaders of existing parent centers, supported by their attorneys, strongly
recomiend that coalitions intending to operate centers take the steps neces-
sary to become incorporated. The major benefits of that step are as follows:

L. Limited Liability

If an individual personally orders envelopes from the stationery store,
and then is unable to pay for them, that individual is responsible for the
debt. .As a more dramatic example, the director of a parent center might
contemplate signing a one-year lease for office space at $600 per month:
If a corporation makes such arrangements (and does not deceive or commit
fraud in doing so), individuals are not held to the contract, the
corporation is. Individuals are not held responsible for the debts and .

liabilities- incurred by the corporation. The corporation serves as a
mechanism which allows people to start something new without risking all
of their personal assets if the operation does not work out.

b. Credibility and Accountability

The landlord renting office space wants to know that some entity is
responsible for paying the rent. A corporation, registered with the
state, with its own bank account and legal assistance, is assurance that
contracts entered into will be duly honored. Similarly, if dues are
collected, donations solicited, or newsletter subscriptions sold, the cen-
ter is obligated to inform the state attorney general and tax officials.
Agencies of government charged with protecting the public interest are
concerned whether the money is going to an individual person or is being
collected for specific, limited, publicly authorized purposes and is being
held separately for those purposes, as required by a group's corporate
existence.

3. What Kind of Corporation: Non-profit and Tax Exempt?

The nature of a corporation established for a parent center is obviously
different from that of a- profit-making business. Unlike General Motors,
parent- centers will not make profits, distribute dividends, or sell stock.
Salaries and expenses need to be met, but parent centers typically do not
seek a profit.

Most states have specific laws allowing groups to establish a "non-profit" or
"not-for-profit" corporation. The legal requirements are usually much
simpler and the filing fees are much lower than those for businesses
intending to make a profit.

The primary reason for establishing a non-profit corporation, however, is
federal tax law, specifically those requirements relating to the most likely
sources of funding for coalitions -- donations, charitable foundations, and
government agencies. If the 'corporation is non-profit and if it meets other
requirements, it can qualify for tax-exempt status- under federal tax laws.

Since there are occasional misconceptions, it is worth noting that, by law,
being non-profit does not automatically mean being tax exempt; acquiring tax
exempt status is, in fact, a whole separate process.

5 16



a. Advantages of Tax Exempt Status

A tax exempt corporation pays no taxes on its earnings or profits. It is
possible for a corporation to be non - profit but still have occasional
profits, or net earnings. If such a corporation- is not tax exempt, it
would have to pay taxes on those earnings, however small or infrequent.
Since parent coalitions operating centers are likely to have few profits,

-:this advantage is of little concern.

More significant, though, is- the fact that tax exempt status also frees
the organization from a. variety of other tax obligations, including sales
and real estate taxes in most states. It does -not, however, relieve the
corporation from all taxes. For example, the tax exempt corporation must
pay the federal excise tax on telephone use..

Most important, Of course, is the obvious fact that only with tax exempt
status can an organization be eligible for various funding sources. Many
federal and state -government contracts and grants, especially in the
health, education, and human service areas, cannot be awarded to for-
profit corporations. In applying for such funds,- federal tar exempt
status is proof positive of eligibility.

Private-charitable: foundations are a frequent source of funds for doali=.
tions. These foundations are often interested in funding services fOr
disabled children. They are themselves tax exemp and cannot give their
money to another organization unless it also is tax exempt.

Tax exempt status is crucial for coalitions that choose to rely heaVily-on-
donations. A person, group, industry, or other-donor will receive a tax
deduction for a gift to the coalition only if the coalition is tax exempt,
and only if the organization has the particular form of federal tax exempt
status that allows tax deductions for contributions-001 (C)(3)B.
ously, donors lum,encceraged_to increase the size of a gift if they too
can benefit fromthe contribution by reduction in federal and state taxes.

-As a qualified tax exempt organization, a coalition assumes the same tax
status as a church or_hospital, and fund raising is- greatly facilitated.

h. How _To_ Do It

Once the decision has been made to establish a non-profit, tax exempt
corporation, several related steps should be taken. All experienced
parent center directors concur that legal assistance must be sought for
the- formal incorporation process. Frequently such assistance has been
donated by a parent or friend who is an attorney. However, coalition
leaders agree that paying a legal fee for this work is money well spent
and is likely to be money saved over a not-so-long run.

Although many lawyers are familiar with establishing profit-making corpor-

ations, the requirements for tax exemption are not commonly seen in the
typical attorney's practice. Thus it is preferable to engage an attorney
who has done some tax exempt incorporation before. If that experience is
not available, then the lawyer chosen should be someone who is willing to
work closely with the- applicant coalition and is willing to spend the
needed extra time in learning this somewhat specialized area.
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The specific, requirements for tax, exemption are pursued through the United
States Internal Revenue Service. IRS Publication 577, "How- to Apply For
and Retain Exempt Status for Your Organization," must be consulted:, This
.publication, available free from the IRS, describes what must be followed
in 'the' incorporating papers wizich are filed in the applicant's state and
with the Internal Revenue Service. Package 1023, "Application for Recog-
nition of Exemption," should be acquired at the same time; this package is
also available free of charge from the IRS.

Preparing the corporate papers, and filing with the state and Internal
Revenue Service will take the attorney some time, but the process is not
too complicated to learn. State laws will vary slightly; the federal tax
exempt provisions apply nationally.

The key point in these papers is that the federal tax exempt language and
purposes must be in the Articles of Organization. Inclusion in corporate
bylaws will not be sufficient. Hence, considerable time and effort can be
saved if the incorporation papers Can be prepared simultaneously With the
application for tax exempt status. It is ,possible -- and frequently
happens -- for an organization to apply for and receive tax exempt status
months or even years after incorporation. However, such delay can cause
problems, including the sometimes complicated and time consuming process
of amending the Articles of Ina..rporation-and the bylaws. Certain acti-
vities ddring the intervening- time can even jeopardize acquisition of tax
exempt status -- lobbying, technical profits, for instance. Sometimes
there must be involved negotiations with Internal Revenue in order to
clear the record and receive tax exempt status.

BASIC DOCUMENTS AND STRUCTUREREQUIRED BY LAW

The three basic legal requirements for incorporation are as follows:

Articles - filed with state; slightly difficult to change; the public
record.

Bylaws - filed publicly, but easier to change; more details of internal
structure.

Board of - governing body; useful, especially for longer range thinking
Directors and stability of organization.

All three of these legal requirements are interrelated, but each has its own
key points and ptential problems to be dealt with. Each requirement is
discussed in detail in the following sections:

I. Articles of Organization

Most states issue forms to be used for Articles of Organization that are
similar and relatively simple. They constitute written assurance that
bylaws have been adopted and that corporate officers have been selected.
In most states, three positions are required: a president, a treasurer,
and a clerk (or' secretary). In some states, oma person can fill all
offices and in others up to three persons may be required by law. The
officers may also be directors.
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The incorporators can adopt temporary bylaws and select persons who agree
to serve as directors until permanent bylaws can be developed and adopted
and directors can be chosen according to those bylaws.

In addition to certification of bylaws and directors, the Articles.of In-
corporation must also include a statement of the purpose of the corpora-tion. For the center to be operated by a parent Coalition, this statementof purpose is extremely important. It must embody the philosophy and-goals of the organization: and simultaneously meet. the requirements:for
tax exempt status according to the rules of the Internal Revenue Service.This latter requirement makes the statement of purpose somewhat lengthierand more complicated than it otherwise would be. But, again, preparing itcarefully at the beginning will save time and repetition of work later.
This is one of the points where the services of an appropriate attorneywill be most helpful, because, in order to satisfy the requirements of theIRS for tax exempt status, this section of the Articles of Organizationwill need to state the overall purpose and then further define the pur-pose(s), the means for achieving those purposes, procedures for corporate
dissolution, etc. This statement must be written in- the language andformat required to meet the specifications for exemptions-described in IRSForm 1023.

2. Bylaws

Bylaws are the agreed upon rules that.specify how the organization will berun. They formalize decisions about purpose, structure, and operation.
Statutei regarding bylaws are generally permissive and they are construed
as being internally directory. They do, however, indicate desirable pro-visions with respect to internal regulations or management of the affairsof the corporation. Explanations concerning the legal aspects of corporatebylaws can be found by checking with the State Secretary for the state in
which the center will operate.

Although bylaws are often viewed as a technical, red tape nuisance that
get in the way of delivering the desired services, they really should beviewed in quite a'different light. They constitute a- formal mechanismthat allow an organization to establish a set of rules that, if carefully
prepared, will actually facilitate the operation of business. They should
contain thoughtful decisions that will prevent needless controversy andwill lay out a- structure that reflects the philosophy and goals of thecoalition.

Initial bylaws can be simple. However, most parent center directors
recommended consulting a lawyer (ideally a member or friend of the organi-
zation) if bylaws are to be drafted with incorporation in mind. The fol-lowing information is usually necessary:

- name

- purpose

- terms and conditions of membership, classes of membership
- affiliation and dues

- number, qualifications, powJrs, duties and tenure of directors
procedure for filling vacancies on board of directors

- number of directors required for quorum

- titles, duties, qualifications for officers
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- election procedures

- procedures for removal from office

- specific authoftzations for bookkeeping and accounting

- date of regular annual meeting

- manner dr calling and conducting meetings

- fiscal year

- procedures for inspection of records

- procedure for alteration or repeal of bylaws

- Roberts' Rules of Order, or other parliamentary rules

Many of these provisions are standard legal requirements which can be
adapted from other bylaws. Others have presented the need for some
thrashing out of concerns and problems that are unique to coalitions.
Following is a discussion of some of the issues particularly relevant to
such organizations:

1) Name

The first issue relates to identity. The organization obviously needs
a name. It is sometimes difficult to make a choice; yet if the choice
is made on the basis of clear criteria and it generates enthusiasm, the
name will rapidly gain momentum and therefore credibility.

Legally, even though the organization is a non-profit one, it must in-
clude one of the following words: Limited (Ltd.), Incorporated (Inc.),
or Corporation (Corp.). The name should be consistent with the organ-
ization's purposes. It cannot duplicate the name of any other corpora-
tion within the state.

There are several categories from which a name can be chosen. Descrip-
tive names usually describe the activities or services provided. Famil-
iar examples include: "Resource/Information Center," "Child Advocacy
Service," or "Parent Education or Training Center." An obvious disad-
vantage of this type is that what starts out being an accurate descrip-
tion can soon become outdated. A descriptive name, by too narrowly
limiting the scope of activities, can prevent the flexibility needed to
adapt to changing political and social circumstances. For example,
some centers that originally limited their activities to information
and referral soon found themselves providing case advocacy in response
to constituent needs. Other centers which began with a focus on indi-
vidual advocacy discovered that training groups of parents would help
them realize their goals more effectively. As they gradually shifted
their emphasis towards activities to promote independence and self
advocacy, their original name no longer suited their activities.
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Another possibility is a- name which reflects the location of the cen-
ter. Consideration should be given to a name which accurately reflects
the region served by the Center. The name of a city or county may be
too narrow, restricting outreach activities into other areas. Founda-
tions which had previously given awards to organizations serving a
particular city or area now recognize the impact of adjacent communi-
ties and have begun to distribute their funds regionally.

. Names also describe-the structure of an organiztion. For example,
"coalition," "council," and "federation" indicate an entity formed from
a number of separate groups and connote a sense of continuity and

. strength. This type of name allows for a great deal, of flexibility
with respect to specific activities, although the major constituency or
:purpose will usually be part of the name, i.e.; "Coordinating Council

for Handicapped Children," "Federation for Children with Special.
Needs," "Coalition for Handicapped Citizens," etc. Possibilities
.abound for combinations of all these types. Below are other general
criteria to consider in selecting a name:

- It should be easy to read.

- It should be easy to pronounce.

- It should be suitable for use if the organization expands

into different activities.

- It should be timeless.

- It should relate'to the activities of the organization.

2) Purpose

The wcrk done on developing the group's philosophical assumptions will

pave the way for this section.

In the bylaws, the purpose may be stated very simply, in everyday lan-

guage. For example, the bylaws of the Coordinating Council for Handi-
capped Children in Chicago state that the purpose of that organization

. . shall be to obtain better services for all handicapped children
through advocacy, public education, referral, and special services."
Others have found it practical to write this section in much greater
detail, including all of the leg31 provisions in the Articles of Organ-
ization which will enable the coalition to conform to the federal laws

on tax exemption. Although it is not necessary for these provisions to
be written into the bylaws, it is excellent preparation for completing
the information required in the Articles of Organization.

It is appropriate to request copies of bylaws from other organizations

with similar objectives. Since state laws vary, it is useful to exa-
mine organizations within your own state. Federal requirements regard-
ing tax status are applied nationally, so an out-of-state organization
which has detailed bylaws, written explicitly to conform to federal
laws, may also be helpful. (Volume II of Coalition- Quarterly will con-
tain sample bylaws and other model documents.)
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3),I'vleinbership,

The compoSAion of membership will reflect the relationship of the
organization to its constituency as well as tha dominant values and
attitudes of tbe'Organizers.

Three Major options T'egardiz membership in coalitions are available:

membership is limited to organizations

- membership is limited to individual persons

- membership may be composed of some combination of

organizations and individual persons

Ix the first option is chosen, a de:Aston must be made regarding issues

such as restricting membership to organizations whose primary member-
ship is composed of parents of,handicapped, children. Will profession-
als be permitted? Under what conditions?!

If individual members become the preferred choice, must they be
parents? Professionals? If there is to be a combination of parents
and professionals, what percentage of each is allowable?

There are several arguments favoring an exclusively parent organiza-
tion. Recent national history has indicated that paid, professional
staff generally outlasts parent volunteer efforts. They ultimately
dominated organizations that once began as parent efforts; thus the
original consumer emphasis and input were lost. Also, if parent lea-
dership has evolved from a larger coalition representing a diverse
perspective, there may be a need to create a forum which reflects
solely the parent viewpoint.

There are several arguments on behalf of restricting membership to
organizations only. Some centers feel that a policy admitting indi-
vidual membership places them in competition with those groups that
already existed to represent specific disabilities. BY having entire
organizations represented, the center will:

- prevent-or reduce fragmentation;

- consolidate fiscal and manpower resources;

- add credibility by demonstrating that leadership can

bring a variety of special interest groups together;

- have a greater public impact because of larger numbers;

- focus public awareness on common concerns among varied
organizations.

One way of exercising this option has been to allow organizations as
members of the coalition with the individuals belonging to each organi-
zation becoming individual members of the coalition.
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If the group is to be comprised primarily of organizations, the choice
becomes which parent groups. This choice becomes difficult in areas
where parent groups prolifeiltte. Some groups are large, some small;
some are statewide, some are not. If every parent chapter or local
group became a voting member, the -Board of Directors could number in
the hundreds. The question is really how to represent accurately the
concerns of all parents, while having an organizational structure which
can operate efficiently. By making provisions in the bylaws, it is
possible to leave the issue of adding to and expanding the membership
in the hands of the: existing members and their Board of Directors. Such
a .provision allows flexibility and leaves some of the difficult
questions open to further discussion.

If the group is to be composed primarily of organizations; there are
some criteria for admission to membership to be considered:

- That the organization have a primary concern with children
and/or consumers with special needs;,

- That it have a constituency made up primarily of parents;

- That organizations of adults or other'adult consumers'

advocacy groups be granted membership (may be non-voting,
or advisory only);

- The possibility of professional organizations that have consis-

tently aligned themselves with parent advocacy efforts.

These questions can be considered by representatives from organizations

which have expressed-interest in joining the group.

Individual membership only, or a combination of individual and organi-
zational membership may be necessary in areas where there are few
parent organizations established. Some centers have found it practical
to admit individual members as a means of raising some of their funds
through dues. In this case there is generally a separate fee for
organizations and for individuals.

''
4) Voting

Voting privileges will vary depending upon the type of membership
chosen. Should individuals have voting power equal to that of an
organization? The Federation, which has only organizations as members,
allows each organization one vote. This decision was reached after
lengthy discussion and careful thought about such topics as competition
and relative power; the conclusion might well be different for other
parent coalitions, depending on local needs.
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5) Other Considerations for Bylaws

a) Involvement of Professionals

It may be important in the beginning to restrict membership to
parents. However, once a certain ,strength is achieved and recog-
nized, it may promote the cause more effectively to have concerned
and aligned professionals involved, either as members of the board
and ad hoc committees or as liaisons to assist with cooperation and
alliances with professional organizations.

Although a healthy distance from professionals and professionalism
is often appropriate, it is also important to avoid needlessly
adversarial relationships. As a matter of fadt, many centers are
now conducting training in parent/professional relationships, with
both parents and professionals conducting and receiving the
training.

b) Independence or Autonomy of Members

Parent leaders interviewed haVe found that specific organizations
may have particular issues about which they feel strongly, and may
disagree with. other members. Such disagreement is an especially
sensitive issue when a coalition issues public statements.

A procedure can be adopted in the bylaws that would allow represen-
tatives of member organizations to dissociate themselves from any
activity or position of the coalition or organization that is not
acceptable to its constituency, simply. by so stating. Since much of
a coalition's strength derives from its consensus and unity, such a
procedure creates room for disagreement without having to break off
membership. Attempting to coerce agreement defeats that under-
pinning. Faced with strongly held disagreement, coalitions might
decide not to pursue the issue at all -- or at least, to make very
explicit the fact that, on this issue, only the agencies are in
agreement.

3. Board of Directors

As indicated above, a board of directors is legally required for incorpor-
ation purposes and serves as the governing body of the organization. The
directors determine the policy and general direction of the activities of
the corporation.

The founding members must determine the criteria for directorship and the
process and rules for election. These will reflect some of the same
issues encountered regarding admission to membership. Possibilities for
selection to the board may include: parents only; no such requirement of
any kind; that the issue be left to each participating organization.

The Board of Directors should be a critical resource for the organization
and under no circumstances should they be dismissed as perfunctory. Care-
ful consideration should be given to the selection of directors because of
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the perspective they can bring to the overall activities of the organ-
ization.

They are also important liaison persons .bringing credibility to fund-
raising activities and broadening the community based network.
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INTRODUCTION

A basic commitment to advocacy underlies nearly all the activities undertaken by centers operated by
parent coalitions. This commitment is central in the history of the centers, since most are staffed by parents
who became involved in coalition building and related activities as part of their own voluntary efforts as
advocates. The previous issue of Coalition Quarterly (Vol. I, Numbers 2 and 3) dealt with some common
philosophical assumptions shared by parent centers and the way these are built into the organizational
structures. This issue discusses in detail the application of philosophy in the form of advocacy and the
relationship of advocacy to the management of a center. Because advocacy is so important both to the
philosophy and to the operation of the centers, it will be dealt with in greater length than originally planned;
thus this issue has been developed as a double issue, Numbers 4 and 5 together.

Broadly defined, advocacy means to act on behalf of another to promote that person's causes as if they
were one's own. Most important, advocacy requires placing the interests of the client above other
considerations. For this issue of Coalition Quarterly, we have adopted the Kahn, Kamerman and McGowan
division of child advocacy into two separate but related areas: case (one-to-one) advocacy and class, or
systems advocacy.' We will emphasize the relationship between the two types of advocacy as seen in the
operation of parent canters.

PART 1: CASE ADVOCACY

The first article, CASE ADVOCACY IN THE PARENT CENTER, focuses on the management
problems that arise from a total commitment to case advocacy. Within the context of this discussion, case
advocacy means one trained parent helping another parent to acquire services for his/ her handicapped child.
The need for case advocacy was especially compelling.when P.L. 94-142 and similar state special education
laws- were first being implemented because parents were faced with a whole new array of procedures and
responsibilities for which they felt ill-equipped. Consequently, they sought assistance from other, more
experienced parents for help in developing these new skills.

Since most parent centers begin with case advocacy, a thorough understanding of both the benefits and
problems accompanying this activity is crucial for developing preventive strategies for newcomers and
redmedies for more experienced centers.

At the core of the problems is a paradox. On one hand, the basic motivating force behind creating the
organization is a strongly-felt personal commitment to help families. Yet, unless activities are carefully
managed, there is a danger of dampening the initial impulse by caseloads which can quickly become
overwhelming. Also, as parent organizations. grow, their ability to effect change is no longer limited to
individual cases and they often become involved in system advocacy. However, a total switch to system
advocacy may fail to provide the strong personal gratification and inspiration that helping individual
children does. This article outlines possible problems, offers some solutions, and gives a rationale for a
continuing involvement in case advocacy.

Following the discussion of case advocacy is an article entitled PARENT TRAINING: A STRATEGY
FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS POSED BY CASE ADVOCACY. In an effort to solve some of the
problems involvld in an exclusive commitment to individual case advocacy,- various parent centers over the
past five years have been developing workshops or training sessions to supply groups of parents with the
knowledge and skills they need to become confident advocates for their own children. Group centered
training allows the center to reach many more parents and often serves as the foundation for parent-to-parent
support systems, thus' reducing the need for direct staff involvement in individual cases. By empowering
parents to act on their -own behalf, as well as for others, another danger, that ofcreating a dependency system,
is avoided.

I Kahn, Ai., Kamerman. S.B. and McGowan, B.G. Child Advocacy: Report ofa national baseline study, (OH EW Publication No. OCD
73-18). U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1973.
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PART 2: SYSTEM ADVOCACY

The remaining articles focus primarily on the role and legal implications of class and system advocacy inthe parent center. Involvement in system-wide advocacy isan obvious, powerful way to expand the resourcesof the advocacy organization. The aim of system advocacy is to bring about changes in institutions, agenciesand services so that groups of people are beneficially affected. This type of advocacy includes influencinglegislation, systems analysis to identify service needs, community organization, and litigation in order toeffect changes in existing mandates, policies and procedures.

In most centers, system advocacy evolves naturally from case advocacy as staff workers learn to use theirexperiences and documentation of cases to identify system-wide problems. Once the process of effectingchange on this broader level begins, there is still a need to have continued contact with the kind of informationthat originally prompted advocacy efforts for parent centers, this means an ongoing involvement withindividual case advocacy."Elizabeth Britten, director of the Southwestern Ohio Parent Information Center,pinpoints some of the difficulties involved in a transition to system advocacy:

It is difficult to tell a fellow parent that there is no help with their specific case because allenergies are committed to makinga change in an issue which may not make a difference forthat parent seeking immediate relief.

New skills may need to be learned, especially in the areas of policy-making, litigation andlobbying.

There may be restrictions in the parent center's funding contractor in the coalition's taxexempt status.

She concludes that system advocacy is the long-range solution to jor problems shared by manyparents of handicapped children, and that effective changes occur when bo case and system advocacy areexercised concurrently a difficult task which requires careful planning.2

Litigation is one form of system advocacy highlighted in an article by Lawrence Kotin, Esq.,LITIGATION AS AN ADVOCACY TOOL. He discusses the role a center can play in using the courts,describes the legal process, and reviews some of the relevrAt cases which have been decided during the pastseveral years.

Robert Crabtree, Esq., addresses the management issues related to Internal Revenue restrictions onpolitical activities or lobbying in the final article, POLITICAL ACTIVITIES AND THE IRS.

In order to tap a wide base of experience and knowledgefor these complicated problems, we have invitedseveral specialists to contribute articles or background information for this issue of Coalition Quarterly.

CASE ADVOCACY IN THE PARENT CENTER
Purpose

1:Me-to-one advocacy as practiced in parent centers is a very specialized form of peer support staffmembers, because theyare themselves parents of handicapped children, relate on an equal basis to the parentwho comes to them for information and assistance. Advocacy isdistinguished from other forms of peer helpby its focus and its intention. Although the built-in empathy or rapport characteristic of parents helpingparents is a tremendous source of moral and emotional support, the focus of the advocacy practiced in parentcenters is not primarily on the emotional needs of the Clients. Unlike psychological counseling, the intentionhere is to provide the necessary information and supporta parent may need to obtain the services which willenable the family not just to cope but to prevail.

, 2 Britten, Elizabeth, "Starting a Parent Center," Southwestern Ohio Coalition for Handicapped Children Parent Information Center,3024 Burnet. Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45219.
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The ultimate purpose of a parent center is to insure that the rights and interests of disabled persons will
be protected. Although the quettions that parents raise relate to many areas financial entitlements, medical
needs, respite care, recreational opportunities, etc. the overriding expectation of parents seeking help from
a parent center is the -; hope that an appropriate educational placement will be assured for -their child.
Frequently, achieving this goal requires direct, one-to-one assistance.

Description

This advocacy activity can be described as a continuum. Occasionally a parent call with a simple
question requiring a simple factual answer ("Is my four-year-old deaf son eligible for special education?"). In
most cases, however, one question leads to another, revealing new areas of uncertainty ("Does this eligibility
include hearing aids? Transportation?"). An advocate's involvement will gradually increase from providing
factual information, to assisting in the interpretation of a child's records and advising the parent on the
prope. procedural steps to take, to accompanying the parent to official school meetings. Finally, the advocate
may act in a paralegal role and actually represent the parent in a formal ad_ ministrative hearing. This
transition from simple and quick to complex and time-consuming often places a far greater demand upon
staff and volunteer networks than can easily be met.

PROBLEMS

Case advocacy is both a major strength and a potential danger for parent centers. Ironically, it is the
organization's success that is the source of many of the dangers. For example, inmost cases, because staff
members are themselves parents of handicapped children, they have a great willingness to respond
thoroughly to the needs of other parents, often at some personal cost. Consequently, the parents who call,
often after many frustrating attempts to obtain help or information elsewhere,are pleased with the quality of
assistance they receive. As parent centers become known as a source of this type If assistance, they are often
deluged with more requests from parents; also, an established reputation for "never giving up" makes the
center the prime focus for referrals from other agencies for their most difficult cases.

This increased demand saps more and more of the limited resources of the center. Also; since staff
members are so strongly committed, they find it difficult to limit the demands made on their time and can very
readily overextend themselves. Thus, an activity which offers great satisfaction quickly becomes
overwhelming, leading to frustration and burnout.

The problems associated with case advocacy are at the heart of most management concerns for parent
centers and they arise repeatedly, although with a different slant, in every area of office functioning staff
management, funding, hiring practices, even office layout. Basically the problems fall into the following
areas: .

1. Philosophically, there is a danger of creating a new dependency system rather than
encouraging parents to develop and respect their own resources as parents.

2. Two major dangers go hand-in-hand with success:

Once an advocacy organization becomes known and respected it will often receive
more requests than can be handled adequately; and

The successful organization becomes the focus for the most difficult cases. In other
words, the better the staff members do their work, the more difficult their work
becomes.

3. Since parent staff members are so strongly motivated, they are more vulnerable than others
to the problem of burnout.

4. In the traditional ways of accounting, it is not cost effective to provide this kind of service on
a one-to-one basis, especially if that is the only or primary function of the staff.
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In addition to the problems listed above, funding for individual case advocacy is almost non-existent.

Long-Range Solutions

One long-range solution to these problems is to provide parents with the opportunity to gain the skills
and information they need to advocate effectively for their own children. Parent training designed to meet
such a goal is discussed in detail in the following article. This training serves not only to empower parents and
increase their independence, but it also expands the organization's effectiveness; groups of parents receive
information together rather than individually, and many parents are willing and able to help others asvolunteers.

The use of various forms of issue advocacy and thedevelopment of written materials, such as fact sheets
on relevant laws, information bulletins on current legislation, lists of resources, etc., also increasethe center's
ability to reach more parents, thus increasing cost effectiveness.

Finally, involvement in such a variety of activities provides a newness which helps staff members avoidburnout.

BENEFITS

There are many reasons for centers to maintain a continuing involvement in individual case advocacy, in
spite of the difficulties outlined earlier. The following is a brief summary of the major advantages:

1. In order to supply parents with relevant information that will enable them to advocate on
behalf of their own children, it is vital that trainers possess specific and current information
about the pioblems parents are confronting. The development of appropriate written
materials and, most particularly, the successful application of issue advocacyare dependent
upon the information gained from direct individualcase involvement on a continuing basis.

2. Although there are dilemmas that are inherent in a strong personal commitment to young
children and families, staff members find working on a personal basis with families most
appealing. It satisfies their desire to help ina most basic and tangible way. It is children, the
primary force behind the commitment, who provide the rewards When an individual child is
helped, the gratification is immediate and powerful. Systems advocacy, on the other hand,
may take years to reach its goal and a person may never directly experience the results of her
endeavors with the immediacy that individual case advocacy provides.3

3. There will always be instances when parents need one-to-one assistance. People with needs
will call; often these are the most compelling calls. They carry a message of urgency which
can be an important force in creating change. Furthermore, they supply staff members with
daily reminders of the relevance and urgency of their work.

4. On a broader scale, an involvement with, case advocacy provides the collective
documentation necessary to determine Where and when systems need change.
Transportation to and from school isan obvious example of a system-wide problem in many
areas of the country. In order to effect changes, documentation must indicate the exact
nature and scope of the problem. One parent center's involvement with transportation
problems is described in the article on system advocacy.

5. Through their efforts with individual cases, the parent centers establish credibility among
parents and establish a reputation as an organization representing a parent consituency,
thus strengthening the supports needed for successful involvement in class and system
advocacy.

3 Britten, Elizabeth, "Starting a Parent Center".
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MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

As in any organization, a careful overall balance must be maintained between dealing with crises, usually
on an individual basis (reactive), and long-range planning, which includes system advocacy, and parent
training (proactive). There are many ways to achieve a balance. Every center has itsown focus and reaches its
own equilibrium depending upon the needs of its constituents, the social and political climate, funding
fequifeinents, and the talents and abilities of its staff. Organizational equilibrium is an evolving and ever-
changing process. The fact that an organization changes is an indication that it is in touch with and responsive
to its overall goals, rather than simply working for its own status quo.

Experienced parent centers have offered the following suggestions to consider before case advocacy
becomes overwhelming:

Determine the number of cases that can be handled; both by individual workers and by the
center as a whole.

--- Limit case load by employing alternative ways to meet the needs of parents.

Consider taking only certain types of cases for one-to-one involvement those requiring
due process, for example.

--- Refer cases to other advocacy groups which may specializ9 in a given area.

-- Work closely with other advocacy organizations to avoid duplication and to enhance
possibilities for cooperation.

Conduct training programs for parents in self-advocacy.

Develop handout sheets of resources and fact sheets on various rights: for example, listings
of parent disability groups and procedural steps in due process.

Encourage staff members to serve on relevant boards and committees and to attend agency
meetings as a means of;participating in policy-making decisions.

Provide back-up support that staff members need to balance the highly emotiona. -,qture of
their involvement; i.e., set a time for staff members to sit back and talk, conduct inservice
training for stress management, schedule regular case conferences.

Include staff in long-range planning to determine which problems should be considered for
system advocacy.

Conduct staff training in system advocacy, its goals, strategies and value.

Train staff and volunteers to see case advocacy as an ongoing monitoring and needs
assessment opportunity that may lead to class or system advocacy.

Train and empower local parent groups.

Develop and utilize volunteer capacity, including other parents, students, and retired
persons.

Publish a newsletter.

Forthcoming issues of Coalition Quarterly will expand upon the items listed above. These are
suggestions for coping with the problems outlined earlier and are not intended to be a comprehensive survey
of all the strategies used to solve them.
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PARENT TRAINING: A STRATEGY FOR SOLVING
THE PROBLEMS POSED BY CASE ADVOCACY

by Mary O'Brien, Training Coordinator, Massachusetts
Federation for Children with Special Needs

Need

People associated with the centers operated by coalitions around the country have become increasingly
aware that many of the parents of handicapped children to whom they were providing information and other
assistance did not really comprehend the rights and protections afforded them and their children understate
and federal laws. Often, lack of understanding by the parents left the children vulnerable to grave abuse
(exclusion from school, continued school failure, unnecessary segregation from theirpeers, for example).,By
the time these cases came to the attention of parent center workers, the problems had reached critical stages
parents felt guilty, helpless, angry, and immobilized. Staff members were faced with providing emotional
support in addition to finding a way to help the parent secure an appropriate program for the child.

Goals

Several centers decided to develop parent training that would empower parents to act early for their own
children and thus be able to prevent the crisis stage. Two general goals were developed for the workshops:

1. To provide technical information and to develop skills which would enable parents and
providers to access the services guaranteed by law t children with special needs, thereby
deVeloping a network of support in the community for these children.

2. To clarify the role of the parent in the child's educational planning proCess.

STRATEGIES AND CURRICULA ,

Exchange of curricula and materials among the parent centers and other agencies has enhanced the
quality of this training. At the Federation, for example, after a review of materials developed for a variety of
projects that had training components, we planned a curriculum based on the four rights guaranteed under
the special education laws and the two key protections that ensure these rights. (This format had been used
successfully by the PAVE Project at Closer Look and earlier by TASK, a parent coalition in Orange County,
California.) The steps from referral to the writing of the IEP provide the content of all training workshops,
whether they are set up as a series or are presented as a single session. All of the written materials we now use
can be adapted for these two structures.

People who attend the workshops come from a variety of socio-economic and racial groups. We have
learned that while the levels of sophistication, privilege and expectation of parents vary widely, they share a
common problem. Typically, parents do not view themselves and are not viewed by professionals as
colleagues on the Team. Since the intent of the law includes parents as colleagues on the Team and not as
clients, or patients, we have developed a strategy for "profession? lizing" parents.*

The PACER Center in Minneapolis, one of the first parent centers to adopt training as a major strategy,
achieves this same aim of "professionalizing" parents of handicapped children by offering workshops at three
levels. The first level is parent education. At these meetings, parents learn about their rights and
responsibilities in special education, their role in helping to develop their child's individual education,
parent/school communication, and the basics of advocacy. The second, more specialized, level of training
focuses on such particular areas as preschool special education needs and services for children in segregated
schools. The third level is advocacy training, which includes detailed information on various aspects of
special education laws, assertiveness techniques, and other ways of assisting parents to help other parents.

Editor's Note: To help strengthen advocacy efforts, some centers provide parallel training to medical professionals and other members
of service delivery systems to sensitize them to parents' issues.
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Recently, the major strategy employed by the Federation has been a Parent Manual which is used as a
training device for promoting self-advocacy. The manual is a carefully designed and piloted notebook that
contains basic information for all parents and separate sections for information relevant to the particular
child. The notebook enables the Federation staff to adapt the curriculum to any audience or format and can
be compiled with participants during a single workshop or a series of Workshops. The notet,:Yok is the product
of a process in which the parent has participated. Parents have found it to be particularly helpful in organizing
their children's records, having ready access to technical information about laws while they participate in
planning for their child's education with other members of the educational team.

SUMMARY
In each center, the training provided parents has also enhanced the group's effectiveness in assisting the

parents on a long-term basis; parents who have attended the workshops call back for follow-up information,
but are often able to handle their own cases effectively. Their questionsare informed and specific. The case
files they compile for their children are complete and they provide clear documentation of then children's
needs. This documentation often prevents the need for mediation and/or a formal due process hearing, and it
facilitates the development of an appropriate 1EP.

At the Federation, we have discovered that engaging in training hashelped our staff to mature; they have
come to realize that their pioneer years of experience and struggle have provided them with invaluable
knowledge, strength, and confidence. They have learned that the best way to help other parents grow is to give
them clear information, new skills, and -the belief that they are entitled to services for their- children.

Staff members have concluded that the way in which a request for information or assistance is handled
can make parents feel either dependent or empowered. Thus, every inquiry becomes an opportunity for
training: by mailing material as follow-up to a phone call; by helping a parent arrange records carefully in the
notebook; by urging parents to assist and learn from one another, returning to the center whenever there is a
need for more information.

Most other centers we have talked with have developed the same dual emphasis that we have outlined:
increasing parents' knowledge of the laws, and enhancing their.confidence as colleagues on the educational

-team. -The New Hampshire Parent Information Center focuses curriculum on specific topics, such as "Play
and Leisure Activities" and "Behavior Management Techniques" in addition to workshops on basic legal
rights and due process. For many years, the Coordinating Council for Handicapped Children in Chicago has
conducted parent training workshops that emphasize independence and strength for parents, based on sound
knowledge of the law and acquisition of assertiveness skills.

CLASS OR SYSTEM ADVOCACY

Along with t) 'lining parents to become advocates for their own children, the other, obvious solution to
the probleins of case advocacy is to engage in class advocacy, to effect change that will benefit large numbers
of children. Like case advocacy, class (or system) advocacy is also an important part of the history of
coalitions of parents of handicapped children. Most parent coalitions emerged from an organized effort to
achieve major changes in services for handicapped children, usually in the form of special education laws at
the state and federal levels.

Management Issues

System advocacy poses its own set of management challenges for theparent center. Again, because the
center's workers are themselves parents of children with special needs, they are likely to share personally the
frustrations of their clients, either in the past or even concurrently with the parents they are helping. Thus the
urgency of each crisis creates overwnelming demands for action.
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Like case advocacy, class issues must be identified, sorted, and selected for action by thecenter according
to the organization's capacity to handle them. Frequently, there is anothei agency with greater capacity to
deal with a particular problem, and thIt ageancy should be given encouragement and support from the parent
center. The state's Developmental Disabilities Protection and Advocacy System:may be the best qualified
organization to take the city's mass transportation system to court for discrimination against handicapped
persons; the state Association for Retarded Citizens may be the logical group to tackle zoning laws that are
designed to exclude community residences for handicapped people; the parent center may be the appropriate
agency to solve problems with the state education department's implementation of the surrogate parent
requirement of the federal special education law.

Effective class advocacy often requires access to attorneys who specialize in relevant laws. Although
their role in the area of litigation is obvious, attorneys are also needed in other less adversarial roles, such as
helping to make the decision whether or not to pursue litigation; drafting legislation if that is the chosen
strategy; and interpreting laws, regulations, and judicial decisions. Furthetmore, attorneys experienced in
litigation can be invaluable advisors in defining thtissues and developing the arguments, no matter what
mode of persuasion or, pressure may be adf-pted. Finally, attorneys can share with parents their training and
experience in mediation when that' promises to be a possible solution.

Since most parent centers cannot afford the luxury of paid !staff attorneys, they must find alternative
legal resources. Some centers have a board member who is both an attorney and a parent of a disabled child
and is available for a certain amount of free legal assistance. Other centers have developed cooperative
relationships with attorneys in other agencies, including public interest law firms and, other child advocacy
organizations.

Because the needs for class advocacy are likely to be even less predictable than are the needs of individual
parents, the center almost inevitably finds itself in a reactive stance rather than a pro-active position based on
careful planning. The center becomes so busy responding to each successive crisis that it neglects to do the
planning that can produce an effective concerted advocacy effort. However, planning can be facilitated with
only a little extra effort, especially if the workers can be persuaded to view all their work within a context of
system advocacy in the following ways:

1. Document the inquiries coming in to the center in such a way that the task of identifying and
verifying systemwide problems wilt" be facilitated.

2. In addition to the intake forms that are used for telephone calls, questions that are raised in
training workshops, conferences, informal meetings, or any other context should be
recorded, preferably on a standardized form.

3. Regular staff meetings and board meetings should include.an agenda item devoted to case
conferences or reports on problems being expressed by parents of handicapped children,
and these also can be recorded on the standard form.

4. A proceis should be developed for making decisions about which issues the center will
choose to take on as class advocacy efforts. The decision process should include both
workers and board members.

Considerations for Selecting Strategy

Once a decision has been reached to pursue a particular class issue, then a strategy (or series of strategies)
must be selected for accomplishing the goal: litigation, legislation, a quiet telephone call to a key official, a
mass demonstration, press campaign, a few key letters, a mass letter-writi4 campaign.

One helpful principle in this selection process requires that the strategy chosen should be theone that is
least complicated, least time consuming, and likeliest to solve the problem at the earliest possible stage. A
common example would be to train parents to solve the problem (specialized transportation, for instance) at
the IEP planning meeting to avobtl a long and costly due procas experience.
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In addition, the following considerations will help determine the best option:

1. Current legal status of the issue. (For instance, is the problem one of noncompliance with
existing law, one needing new legislation, or one requiring interpretation of present law?)

2. The remedy that holds most promise for solving the problem. (Example: Should the
outcome be to improve evaluation methods in order to increase the accuracy of
classification of children? Or, should the result be the elimination of labels that are
ambiguous and stigmatizing?)

3. Those components in the overall system best equipped to act to resolve the problem. (Well
organized, active parent groups? a sympathetic judge? a helpful legislative leader? a
responsive state administrator?)

4. The future effect of approaches used in the present. (Would a one-time media expose
jeopardize cooperation in the future? Would certain kinds of activities and not other kinds
endanger the center's funding source? Would too much compromise sacrifice the support of
the coalition in the larger effort?)

Example

The following example will illustrate the application of the above determinations to an issue that has
presented problems almost everywhere in the country: the transportation of children with special needs to
and from school. Since transporation is a mandated service, change was not needed in law or policy, but
rather efforts were needed to force compliance with the law.

A few years ago, when school opened in September, the Federation for Children with Special Needs
received numerous complaints and requests for assistance from Boston parents about the conditions under
which their handicapped children were being transported. The complaints were serious; the safety of the
children was being ignored; large numbers were not receiving the transportation required in their education
plans. Many children were not picked for weeks at a time; others were hours late when they finally arrived at
school only to be returned home to frantic, worried parents hours after school was over One child, unable to
walk, was left alone on a sidewalk in front of a housing project. It became obvious that the critical need of
Boston children in special education at the time was safe and efficient transportation.

Because of the magnitude of the problem in sheer numbers of unserved children, it was obviout that
handling each case individually was impossible. In addition,after attempting to secure adequate services for
individual children, it also became obvious that there was no person, department or agency within the public
school system equipped to take responsibility for guaranteeing safe; prompt, and reliable transportation. The
school departmi.rit had provided only one telephone number to register complaints and that number was
either busy or nonfunctional. Therefore, the advocacy strategy assumed from the outset was adversarial,
since the mechanisms for mediation and cooperation were non-existent.

As a community effort to remedy the situation, Boston parents formed the Committee to Get Our Kids
to School. The Federation served as a support for the parents involved by setting up a hot-line, publicized
through the media, to respond to and document complaints about transportation. When one hot-line proved
to be inadequate, another state advocacy organization, Office for Children, set up a second line. In a three-
month period over 3,000 unduplicated complaints were logged by the two agencies.

Careful records detailing all the pertinent information were kept and forwarded, at the end of each day,
to the Transportation Department of the Boston Public Schools and to the state Department of Education.
Copies of each complaint, filed with both organizations, were kept at the Federation.

Since neither the Federation, the Office for Children, nor the ad hoc committee had the capacity to file
suit, the documentation was turned over to another child advocacy agency, the Massachusetts Advocacy
Center, which had on staff an attorney specializing in litigation. The attorney then used the information
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collected as the basis for affidavits which were used in a class action suit against the Boston School
Department. The suit succeeded in forcing the contracted private bus firm to adhere to the terms of their
contract, thus forcing all parties to comply with the law requiring safe and prompt transportation.

Far from creating future hostility among Boston special educators, the careful process that was put in
place allowed teachers and school administrators to call the hot-line and help get the problem resolved.

LITIGATION AS AN ADVOCA ;Y TOOL
by Lawrence Kotin, Esq., Kotin & Crabtree,

6 Faneuil Hall Place, Boston, MA 02109.

How Courts Become Involved

The courts are an advocacy tool of last resort "when all else fails."There are two ways in which the courts
become involved in resolving "class" or "system" issues under P.L. 94-142, i.e., those issues which affect large
numbers of children and some major part of the service deliverysystem. The first is through an appeal from
the state "due process" administrative system, e.g., from a final decision of a hearing officer or- a state
superintendent of education to a state or federal court, at the option of the party appealing. The second is,
through a direct action brought in state or federal court, without a preceding administrative process.

In both instances, the case begins in the lowest court of "generaljurisdiction" which, in the case of state
courts, is the main trial court (which has different names in different states, such as "superior court,"
"supreme court," "supreme bench," etc.) and, in the case of the federal courts, is the federal dictrict court
(unlike the state courts, this is uniform throughout the country). After this court (state or federal) issues its
decision, subsequent appeals are possible, in the case of the states, to the highest court of the state, usually
through an intermediate appellate court and, in the case of the federal courts, to the federal court of appeals
for the circuit in which the district court is located. Ultimately, both state and federal appeals can be appealed
further to the United States Supreme Court, which has the discretion to accept or refuse to accept the case.

Appeals which arise from the state administrative process are, most commonly, those which raise the
issue of the "appropriateness" of a child's placement. "Class" or "systemic" issues are raised through these
appeals when a significant question of law must be decided in orderfor the issue of appropriateness of the
placement to be resolved. For example, an issue which commonly arises through the administrative appeals
process is relative agency responsibility for a child's placement, c.v., mental health, education, social services,
etc. This question in turn requires a definition of what is "special education"and"related services"and what is
not

Cases which go directly to court without a preceding administrative process generally raise issues which
do not lend themselves to decision through the normal administrative process for the following reasons:

(1) the issue is too urgent to wait for the appeals process to run its course, such as in the case of
an expulsion of a handicapped child from school for disciplinary reasons;

(2) the issue requires a resolution which is beyond the normal authority of a hearing officer,
such as non-compliance by a local educational agency with one or more major provisions of
the law; or,

(3) the magnitude of the issue requires resolution by a higher authority, i.e., a court, such as an
issue relating to retroactive payment to parents of private school costs where the parents
ultimately win their case on appeal.
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Types of Issues Resolved in Court

To illustrate the kinds of "class" or "system" issues which tend to get resolved in court either through an
appeal from an administrative decision or through a direct court action, we will review some of the cases
which have been decided during the past several years. Overall, there have been at least four categories of
these cases, most of which have gone directly to court without a preceding administrative process:

(1) major enforcement cases, each raising a number of basic issues of implementation of
significance to large numbers of children;

(2) cases challenging the suspension and expulsion of handicapped children from public school;

(3) cases raising various issues relating to private school placements; and,

(4) cases involving the interpretation of specific provisions and requirements of P.L. 94-142 and
its regulations.

The major enforcement cases challenge the widespread and 'substantial failure of a state to implement
one or more major provisions of. P.L. 94-142 or its state analogue. An example of such a case is Allen v.
McDonough, a case filed againi the Boston School System for its 'failure, on a timely basis, to conduct
evaluations and reviews and to Mike placements. Other prominent examples are Mettle T. v. Holladay in
Mississippi,and--California Association for the Retarded v. Wilson Riles.

These major enforcement cases are very much akin to the landmark "right to education cases" such as
PARC, Mills and Lebanks v. Spears, which preceded P.L. 94-142 and were a major impetus to its enactment.
The principal difference between the two lines of cases is that the pre-94-I42 cases were based on the
provisions of the United States Constitution, while the enforcement cases are based primarily on the mandate
of P.L. 94-142, itself. (It should be noted that although some of the enforcement cases were filed before P.L.
94-142 became effective and were then based primarily on constitutional or state law provisions, they now
rely on P.L. 94-142 as their primary authority.)

Several major cases have challenged the use of disciplinary suspension and expulsion against
handicapped students. Examples of these are Stuart v. Nappi in Connecticut, and Howard S.v. Friendswood
Independent School District in Texas. The issue raised in these cases is the extent to which special education
requirements have replaced the use of suspension and expulsions in the case of handicapped children. In the
Connecticut case, for example, the court -ruled that suspension of a handicapped child was a "change in
placement" under P.L. 94-142 and required the application of special education "due process procedures."

A third Category of "class" or "system" cases are those deciding issues relating to private school
placements. Examples of these are cases in Illinois (Elliot v. Board of Education of the City of Chicago,
Illinois) and Florida (Scavella v. The School Boare of Dade County, et al) which address the issue of a cap on
public funding of private tuition; cases in Connecticut(Michael P. v. Mahoney) and Florida (Jenkins v. State
of Florida) in which challenges were made to a system of charging.pirents'for certain costs of institutional
placements; a case in -Massachusetts (Amherst-Pelham Regional School Committee v. Department of
Education) deciding the issue of retroactive payments to parents who place their children in a private school
at their own expense and then win their case on appeal; and cases in the District of Columbia (North v.
District of Columbia Board of Education) and Rhode Island (Ruble v Bevilaqua) relating to relative state
and local agency responsibility for public and private "institutional placements."

A fourth category of cases are those interpreting specific provisiohs of P.L. 94-142. One case in
Pennsylvania (Armstrong v. Kline), for example, decided that an "appropriate placement" included a 12
month year when necessary. Another case in Connecticut (Campochiaro v. Califano) held that local school
board members did not qualify as "impartial hearing officers" within the meaning of P.L. 94-142.
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Role of the Center

There are several roles which a centercan play in using the courts as an advocacy tool. One is to identify
"class" or "system" issues and to suggest court action in the form of an individual complaint or a class action.
Mother is to help a party or a class secure legal assistance in bringing an individual or class action. A third is
to file a brief in a case as an "amkus curiae"or "a friend of the court." Amicus curiae briefsare frequently filedin important cases by an organization which is very interested (by virtue of its work) in the outcome of the
case. These briefs are frequently very influential in part because they can contain certain information about
the non-legal implications of a case which is generally considered beyond the scope of the main briefs filed by
the parties. As a procedural matter, a request must generally be made to thecourt for permission to file an
amicus brief. Permission is generally granted to an organization which can demonstrate an obvious interest inthe case as the result of its purpose and membership.

Summary

One further word should be added about the use of court litigatica as an advocacy tool. In general, veryfew cases which are filed ever result in a final decision by a court. This is because the vast majority are
"settled", i.e., resolved informally between the parties. This fact highlightsa key purpose of using litigation
which is to try to bring about a settlement by the suggestion or actual initiation ofa court proceeding when allother efforts fail. Thus, litigation can be an effective tool for bringing about the informal resolution ofdisputes which have not been amenable to negotiations.

POLITICAL ACTIVITIES AND THE IRS

by Robert K. Crabtree, Esq., Kotin & Crabtree,
6 Faneuil Hall Place, Boston, MA 02109.

Families of handicapped people have been among the- most politically active citizens in the last twodecades. The reason for this simple legislation and government policies and programs form the
foundation of any entitlements handicappedpersons can claim, and without organized persuasion of law and
policy-makers, that foundation will erode. Since most Parent Centers choose to be not-for-profit
organizations for the tax benefits that attend that status, and since the Internal Revenue Service (most statestoo) imposes certain restrictions on political activity, centers need to know how much and what kinds of
lobbying they can engage in without jeopardizing their tax exemption.

The Internal Revenue Code ("IRC") provision that confers tax exempt status on some organizations
[Section 501 (c) (3)] requires that "no substantial part of the activities" of the organization be "carrying on
propoganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation"and that the organization "not participate in ...
any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office." There are now two tests which might be
applied to your center to see if it has engaged in too much lobbying: (1) The old "substantial activity" test and
(2) The "new test", a much more flexible standard which has been available since theenactment of the Federal
Tax Reform Act in 1976 (IRC, Section 4911). You must affirmatively elect to be covered by the new test;
otherwise, your political activity will be judged by the substantial activity test. Generally speaking, under
either test, activities whichare not prohibited to tax exempt organizations include: (1) Making non-partisan
research or analysis available which presents information on both sides of a controversy; (2) Providing
technical advice or assistance to a governmental body in response to a written request in itsname (a request inthe name of an individual member will not qualify); (3) Examination and discussion of broad social and
economic problems even if they are the subject of legislative activity so long as the merits of a specific
legislative proposal are not addressed. The two possible tests are as follows:



The Old Test

The "substantial activity" test denies tax exempt status to an organization for which lobbying is a
substantial pan of its activities. This test has created a great amount of uncertainty for not-for-profit
organizations over the years. The test has proven to be unclear about what types of activityare prohibited and
how much of that prohibited activity is "substantial." Moreover, the penalty for lobbying a "substantial"
amount is an absolute loss of tax exempt status. Once the 501 (c) (3) status is lost, furthermore, an
organization is ineligible for status as a "social welfare" organization [Section 501 (c) (4)]. [UnderSection 501
(c) (4) a tax-exempt organization could lobbywithout limitation but gifts made to it would not qualify as tax-
deductible contributions for the donors.]

Undir the' old test, the I.R.S. considers several factors to decide whetheran organization has exceeded a
permissible level of lobbying activity. For example: (1) Are legislators contacted directly or does the
organization limit itself to testifying at hearings? (2) Is testimony volunteered or invited by the legislature
committee? (3) How much time and money are spent in the lobbying activity? On the basis of theseand other
considerations, the I.R.S. found the Sierra Club's legislative activities to cmstitute a regular part of its
functions and not a casual concern. As a result, the Sierra Club lost its taxexempt status under the substantial
activity standard.

The New Test

You will only be covered under this standard ifyou affirmatively elect to do so by filing the appropriate
IRS forms. If you are engaged in lobbying to any significant degree it is probably to your advantage to do so.
The new test sets forth clear guidelines which permit substantial *mounts of political and lobbying activity
and imposes less harsh penalties for exceeding the limits. One disadvantage is that Cie new standard requires
annual reporting and disclosing of the electing organization's permissible lobbying expenditures and its
actual expenditures, thus creating an added administrative and fiscal burden for the organization.

The new test works as follows: first, an electing organization's "exempt purpose expenditures" are
calculated. Generally, this includes all -the amounts paid or incurred to achieve the purposes of the
organization,which qualify it to be tax-exempt plus all the amounts paid or incurred to influence legislation.
"Exempt purpose expenditures" do not- generally include money paid for fundraising by a separate
fundraising unit of the organization.

The new test then permits an electing organization to spend. free of tax, up to 25% of the "exempt
purpose expenditures" for so-called "grass roots" lobbying and between 5% and 20% of its "exempt purpose
expenditures" for direct lobbying, the percentage depending on h6v7large the annual expenditure is.(20% of
the first 5500,000;15% of the second 5500,000; 10% of the third 5500,000; and 5% of the remaining annual
expenditures).

If an organization exceeds these percentages it is still permitted to lobby so longas the organization pays
an excise tax of 25% of the excesss. Under the new test, an organization that pays this excise tax will not lose
its tax exempt status unless its average political expenditures over a four year period ismore than 150% of the
nontaxable lobbying amount.

"Grass roots" lobbying is defined as attempting to influence legislation by attempting to affect the
opinions of the general public, for example, by distributing handbills or by encouraging members of the
organization in a newsletter to urge others to contact legislators or government employees.

Direct lobbying includes any attempt to influence legislation by communicating with any legislator,
governmental official or employee who may participate in the formulation of legislation. For example,
encouraging members of the organization througha newsletter to contact Congressmen to support or oppoie,
a proposed law would be direct lobbying.
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Under the new test some additional types of political activity have been identified which can be engaged
in without limitation: (I) An organizationcan lobby in "self-defense." That is, there are no restrictions against
communication with legislators about decisions that might affect, forexample, the existence,- powers, duties
or tax exempt status of the organization. However, this "self-defense" exception does not include lobbying
tor continued appropriations for programs from which an organiation receives grants. (2) Communicating
with members about legislation of direct interest to the Organization is not restricted so long as members are
not urged to cot. act legislators. (3) Organizations can communicate directly with government personnel
about any concerns other than legislation without limit. This means there is no restriction, for example, on
speaking with government, personnel about the formulation of regulations.

The scope of the limitations of political activities as outlined here can be complicated under either test. If
there is a question about whether a particular activity is covered or not it is best to seek the advice of an expert
in tax matters.
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This issue of Coalition Quarterly discusses personnel management in two broad areas those issuesgoverned by law, and the common personnel practicei that have evolved among parent centers.
The first article, "Personnel Law," prepared by Robert Crabtree. Esq.. outlines basic legal requirementsconcerning wages, benefits and working conditiont; anti-discrimination laws; and general principlet governingthe develOpment of sound personnel documents. He stresses the importance ofdocumentation in every aspect ofemployer-employee relations, and notes precautions to be observed in interviewing procedures.
Even thodgh many issues related to staffing and management are legally spelled out, many other issues areleft to the discretion of center directors. to be determined according to the needs of the work to be done and theneeds of the workert. The second a_ rticle highlights personnel practices that- parent centers have adopted inresponse to the nature of the work they do and to the general characteristics of the workers.
Itis impossible to examine thormighly personnel policies and practices within the scope- of this issue:however, we welcome your questions and invite you to call us if you need more detailed information or sampledocuMents.

PERSONNEL LAW
by Robert Crabtree, Esq., Kotin. Crabtree & Strong

6 Faneuil Hall Marketplace, Boston, Massachusetts 02109
Parent Centers, like other small businesses, are subject to a variety of laws and regulations that affect theirrelations with employees. In most cases these laws require no more than a Center would do as a matter of

common sense, fairness and the maintenance of congenial and productive working relationships. Some it..;)oseburdens of paperwork and expense; others present difficult choices for the employer-Center between preservingthe employer's rights to make decisions and avoiding the appearance of belittlingor denying employees' rights.
The major laws relating to personnel fall into two groups: those designed to prevent discrimination andthose concerned with wages, benefits and working conditions. Center employers should, of course, be familiarwith these laws (several are summarized below) and take steps to comply with them. They should also developpolicies and practices which create an atmosphere of openness and participation and minimizemisunderstandings with employees.
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The Importance of Documentation
One of the most important tools to achieve this openness is to have a written personnel policy. Even if aCenter has Klatively few employees, a written statement of its policies regarding wages, benefits, rules for the' workplace, disciplinary procedures and the like is helpful. As the Centergrows in size, such a document becomes

not merely desirable but essential to good workingrelations. Personnel policies are required to be in writing bymany funding sources, both governmental and private, and are almost alwayt requested by auditors for largerprograms.

A Center should also develop a written job description for each position defining conciselyan employee'sdutiet and responsibilities, the supervisory structure, qualifications for the position, salary, and what theemployee Must do for advancement at. the Center.

Along with personnel policy statements and job descriptions. a Center should maintain an orderly system ofrecords covering its relations with individual employees. This documentation is especially important to protectagainst charges of discrimination in hiring or firing. Concerning an employee's disciplinary termination. forexample, a Center is well protected against discrimination claims where its employee file shows a systematicattempt to work out problems with the employee using progressively more severe disciplinary measures.culminating finally, with termination. Copies of filed reports should be given to the employee. Of course. sometypes of misconduct call for immediate termination. If this occurs, a letter should be sent to the ex-employee andfiled as Mon at possible specifically stating the reason for the firing.

Major Anti - Discrimination- Laws
1. The Civil Rights Act of 1969, Title VII (as amended by the Equal Employment OppOrtunity Act of 1972)applies to eMplOyers of 15 Or more employees. It prohibits discrimination against Job applieants andemployees because of race. color, religion. sex, or national origin in any term. condition or privilege ofemployment. Einployers must post ,a notice telling how to file charges with the enforcing agency; the EqualEmployment Opportunity. Commission (EEOC). and must eliminate"artificial. arbitrary and unnecessarybarriers to employment."

The EEOC will try to conciliatea charge made against an employer, but if that fails. may file a civil action inFederal court to enforce the law. Job applicants and employees may file a complaint in the EEOC and mayalso sue employers directly in court.

EMployers in violation may be ordered to make retroactive salary payments and pay the claimant%attorney's fees and expenses is well as to submit a plan for changing their employment practices.
2. The Federal Age Discrimination In Employment Act of 1967-(as amended in 1978) provides the sameprotections as the Civil Rights Act to persons age 40,70 where the employer has 25 or more employees.
3. Federal contractors and subcontractors with contracts of 510,000 or more -must engage in affirmativeaction prograMs (generally identifying and changing practices with discriminatory effects and potitivelyrecruiting and providing an- accepting work environment for women Sand Minorities). The affirmative-action program must be in writing and will be monitored by a Federal compliance agency if the contractorhas 50 or more emplbyees and the contract is S50.000 or more. "Contracts" does not include "grants."Executive Order 11246 (amended -by Executive Order 11375).

4. Federal contractors'and subcontractors of 52,500 or more and grant recipients are prohibited by theRehabilitation Act of 1973 Sectiont 503 and 504 from discriminating on the basis of handicaps and mustdevelop affirmatiVe action programs.

5. Under the Vietnam Era Veteran's teadjustment Assistance Act of 1974 Section 402. Federalcontractors and subcontractors are prohibited from discriminating against qualified Vietnam Era Veteransduring the first four yeart afterdischarge and against Vietnam Veterans disabled 30% or more throughouttheir work-life. Affirmative action programs are also required.

In general, the best protection against charges of discriminaticin by unsuccessful job applicants is to limitquestions in the-hiring .process to,those seeking informaticin which is really necessary to evaluate the
applicant's qualifications and avoid those that are unnecessary. Inquiries about race, handiCap, etc. shouldbe used only as part ofan affirmative action program. As for terminated employees,a systematic programof employee discipline and record-keeping as described abot:e is the best protection. Anti-discriminationkiwi do not prohibit firing employees for just cause,wifere rational disciplinary procedures have beenfollowed.

Laws-Conceniitig Wages, Benefits and Working,Conditions
1. Fair. Labor Standards Acto:t 1938, as amendecf;bi the Education Amendments of 1972. and the laws ofmost- states establish certain: requireinents relating tominimutit wages, overtime pay, and other basicprovisions of the work environment. Executive, idministratiVe and professional employees are exemptfrom the-FLSA's proiritions.



Particular provisions of the FLSA include these: (a) a minimum wage of $3.35 hour (as of this writing): (b)overtime pay at 114 times the regular rate after 40 hours: (c) provisions restricting children age 14 and 15 to
work limited hours outside of school hours: (d) provisions prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexwhere employees are doing substantially equal work with equal skill, effort and responsibility.

The importance under the FLSA of keeping simple. clear records of employees' time and wages paidcannot be overstated. The enforcing agency. the Wage and Hour Division of the U.S. Department ofLabor, sometimes treats poor record-keeping itself as a sign that the law is being violate& Penalties includepaynient of back wages, injunctive relief, and sometimes payment of additional money damages. Inparticularly egregious cases. criminal fines may be imposed.

2. Federal and state laws combine -to provide unemployment insurance benefits under the Federal
Uneraployinent Insurance Tax Act of 1939 and the Social Securiiy Att of 1935. as amended.Not-for-profitorganizations m_ ust participate in most state programs if they employ a sufficient. usdally small, number ofpeople.

In most states, an employer may either self - insure or contribute to amuneniplOyment insurance fund.,Acenter should weigh carefully the possible cost of havitig to pay benefits to an ex-employee against thecertain costs of Contributing to an insurance fund to decide betWeen the two Alternatives.

Usually a_ terminated employee Will be eligible for benefits unless she;he left voluntarily without -good
cause, or was fired for misconduct that vat against the interests of the employer. The ex-employee must beable and available to work at employment comparable to the job she he has left. but-need not accept (I) ajob Open because of labcir dispute or (2) work where the wages or working conditions are lower than
standards in the area or (3) work offered on the condition that shefhe join a company union or that she, henot join a -union.

The optiont available to Centers which are tax-exempt under Sec. 501(c)(3) regarding social Security taxeswill be discussed in the next issue of Coalition Quarterly.

3. Worker's Compensation laws apply to employers in every state. although n typically a state will exempt
organizations with only a small number -of full-time employees. These laws are fo protect against the
consequemces of injuries sustained on the job, usually including those occurring while traveling to or fromthe job. The employer's responsibility to provide benefits attaches regardless of who caused the injury.

Injured employees, and in case ofa death, their dependents. are typically entitled to oiv.i-half to two-thirds
of their weeklywage plus hospital and medical benefits. In return, employees give up their rights to sue their
employers, but they may sue any person who negligently caused the injury. If sucha suit is successful. any
paymentt they recover must first be used to reimburse the emplmr or hit insurance company, and theremainder belongs to the employee.

Centers often use consultants whomay not be considered employees covered by the worker's compensation
provisions because they are "independent contractors." Generally speaking, independent contractors are

-persons who agree to produce a product, but remain independent of the employer and do not submit to hisor her particular instructions concerning how to produce the product.

Most states require employers to carry worker's compensation insurance and do not give them the option
of being self-insured. The potential costs to an employer of having to pay a claim itself are so great in any
event that it is ill-advised not to carry insurance.

4. Parent Centers, which are typically small, are unlikely toTace union organizing campaigns, but should not
consider themselves immune, especially if they grow in size. Law defining the rights of employees of
employers "in interstate commerce" is fouhd in the National Labor Relations Act. Other employers areoften covered by state laws similar to the NLRA,Should a Center be confronted by requests that a labor
organization be recognized as representing the Center's employees, the Center shoUld1eonsult with anattorney or other expert in the area of labor relations.

With or without a union, a Cu-11er is well-advised to have fair and sensible procedures for handling
discipline, disputes over wages and working conditions, and individual employee grievances. As dedicatedand professional as emploYees of Parent Centers are, they have the same needs and rights as any.other
employees. If those needs and rights are not honored, Parent Centers, like other employers, run a serious
risk of low morale a:y.r1 burnout which in turn undermine a Center's ability to serve families in need.
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PERSONNEL PRACTICES
Introduction

In addition to the legal items Mr. Crabtree discusses, other aspects of personnel management needclarification from the beginning to assure smooth- Center functioning. Written personnel policies and jobdescriptions help define these areas.

Beyond statements of compliance-with the laws governing the Center's relationship with its employees.written personnel policies inelude detaili on operating procedures designed to reflect each Center's philosophyand priorities 'in personnel Management. These policies should bebated upon the needs of the Center itself.rather than upon the staff profileat a given time. It is easy to assume that certain problems are not likely to plagueone's own Center if the staff is dedicated and skilled. There is no guarantee, however, that such a situation willremain stable forever.

Job descriptions further specify impleyer-einployee roles in day-to-day operationt. This article diteussesboth personnel, policies and job descriptions as they apply to parent centers.

Personnel Policies
Personnel:- policies are a statement,of mutual expectations. They provide guidelines for judgements andshould reflect the Center's commitments and philosophy. Since personnel policiet are often similar formost non-profit organizations. request copies from Other parent centers and similar organizations. preferably larger andolder than your own, before embarking- on the task of writing them. -Excellent resources for additionalinformation are available from the Grantsmanship Center, 1081-South Grant Ave.. Los Angeles, CA 90015. Weespecially recommend the publications Personnel Policies for Your Agency: Get Them In Writing Now, andHow To Design- Yinir 4gency's _Employe Benefits .Progrant. The following discussion'highlights thotecomponents ot'personn.:4Olicies that may -be ,less- standardized or that have particular- relevance-to parentcenters.

Hiring Whenever- poisible;:Centers have been careful to maintain their_original volunteer staff in paidpositionsmhen, and if, funding becomes available. Experience hat shown that it is especially important from thebeginning that there be a single strong leader who is in that position by consensus, and thit;person should be thefirst one to assume a paid position. Usually such a leader has been instrumental in foimding the center, obtaininginitial fu
inding.

and in az its continuance. In most proposals for funding. key,personnel are identified and
,

money is awarded on the condition that those-personnel" be involvedas specified-in the proposal:
Occasionally friction develops when some staff can go on a payroll and others must continue as volunteers.Care should be taken to build in rewards for- volunteers, and. whenever - feasible, to give them priority whenadding to the payroll.-In addition to monetary rewards, volunteer and paid stiff are 'often motivated by suchthings as recognition, achievement, and opportunities for personal,development and challenge.
Often Centers doWnplay the importance of aeademic- credentials and emphasize volunteer experience.However,some areas, not related primarily to the content of the work, may require more formal training: forexample,-financial management, office management, supervition, writing, and-retearch skills. -Overall staffingpatterns should allow for a range of talents and abilities-.

Affirmitive Milan An affittrative action statement in writing may be legally required for your organization.(See previous article for guidelines). Affirmative action requires a more active seeking out of ways to employwomen, minorities, veterans, and handicapped persons than a simple statement of non-discrimination. Usually.additional-financial and time commitments are required.

Even if not required, many Parent Centers practice affirmative action for parents of children with handicaps(in keeping _with-their overall intention to maintain a parent perspective) and-for ditabled adults (as a means ofeipanding employthent opportunities).

Setting Pay _Levels This task is a delicate one. Salariet are often predetermined by_specific requirements ofcontracts or grants. One Parent Center stressed that, "At the outset, care Should be taken to think in terms ofsexist policies. People are likely to lderialue themselves because they are women, especially if they work part-time and to do much -the tame work they did previously on a volunteer basis."
Scales should rifled current levels in state and federal government, as well as salarly levels and cost of livingin one's*oWn cominunity. Contacting another Parent Center and your local-United Way organizations will offersome guidelines before establishing salary levels.

A method for granting- salary increases should be spelled out. These are _usually made according to anautomatic schedule; presuming satisfactory work performance:Or by merit review:tt:4,:ifications for times whensalaries will advance or be reviewed, as well as criteria for determining pay, should also- be included. Each jobshould havea salary range to set limits on salary progretsion. This projection will help predict payroll costs. andgive eMployeei the security that pay will be equitably, adjustedan a regular basis.
Some mention should made of-cost of living increments. Tanding sources seldom expand enough tototally protect Center employees from the effects of inflation, but sound financial planning should permit a smallallowance for this purpose, even if-in combination with-Merit increases,purpose,
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Benefits 4 In addition to programs in which.-by_laW, the employer must participate, there are other benefitoptions which an employer may offer as ways to augment the salary.such as the obvious benefits of holidays andvacation time. Remember; benefits usually cost money, so calculate carefully the potential cost before offeringthem-.

In developing:benefit packages. consider the needs Of the workers; for example, if they are predominantlyyoung, they may appreciate maternity and educational benefits, as well as consideration gig-en to daysoff whichcorrespond to school holidays. Older staff may appreciate life insurance and retirement plans. Health and dentalplansfhave universal appeal.

Credit- union- advantages are not difficult-to- set up. do not cost the company anything, and employeesappreciate the service. Often Centers receive Vouchers for college coursesin exchange for supervising work-studystudents. Theiecan be offered to employees without cost to theCenter. Don't overlook opportunities for trainingwhich are offered. through the Center itself -and do explore other avenues of educational-assistante.
Promotion = Opportunities for advancement and change within an organization are good for staff morale andevery effort should be made to promote frOin:within the existing ranks of staff and volunteers. Maxiinize talentsof the staff-by using the Center itself as a-means Of "learning by doing" through apprenticeship programs. For-exatritite,_ Centers often start workers -in a receptionist .-position as a means of familiariting them -with basicprOcedtiret, or give a learner opportunities to participatein panel discussions after observing more experiencedstaff at speaking engagements. Such training and observation may enable the worker to gain the skills needed forpromOtion when the opportunity- arises.

Delegation of-Authority- --Centers agree that to bring out the leadership potential of workers, they mutt begiven meaningful responsibilities from the beginning. The continuity and stability of: the Center depend uponleadership aevelopMent.

Probationary Period A-three,to six month probationary period offers opportunity for mutual evaluation forworkers and is also valuable -in cases of promotion. Remember the Peter Principle!
Work Schedules --Although most Centers keep regular daily hours; there are usually more part-time than full-time workers. Staff memberswho are most involved in direct advocacy or training necd,a degree of flexibilityinthe hours they-will be in the office,,It is vital, however, that events outside the office and in-office Meetings" beschedu'ed so that there is adequate coverage in the office at all times, Ideally, there should beat least one full-titheperson in the office the greatest percentage of his!her time in order to assure continuity. WheneVerpossible, it ispreferable to have part-time workers in_the office daily, rather than two or three full days per week. Even underthe heft of conditions, care must be taken to build in opportunities for all staff to be present at the same time to.facilitate communicationand continuity,

Job-Descriptions
Typically, workers in parent centers are action-minded and service-oriented and the developmerit of writtenoperating documents has been of secondarypriority. This was especially true immediately following the passageof P.L. 94-142 when the enthutiasin and commitment ofparents provided the necessary energy and directiOn tocreate and maintain effective programs. Often itafft were small. and little differentiatir,o ofjObdescriptions wasneeded. Indeed, spirit_ equality and democracy prevailed, with all staff batically having the same jobdestriptions, although set-cloth i..itten down. At Centers groW, and differentiation becomes necessary,viable jobdescriptions increase the chances of maintaining this spirit ofcooperation and enthusiasm by providing paid andvolunteer workers with definitions Of their-responsibilities. Such clear lines of responsibility form a structurewhich alloWs workers to continue in genuinely caring and effective manner,

It is not uncomirion for workert in parent centers to have more than one job title One a generic. internaltitle, and a second, functional title assigned to a particular grant or contract which is subject to change when atemporary assignment is completed. -Internally, a worker marbe referred to as a "resource parent" or"information specialist," while at the-same time acting as a project director for a particular grant.
For, this reason, the job description must be flexible enough to allow for changes and should be updated asneeded. Annual `review of job descriptions as well as pay levels and schedules has proven helpful in establishedcenters.

Job deicriptions should contain the following information:
title of position, supervisor, overall duties to be performed, and amount of time involved;necessary skills (technical, communication and interpersonal, or managerial);--- concise and clear statements of tie tasks involved in performing the job;a specified time when evaluation will be performed;

-- salary- range.



Volunteers
A valuable part-of the work of many Parent Centers is done by volunteers. They work out of a sense ofidentification with :he:Center's phikisophy and goals. a desire for personal fulfillment and an urge to serve.
The relationship between the volunteer and the center should be regarded as contractual everyone fromthe first must Understand that acyoltinteer's,comrnitment is as-serious as;that of a paid worker.
Some_ Centers have written agreeinents, signed by the volunteer worker and the Center, that spell out theirmutual oblig::tions and provide a basis for understanding. Space does not allow us to include samples, but we willbe happy to send them -oh- request.

The federal government recognizes the work of vounteers and grants them some Of the same considerationgiven to paid workers. The IRS Code allows volunteers to deduct certain travel. gas. food, and lodging expensesincurred on the job -from their taxes. The Civil Service Code allows applicants for4overnment jobs to includerelevsnt volunteer -Work in their employment history.
Involvement and motivation are as vital to-good volunteer management as to paid staff. Since they are notmotivated by a paycheck, volunteers are unlikely to continue in jobs they think are unimportant. Efforts to keepthem involved and to develop their skills and talents will:help keep interest and enthusiasm strong.
In addition to Voluntary Action Centers, which are run by the United Way. centers have been successful inrecruiting volunteers from the following sources: local colleges and universities: parents who have been trainedor helped _by the center are often willing volunteers: elderly or retired persons : disabled adults,

Dear Reader,

FOLLOW UP ASSISTANCE

Your input isimponant to us! hi order to supply yoifwith the informationyou need, we need tohear from you. 'et us know ifyou have found the Coalq ion Quarterly helpful and hoW you have usedit-If there are ariy topics you would particularly appreciate being coveted, please let-us know that.Rio. The more responses we receive, the better we can slit the inforMation to your needs.
Also, if information contained in any of the issues stimulated further questions or a need formore in-depth information. please call or write to us at the Federation. We will do our best to provideyou with the assistance you -need.-Contact:

Janet Vohs,'Editor
_Martha Ziegler, Project Director
Federation for Children with Special Needs
312 Stuart Street, 2nd Floor
Boston, Masschusetts 02116
Phone: (617) 482-2915

FUTURE ISSUES .

Publication and distribution of Coalition Quart.'. ly may be delayed for a few months afterMarch. 1982. Please be patient distribution will resume in the near future.
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INTRODUCTION
This issue of Coalition Quarterly and the next one will present basic information about funding sourcesavailable to coalitions of organizations representing people with disabilities. Raising money is somewhat morechallenging for a coalition than it is for most other nonprofit organizations because a coalition, by its very nature,

Must avoid those kinds of fundraising activities that would put it in competition with its own member groups.
Thus, such familiar efforts as direct mail appeals, annual dues, and walk-a-thons may be out of the question,depending on the particular coalition.

The centers being opt:ved successfully by coalitions of parenti of children with disabilities have been funded
primarily by federal and state goVernment grants.Several centers have also developed alternative or supplemental

- funding resources. The next issue of Coalition Quarterly will .summarize relevant experience with government
grants, including information about eligibility, preparation, and accountability. This issue offers suggestions onthe non-governmental resources.

We have devoted this double issue primarily to the three most significant sources of private funds: foundations,
corporate gifts, and the United Way. In addition, we have included suggestions about publication as an ongoingresource.

In the presentation of foundation and corporate grants, we have included an interview with an executive with a
large metropolitan foundation, conducted by the editor, and an article about one Center's experience with such
funding, Prepared by three perions from that center. In the discussion of United Way possibilities, the editordescribes one center's experience-with one type of United Way funding and staff members from another centerdescribe the process for memberihip application, a second form of United Way funding. In a final' rticle; one
center director_presents a step-by-step guide for launching a financially successful publishing venture. These
articles show how some coalitions have used the resources of their local community and their own talents toatigmert their funding ba;t:

FOUNDATION FUNDING

INTERVIEW
In the hope of demystifying the process of obtaining money from foundations, the editor of COdition Quarterlyinterviewed a foundation executive in large metropolitan area. The foundation representative gave a brief

personal overview of the foundation world. While some of her comments reflect her involvement in a particular
foundatiOn, most are relevant to all types of foundations, especially professionally staffed, community-oriented
ones. Following are highlights of the discussion between the Coalition Quarterly editor and the foundationexecutive.

FOUNDATION EXECUTIVE:... In the world,c;f private philanthropy, foundation giving representi about five
percent of -cile total contributions. The biggest givers are still individuals, and the biggest recipients are churches.
What fOundations have been ableAo do is to organize their giving in such a -way that the impact of their modestdollars is quite high ... I hope we will find more creative ways cif financing projects, and that people will develop
new types of organizations. Where before, issues of turAcept organizationsseparate, I think we will now see more
organiiations coming together ....Some may merge, others may cut costs by sharing space or by doing bulk
purchasing. I alto thifik there have'been missed opportunities to make money because people felt they couldnot
ask olientS for money. You can charge. Sometimes` charging people is a way of connecting theM more strongly with
the, service.

In relation to parent centers, advocacy has ahvays been a difficult area to fund because it is not thoUght of as a
direct service. It is difficult to document how someone has been helped through Liivocacy efforts; consequently, it
is difficult to demOnstrate the results to boards and others. People would rather support things the; -can see
numbers, bt:ildings,a changed school system. The fact that advocacy has not been liberally funded in the past maynow be to its benefit. Without large infusions of money advocacy organii. *:ons have still been successful. They
`have been forced to be more creative, depending on volunteers, on people's dedication t o a cause, and on strong
client constituencies. I'm not saying thatimoney is not necessary. It is.- However, parent centers need to determine
what in their program is fundable.

CQ: Is it appropriate to ask a funding source which of the many activities performed in a parent center they would
be .most likely to fund?
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FOUNDATION EXECUTIVE: In our assessment of a proposed project, we look for a clear statement oforganizational purpose and priorities. Part of the organization's homework is to know its priorities and to matchthem with available funds. Their next task is to convince the funding source of the reasons why this is needed andexplain how it fits into the framework of the organization.

CQ: What are the differences among the various types of foundations?'

FOUNDATION: There are several major differences. A foundation may be privately administered by -acorporation, or a family. As such, it can have either a distinct programmatic interest or a geographical focus. Apublic community fotinclation, on the other hand, has an obligation to respond to the brOad charitable needs of itsown community, rather than to hold to a specific program focus. In doing your homework, there is a wide range ofinformation available in libraries throughout the country. At the top: of any grantseeker's list would be thepublications of the Foundation Center.* With the help of their directories, you should find those foundations thatare interested in the area in which your organization is involved. How much money have they given? What is thesize of the average grant? To what organizations? For what purpose?

CQ: What happens to a proposal after you receive it?

FOUNDATION: The proposals that fall within our guidelines are assigned to a program officer, who meets withthe applicants to determine that their organization is healthy, that it is addressinga real need, and that it is capableof managing the grant: Site visits are usually a part of the evaluation process because they give a better sense of theorganization and what it is about.

One thing you should know is that it is very rare for a new organization, without an established track record, toget funds. Groups are not always immediately successful. You have to stick to it and :keep coming. If yourorganization haS had previous funding, those sources should be listed and discussed in the p: )posal.
CQ: In siirribiing up, is there any other general advice you would have for someone who has never approached afoundation?

FOUNDATION: I think there's a lot Of mystery surrounding getting money. There are people who sit on bothsides of the desk. The money is there to be giVen to those groups who have the best chance of ad iancing theinterests of a partidular foundation. A foundation wants to see .a group that:is well Organized;
has its priorities straight;
is- well' Managed;

e? 121.s a good board _of dftectors;
knowledgeable and

has satisfied:conSunics.

Our board dceS notlike to be approaChed by individuals whO have proposals pending. That's why they employastaff. I would adVise most people whei'are applying at large, staffed foundationsznot to approach the volunteerboard members, but to wOrk directly with the staff. Make sure yogi- propoSal is something the foundation willfund; and you'll get a good hearing.

PARENT COALITIONS AND PRIVATE SECTOR FUNDING

Paula Goldberg,'Betty Binkird and Marge Goldberg
P:.,CEit Center, Mipheaiiolis, Minnesota

An austere financial climate and substantial cuts in available funding from traditional sources make today alogical period :for parent groups to develop and establish strong and ongOing partnerships with privatecorporations and foundations.

While the Competition for these grants'ii intense, and,though the,private sector cannot possibly meet the totalfinancial needs of all nonprofit organizations, parent coalitions representing handicapped studentS can begin toturn to foundations -and corporations for at least supplemental sources of financing. Since December, 1981,PACER has received eleven grants, of varying size, is well as in-kind contributions from corporations andfoundations, a direct result of having increased the number of proposals submitted.

* NOTE: See "RESOURCES," page 10, for complete address and telephone number. "ResearchingFoundations, Parts I and II," available through the Grantsmanship Center Reprint Series, are excellent-guidesto the Foundation Center's publications. See Bibliography:
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,Preparation

PACER Center has discovered seieral'strategies to enhance an organization's chance of success. One such
discovery has been a realization of the great variety among corporations and foundations in their philosophies,
in the types-of programs they tend to support, and in the range in siie of their contributions. Very few are willing to
support an agency's total program. Some may be hesitant to make grar.s to programs that promote system
change ° -me prefer to give direct monetary grants while others wish to make contributions of furniture, supplies,
or a Our it they manufacture.

Therefore, as a time-saving first step, it is wise to discover in advance the variations just mentioned, before you
Make initial contact. As an aid to your homework, books prepared by a council on foundations may be available in
your state; these give details on the funding sources within a particular community. Libraries also contain
reference volumes with information on the types of assistance offered by private sources.

Since the grant writing process is a lengthy one, groups must ensure that their efforts are concentrated on those
sources of funding which offer a hope of success. Further, by discovering the foundation's or corporation's
philosophy, a group can then shape its proposal to best fit that philosophy.

After the homework stage, the next step is to contact the specific foundation or business identified. The initial
contact person at a foundation may be its director or a staff member. With a corporation, ask for the name of the
person responsible for contributions. Or, a second contact within a corporation may be the directors of an
employees' contribution or service committee.

Making Contact

During the initial conversations, several areas should be covered. First; you must establish that your coalition is
a nonprofit, tax exempt corporation since such characteristics are required in order to receive funds from the
private sector.

Second, yriur sense of your program's worth must be conveyed. Be ready to present in factual terms th..; number
of persons who are in need of your service and why, what your program offers that is unique, the number of people
you have served already, and specific details about what has been accomplished through receipt of the service. This
array of information should not be lengthy, but must convey a rational justification for receiving a grant or
donation.

Finally, there are a number of questions you will find helpful to ask:

1. Does this foundation/corporation provide general o ;crating support grants or does it prefer funding
.specific projects? General operating support means the funds can be used for the present parent project
and the general budget. If it funds only specific projects, you should describe several specific projects for
which you are seeking funds. Before calling, be sure to set prioities for your list of specific projects. You
might then suggest these as examples that you feel need to be funded. The foundation staff person may
comment on how appropriate they feel the specific project may be for foundation support.

Are there written guidelines for grant proposals? If not, ask what the length and format of your proposal
should 1,-,'how many copies are needed, and to whom you should send them. Most foundations and
corporations do not want long extensive grant proposals. Grant request guidelines are often included in
the organization's annual report.

3. Would it be advisable to meet with the staff person or the employee volunteer committee? It's often
helpful, but not always necessary, -to develop a relationship with a staff person from the foundation or
corporation.

4. What is the timeline for giants? When are the grants due? Some foundations review grants every month,
:,..others four times a year, and some only once a year.

5. What is the usual amount of funding given for similar projects? Does this foundation /corporation fund
..projects for $1,000 or would the staff person recommend submitting a grant for $10,000? It is important to
_know the limit for ,grants from any source, since proposals which exceed the limit may be rejected
automatically. In some cases, -if the total cost of a proposal exceeds the grant limit, you may be offered a
matching grant, or the project might be funded for a shorter time period for less money. On rare
occasions, you may receive more money than you originally requested. This has happened toPACER

-twice recently. In one case, PACER was told that a corporation had a $5,000 grant limit. After presenting
PACER'S needs to the employee committee, the committee decided to allocate what was actually required
for the,project, an additional $3,000. .; ; ;.1 =

, -
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6. When will the grants be considered? Knowing when the board or group meets will give you an idea of
wheh you will hear about the proposal. Also, you then can ask when it is appropriate to call back and

-learn the results of the meeting.
. - .

. 7. Does, the corporation view it as helpful if its employees are involved in the parent coalition? One of your
board members may work for that particular corporation or some employees of that business may have
attended your training workshop. You could mention such ties 6 the staff person during the initial
contact, and again in the proposal's cover letter.

Employee Involvenient

Many corporations tend to support groups that benefit their employees or in which their employees are involved
as volunteers. The board of directors of your parent coalition can be an important source of information and
support for private sector funding. If an employer is a member of your board, more weight may be given toa grant
proposal submitted to that corporation., In ad,:ing new members to your board, it might be advisable to look to
people who are employed in corporations.

In additionmany corporations may inquire if your coalition has served any of their employees during theyear.A method of documenting this information can be developed by parent centers. During the last year, PACER
Center has been asking parents who attend workshops to help by answering a survey and returning it at the end of
the workshop. The survey provides information to PACER about where the parents or members of their families
are employed. These simple surveys are used in two ways. The first is to document to corporations that a certain
number of their employees have recently used PACER services. A second is to learn about businesses, through
workshop participants, who might be receptive to PACER'S request for assistance. Contact PACER fora sample
of this form.

Written Proposal

After the initial contact, either by telephone or in person, th' usual procedure is to submit a written grant
request. A useful guide, entitled "Program Planning and Proposal Writing," by Norton J. Kiritz, is available from
the Grantsmanship Center, 1031 South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90015.

The following guide may be helpful in preparing your grant proposal:

1. A cover= letter: this is usually one to three pages long and gives a summary of the proposal and a brief
explanation of your organization;

2. An introduction: state (a) the amount of funds you are reque...Iting and what they are for, and (b) the history of
your organization: explain how you started; whom you serve, how many you serve, the geographic area of
your project, your credibility, and what you have accomplished for the last few years;

3. The specific problem that you will be addressing;

4. Documentition of the need for the proposed project;

5. List of provam goals;

6.. Methodology: explain the method for achieving the goals. Describe how many people will be served and how
many workshops will be held;

7. Evaluation: explain how you plan to evaluate your project. PACER often includes a previous evaluation
report in the appendix to demonstrate that parent training has betm beneficial;

8. Budget: prepare a detailed budget if youare seeking funds fora specific project. If you are requesting funds for
general operating support, a detailed budget is usually not required. However, in the appendix include your
otganization's current operating budget,as well as your projected budget for the coming year

NOTE: The Corporate Support Program Research Project conducted for United Way of America surveyed
corporate giving in 1981. Their study indicates Saul the prime motivation for corporate giving is -enlightened
self-interest." Ninety percent of the prporatiOns that participated indicated that potential benefit to employees
was a very important consideration ire detqmining how much and to whom they gave; eighty-five percent rated
employee involvement as important.. (As reported in s 27th Annual Issue, 1982). .
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9, Other sources of funds: it may be useful to explain your organization's funding sources in the cover letter or in
the grant proposal itself. Today corporations and foundations look carefully at ways organizations have
become efficient ant self supporting. For some foundations, it may be beneficial if you can document that
your parent group initiated-a fund raising campaign from the people you serve or charged fees for some
services. Foundations understand that parent coalitions cannot bccome totally self supporting, given the
nature of the people they serve and their role as a coalition. In the appendix youshould list those corporations
and foundations you have applied to for funds and those that have funded your organization in the past.

10. Appendix: include the following;
Names of board members and vitae of key people in the idoject;
,IRS 501(CX3) form;
A certified annual audit;
Letters of Support. These are letters from parents you have helped, leaders of disability groups and
employees of the corporation which attest to the need for the program and to the respect you have gained in
your community. Letters from disability groups should clarify that you are in cooperation with them rather
than in competition, and that you do not, in any way, duplicate the work that they do.

Coordination

One of the many strengths of a parent coalition that may appeal to potential funders is its cost effectiveness it
provides training for all parents of handicapped children in a given area, regardless of disability.

After the Grant Proposal is Submitted, What Do You Do?

After the grant proposal has been submitted, be sure to call the staff person or employee from the foundation or
corporation that you originally contacted. It is often helpful to call five to tea days after the proposal was mailed,
to see if it was received and if the staff person has any questions about it. Several telephone calls may be necessary
until you receive written or oral notification of the results of their review.

Conclusion

Many businesses and foundations have a limited amount of funds to distribute to organizations. Some
corporations tend to fund those organizations that they have always supported in the past. A parent coalition may
have to submit proposals for small amounts of funding to many organizations rather than expecting one to
provide substantial funding.

We have definitely learned that securing funds from the private sector requires time, energy and a commitment
to the needs of handicapped children. However, the requirements are justified by our conviction that parent
training does help handicapped children, and must be available to their families. Creativity and perseverance can
help you and your organization be successful in the highly competitive world of private sector funding.

For additional information, and for sample forms, contact PACER Center, 4701 Chicago Avenue South,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55407, or(612) 827-2966.

UNITED WAY FUNDING

INTRODUCTION: INNOVATIVE PROJECTS

There are two avenues for acquiring United Way funds. Traditionally,organizations receive funds by obtaining
membership in their local United Way. Once admitted, they are usually able to obtain funding every year. In
addition, United Way agencies in most large urban areas have instituted ways which allow non-traditional,
emerging organizations to receive funds through grants for innovative projects, regardless of whether these
organizations are United Way members.

We recently spoke with two parent centers, The Southwestern Ohio Coalition for Handicapped Children and
Team of Advocates for Special Kids, who have obtained United Way funding. They explained how United Way
operates and told us their success stories. , 2, ". " *.**t*

Team of Advocates for Special Kick (TASK) received start -up funds from the Innovative Projects Grant
Program developed by the United Way of Orange County, California. Jean Turner, who serves on the board of
directors for TASK, encourages parent groups to find out if their local United Way has a similar program.
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"The InnoVative Projects Grant concept," she informs us, "has been adopted by other United Way agenciesacross the United States and is a source worth exploring, especially since parent centers offer services which areindeed innovative and non-duplicative." Ms. Turner added that, for those parent groups whose local United Wayis unfamiliar with such programs, United Way of Orange County is willingto share its guidelines and policies toassist them in developing a similar program. Inquiries should be addressed to: Dr. Paul Sepulveda, Director of
GOiernment Relations, United Way North/South, 3903 Metropolitan Drive, Orange, California 92608.

The douthwestern Ohio COilition for Handicapped Children, following the more traditionalapproach, is in the,process of becoming a member of its local United Way. Elizabeth Britten, the coalition's executive director, andher staff, describe their experiences and offer suggestions in the following "Individualized Educational Plan"(IEP) a format with which most of us are familiar!

IEP FOR A SUCCESSFUL MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION **0 THE UNITED WAY
Staff, Southwestern Ohio Coalition for Handicappta Children

Present Level of Parzist Center.Functioning

Parent Centers represent a relatively new concept in citizen involvement and advocacy which is not universallyknown. At the same time, to be most effective and to realize their long-range goals, parent centers need a broadbase of community support.

Local Options

Private corporate and foundation funding usually does not include general operating costs. In addition, thesegrants are often limited to capital funds or to one-year special projects.

Public funding-requires completion of a formidable application process every year, with small guarantee of
success, and* is rarely continued on a long-term basis.

The United Way system representsa rare source of ongoing operating funds. In addition, Unit2ci Way supportrepresents an endorsement of legitimacy and value by local community leaders which lends high radibility withagencies, businesses and other possible future funding sources. United Way does require participation in time,energy and patience in order to comply with their stringent reguktions. However, oncea project is accepted byth-United Way, it is eligible for their internal ongoing support services.

Goal

Submit a successful application for membership to your local United Way.

Short Term Objectives

Before Application

I. Observe other organizations your local United Way approves, and work to establish a rapport with some ofthem.

2. Spend energy meeting staff and committee members at meetings and other functions. Remember, the personswho make decisions in the United Way system are voluu.eer board members. Staff members are alsoimportant to know because the way they present your information will influence the volunteers.
3. Obtain a full set of current local United Way membership requirements, annual priorities, written reports, andrecommendations. Examine them carefully for insight as to the best way to describe and present yourprogram. For example, our local United Way would not fund "Information and Referral" as they had theirown service. There was no local category for "Advocacy" per se, and "Community Education" had a lowpriority. They did have a higher priority for "Counseling," which included supportive counseling (peerCounseling) the year we applied. Therefore, we applied under that category. Since that time, we have beeninstrumental in assisting the organization to develop a definition of advocacy. "Advocacy for the Disabie"subsequently became a locally approved category and we were able to change uur application accord, j.(The National United Way program guide does have a category for "Advocacy").

. 4. - 'e
NOTE: Since the United Way only funds locally, please do not send grant proposals unless you meet thatrequirement.

.0
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4. Find someone in your community who knows how your local United Way functions. Use that person as a
resource in developing your application:, (We enlisted a master's degree student in Community Planning who
had worked at the United Way).

-During Application.

1. Submit a convincing first draft applicatiOn. Shim that without United Way support the citizens of your-area
would be denied this crucial service. United Way will ask for minimal information at first. However, you will
be screened in .or out,on that material. Your goal is to get through the screening process to the volunteer
committee that makes the recommendation.

2. Do -not be discouraged initially by printed requirements. Get -to work and sell your program. If your
application is convincing, you may be able to negotiate some standard requirements. We were able to obtain
temporary waivers on annual audit, detailed reporting on client characteristies, and fundraising requirements
after we had an opportunity to demonstrate the uniqueness of our service to families of handicapped children.

3. _Present yOur case professionally. Most of the volunteers will'be from the business community; -and will be
interested in facts: previously demonstrated effectiveness in concrete terms.

4. The United Way system looks favorably on "coordinated community resources ". Denionstrate how you work
with other agencies for.mutual enhancement. Get strc;itg endorsethents from lay perioni.

5. United Waywill not-fund programs belonging to the public sector, such as public education. bemonstrate
how your service is not a duplication of what local education agencies are mandated to do. Whether they do it
or not is inconsequential:

Annual Review

I. Fill out all forms. Write thank you letters. Respond to all suggestions in writing.

2. Maintain contact with your volunteer committee cnair and liaison persons:.Seek assistance as needed with
volunteers and staff.

HOW TO RAISE MONEY PAINLESSLY THROUGH PUBLISHING*

Charlotte Des Jardins, Executive Director
Coordinating Council for Handicapped Children

As a parent center which has been serving parents of handicapped children for more than twelve years, we
stumbled upon book publishing as a relatively painless way to raise money.

I say "stumble" because making money was not our intention when our volunteer parent coalition took its first
publication to the printer in 1969. We printed it because there was nothing available at the time to inform parents
of the special education rights of theirchilcit en. Our first publication, Your Rights As Parents of A Handicapped
Child, was probably the first rights handbook in the country.

Since public school officials anti other public agencies were not making this information available, we decided to
take the plunge and do it ourselves on a volunteer basis. A public school psychologist wrote the booklet after
researching state rules ano-tegulations, with the assistance of a legal aid lawyer, a Vista worker, and myself. When
it was completed, public school 'and university officials reviewed it for accuracy.

At the printer's suggestion, instead of having the manuscript typeset, we typed it on an electric typewriter and
brought it to him "camera ready" for offset printing. The total, printing cost for 2,000 copies of the twenty-page
booklet was $200, only ten cents per copy.

Although we had planned originally to distribute the booklet without charge, we eventually decided to charge
twenty-five cents per booklet. We thought this increase would bring in extra money; we had not counted on the
hidden costs of postage, envelopes, and promotion.

During the next two years, we published the 222-page, spiral-bound ruide to Services for Handicapped
Children, which sold for SI.50, and a 92-page manual entitled, How To Organize An Effective Parent Group and
Move Bureaucracies, priced at $1.00. The small charge for each book covered only the costs of printing and
distribution. .

NOTE: An expanded version of this article is available upon request from Coalition Quarterly.
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Meanwhile, by 1976, our original rights handbook went through three reprints and grew from a twenty-page
booklet,to a ninety-seven-page. book. It cost $1.00 to print and 'sold for $2.00.

Over the next -few years, we updated both our' Guide to Services and our bestseller, How to Organize AnEffective Parent Group and Move Bureadcrades. At the same time, we introduced a companion bestseller, How to
Get Services by Being Ass, Live. Each Of the bestsellers sold for $4.50 per copy, including postage. The price was
recently increased to $5.00 per copy, plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

1982;Iri we are netting approximately $15,000 a year from our books. It's not a large sum, but it helps finance
some of our activities.

In order to make that kind Of money, we have to promote our books constantly. We include book brochures in'
everrmailing...We bring our books-and brochures with us to meetings, especially to those meetings whercihe are
making presentation's. We dittribUte brochures at evety.conference on disabilities which is held in our: area We
write frequent :promotion letters to newsletters-- ot' disaoiiiiy organizations, parent grOups, piefissiOi al-
organizations,, atidicrthe local media.

Tips on Publishing-As a Means of Raising Fun&

L Look around your office. Some of the materialyou have already written, which you are now giving away, may
be saleable, either by itself, or combined with other material.

2. In developing Written materiali, think about the requests for information your office has received. Some of it
may be saleable in written.form.

3. Write in a simple, factual style. Make it easy to read by organizing the information in block form or outlinestyle.. with.clear headings.

4. -Always include names, addresiei, and phone numbers of other organizations that can provide additional
information;

5. Have others, including experts from outside your organization, review an early draft iii order to improve the
material and assureits accuracy.

6. Do not count on getting it all, and getting it perfect the first time. Write it over and over again, and have your
reviewers review each draft until it is the best you can possibly do.

7. Get estimates from several printers before you commit yourself to one. Find out whete other non-profit,
Organizations have their printing thine, and the cost. Ask to see samples of the printer's work beforeyou makea commitment.

8. Be optimistic. Remember, you will get a much better price with large quantities. Find out the cost in quantities
of-1000, 2000,'5000,10,000. Try to figure how much you will need for at least two years. Remember, printing
costs will keep, going upnever down. If you only print enough to last six months or a year, you may run out
while your book is selling its best. You will lose customers, and yuu may have to pay twenty-five to fifty
percent...more for the next printing.

9. When you fix the prices of your book, remember those hidden costs: envelopeS of book casings, postage or
shipping, promotion, and all those copies you will need to give away to reviewers, the press, and to heads of
large organizations that you hope will buy in quantity.

10. In order to break even, you need to chargeat least double the printing cost. Ifyou want to make extra money,
you need to charge three to four times the printing costs.

11. Ask other Organizations- about their publishing ventures and benefit from their experiences.
12. Investigate special marketing workshops which provide technical assistance to programs funded by the

Department of Education, Special Education Programs and Rehabilitative Services. LINC, Inc., for
example, assists such otganizations in developing a marketable product for publication, and assists in linking
them with potential publishers. Further information can be obtained froM LINC Resources, Inc., 1875 Morse
Road, Suite,225, Columbus, Ohio 43229, 614/263-5462.

13. Promote yOur publications at every opportunity. Distribute at least 5000 brochures in the first year throughmailings, meetings, conferencei, and newsletters of other organizations. Remember, the number of sales you,make will be in direct prokortion to the amount of promotion you do.
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14. -Include a cut-out order form in the booklet itself for easy reorder. Also include your brochure with every book
yOu send out.

Remember, when you go into the publishing business, you willnot only make money painlessly; most important
of all, you will be providing a valuable service.

RESOURCES

The Foundation Center, 887 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10019, is a national service organization which
provides authoritative information on all aspects of foundation giving. There are doiens of regional collections of
Foundation Center publications. For more information about this program or for the name of the Center's library'
collt-qon nearest you, call toll fret(800) 4244836.

The Grantsmatiihip Center, 1031 Smith Grand Avenue, Los Angcles, CA 90015, is a non-profit educational
institution which conducts-seminars in all aspects of grantimanship, program management and fundraising. In
addition to the Grsintsmanship- Center News, they publish a compreheniive ser:es of reprints on non-profit
program managethent:

A' foundation's Own Published anndarreport, when available, is the best single source of information about its
activities. You can write to a foundatiOn to find out if it publishes an annual report, or check the Foundation
Center directories listed in the Bibliography.
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Foundation News, the Foundation Center, New York, published bi-monthly.

Handicapped Funding Directory, Burton J. Eckste:::; ed. Research Grant Guides, Box 357, Oceanside, NY 11572,
1982.

KurZig, Carol M. Foundation Fundamentals: A' Guide for Grantseekers, revised. The Foundation Center, New
York, 1982. (Contains a bibliography of area foundation directors.)

National Data Book. The Foundation Center; New York, 2 volumes_puunihed annually.

1981 Foundation 500: An Index to Foundation Giving Patterns. LaWson AssoCiates, New York. Foundation
Research Service, 39 E. 51st St., New York 10022.

"Researching Foundations; Part I: How to identify Those That May Support Your Organization,"- the
Grantimanship Center News, The Grantsmanship Center, 1031 South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90015,
1978.

"Researching Foundations, Part II: The Big Search," the Grantsmanihip Center News, The Grantsmanship
Center, 1031 South Grand Avenue, -Los Angeles, CA 90015, 1978.

Source Book Profiles. The Foundation Center, New York, annual subscription service.

Where Anierica's Large Foundations Make Their Grants, edited by Joseph Derma'. Public Service Materials
Center, 415 Lexington -Ave., New York, NY 10017, 1980.

Bibliographies

"Resources for Non-Profits: A Selected Annotated Bibliography". Compiled by Philip Conley, Librarian.
Associated Grantmakers of Massachusetts, Inc., 294 Washington Street, Suite 417, Boston, MA 02108.

"Sources of Information for Preparing Foundation Grant Proposals". The Foundation Center, 887 Seventh
Avenue, New York, NY 10106.

"A Bibliography of Area Foundation Directories." The Foundation Center.

"A Basic Guide to Information on Foundations and Other Nonprofit Funding Sourres". Thy Foundation Center.

An Essential Bibliography for Grassroots Consumer Organizations. Consumer Education ReSource Network
(CERN);.-1555 Wilson Blvd., Suite 600, Rosslyn, VA 22209.

Follow-Up Assistance

If information contained in this issue stimulates further questions or a need for more in-depth information,
please call or write to us at the Federation for Children with Special Needs. We will do our best to provide you with
the assistance you need. Please contact:

*U.S. Governstent-Printing'Office : 1913 -357 156/5I0

Janet Vohs, Editor
Phone: (617) 482-2915
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FUNDING:. PART II GOVERNMENTAL SOURCES
INTRODUCTION

This,,issue, of COalition- Quarterly ,describes- funding sources thieugh Ifederal,and state -government
,prograMs that have been or could be_tapped by centers, operated by Coalitions of parent*, of children with
diSibilitiei The first article,,preptied by editor, offers general guidelines fOr identifying federal finding
sources ,A-Ietond- article; viritteii,"bythe coordinator 'of the NatiOnal °NetwOr7; of :Parent .Coalitions,
describes -two, major sources of federal funds for parent-. coalitions: the Personnel -Preparation:program
administered by Special EdUcation,,Programs,-and the Developmental Disabilities program; which has both
a national:discretionary fiinding,prOgram and a: funding; program -that is ,administered in each state by a
citizen pisnaing council. A third article, prepared by the editor, lists potential stato;bated 'funding programs,
and the foUrth article, submitted by the director of the parent centerin South Bendindiana; describes .that
center's_ experience with ,one e7untiPle of -state Anding This. issue concludes; with a ;glossary, of terms

encountered- in the,process of securing goiminment funds and a bibliography of additional
Sources of information.

,Applying, fcit.:government, funding -in' 4ves -principle* -sin filat to: those outlined in the article* on
foundation Infiding in the FalF1982 issue of coalitliii Quarterly, ',funding Part I, Non-Governmental
SoUrces.'"twb.stePs; in particular, apply to all aspects of grant seeking - the need to identify those
sources that share:the applicant's concerns, and the need to tailor the.request for :funds tr-sthose Spedific
priorities

FEDERAL- FUNDING

Programs to be supported by pUbliomoney.must. be authorized by legislation and must conform to the
requirements of implementing regulations., Agencies of the federalgovernMent, therefore, require detailed
-forint applications that -meet the particular sequireinentS of that agency's ;legislative- authOrizition,
regtilations, and priorities...Instructions aPpearing in ihe government's application packet must be follOWed
to the letter. Late or incomplete applications usually are automatically disqualified. Timelinest cannot be
OVeremphasized;freqUently, the receiving office literally Iockithe door, at the tune and day published as the
,deidline..

Applying -for government funds seems formidable; and often is. What is required is a willingness to gather
the'_necesiary inforination and then seek, otitthe technical assistance that is available. In addition to the
publications described belowstalf meMbers at the government agencies-are invaluable, willing sources of
help. In addition, assistance is aVOilible through this project staff and, through individual members of the
National ,Network, of Parent-COalitiOns.

This report wealtrepered under CoestrietI4o.,3104111.50 froUn the U.S. Departntent of Education; Special Education
'Programs and Rehabilitadys :Setricesi, Special Education- prOgrania. Comrade, undertaking such projects under
goirerouneattionsorobip aniesconinualto uprees itself theirlodpsest in professional and' echnical slitters. Point of
vieerot Ophikni; therefore,' do not ieceisarily represent the Ediscadou Deportment's posithot or -pOlicy.

Pi*P.sid The Federation for-Chiliitea Itinh'Speciel Needs, 312 Stuart Street, iitd Floor
kle*.MaisaChuelellifil

Editor. hist -Vohs
Project" Director: Merlin H. pititeri pieentive Director, !Notation for Children with Special Needs

Tabileatiol and National Infortnition,Center for ifaidicapped Children and Youth
Dietribeitiosi 1191-14114:Washitsstal,
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Sources of Information

The*CataIng of Federal 'DomestiO -Aisiitanee is a comprehensive directory of federal assistanceprograms.
Published annually in :the spring With a six-month -:update; the Catalog ,explains each federal douiestic
assistancoprOgram and = helps an applicant locate ,units in the federal agencies which have made grants in
particular area of interest. It lists-the-agency and department,,resporitible for-the program, its 'legislative
basis, the kinit of-assistance provided, eligibility requirements, application And ,,awarif,procedures, and
applicable: regulations and guidelines It also identifies a person to contact for moroinfolnatiOn,and refers,
to related- programs.

Once it, promising program, has been located, -a grant application packet should be requested from the
Contact person, bytelephonoto save time. The contact person Will be happy to answer questioni after the
,,application packet:bar been reviewed; while the applitation is being prepared.This personal assistance has
prOven to be-- in4aluable- to- parent - coalitions; not only in developing their applications, but also, in
implementing the prOjecti -after- funding: has lieen.,seaured., Generally,. icontact persOnv will provide
information and assittinCOon quettiOns of protedUre arising from the packet; after the competition(s) have
been announced in the'Tederil _Register, to ensure fairness to all applicants, contact persons cannot
comment on the :quality Of ideas' be:propoied: in-the applicatiOn.

Two daily ,publications- update the Catalog with information about new programs= and-important
program changes: The Federal Re_ gives current information on grant programs, including application
procedures and deadlines. Commerce -Business_ Dallis lists -all contracts that .0o.; :iderat: agencies plan to
award.

The United Stella -Government ,Mannid, is :another source ,of information- that Can-be.iised in tracking
-down- federalprogiiiniS. It lists U.S. Government agericiet,,their -programs, anci.-key officials.

The above publications can be ordered from the U.S. GovernMent Printing Office; dio Superintendent of
Documents,. Washington, P.C. 20402. They are also available -in state law fibrariiiii, majOr
universities:, or. .colleges, depository libraries in each Congressional: diStrict, RegionalFoundatiOn Center
'Libraries; and moat= Publiclibraries..For the nearest Foundation Center:Library, i'.411,*(800)424=9836.

Another helpful resource is she Federal Assistance PrOgraMs Retrieval-Syttein (FAPRS), a computer-
ItiedinformatiOn,prOgram of sources of federal funds that is Maintained 11.y, the Office of Management and
Budget. FAPRS largely *sett on, he information contained in the Catalog,,but it is updated much More
fiequently.- An information packet on FAPRS;"*hiCh includes ,a list of access- points in various cities, is
available froni: :040'011- Prograin Inforthation Branch, Office of 'Management and Budget, 726 Jackson
Place, -NW; Washington; D-.C.,_20503.

Grants and Contracts

The federal gOvernMent disburses funds directly to organizations either through grants; or through
contratts.:It is important to lie aware of the differenCes between the two funding mechanisms because they
influence certain tipects of the propotal (submitted -for contracts) or the application (submitted for grants)-
as well as the manner in -Which recipients must manage-,the furids,OnCe they are awarded.

In a contract, the goverMnentbuys something it wants. The government states exactly what it wants done
and lays out the sPecific tasks and thhelhies required to- meet a need or solve a problem as it is perceived by
the-governMent. Contracts require an end- product. For instance, the government might solicit bids for a
contract to produce ,40,00(Vball hearings .6? -be used fOr 1,000 pairs of roller skates, to be delivered_ by
,December 1, 1983. -Normally,the lowest_ dollar amount:in the timermine allOteit wins. the contract.

`Grant programa, on the other hand, are the goVernment's efforts to respond to needs that are identified by
specialists outside the goVernment. The agency applying for funds deVelops the specific ways to meet, the
teed or solve the,problein and the government agrees to assist the applicant agency with meeting the need. 'A°
grant is .Often described as a "Conditional_ gift" in which there is no requirement -to produce, but railic:
requirement to Perform in accordance with the** and conditions,of the grant. The recipient agencyputs
forth-a "best-effort" to meet the goals and,objectives -that have been established.

For example, in resporip. to.the, needs expressed;Ahe government might..solidit grant applications for
demonAration projects - designed to increase mainstreamed :recreational-Opportunities- for childrezi with
special needs. Applicants are-free to propose their own methodology, their own ideas, about how to meet the
iteed.:One organization may propose tatrainvolinteersio assist children with special needs at public roller-
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skating rinks or to sit uP-1 bitbrother/ big Sister prOgrairtfocusing on learning, recreational, and training
experiencirthatlnight'includefroller skating, bowling, movies and field Another organization may
;propose tntritin the operators of skating rinks and bo4ling alleys to be sensitive to the needi of handicapped
children.

FeilloWing,ate some other important differenotS between grants and contracts:
Crintraeti, Grants

PrOpoiali:foi-contracts ale generally due 30
days after. the *Oat for proposal` (RFP)
has-Jieen-iiiirtinCixfand'hidi solicited.

ROPsifOrcontraets'areannotuiced in the

- the itwird:proCeSS-foi'Contricts is usually
--fiiterthan-thisitlorgrants.

-iv While prepining-i proPOsal for a contract,
the applicait.may,cOUnicate.only with
the contracts office Stiff.responsibleforthe-
fisCal:inanagenteikrif tine **co..

Contractpitiposalidnnot haveto justify-
nee&because the contracting agency has
already Ostibijihe: need:.

Contractpropcisals'usuallY do not include-
letta*'.;f s4PP3it-,
contenti:olthe proposal for a contract-are
specified by,the goVeininent in the RFP.

timelines for grain applications vary widely,
sometimes as long as 90'days.

Applications for. federal grant programs are
nnnounce&iit the Federid-Register:

-Grants-can take iis'_Iong as six Months from
applicatiOndeadline-to award notice:

.-Whilepreparing-a grant
appliCanti_miy discusItthe project with the
program office itaff of ihe funding-agency,
as well as the officer.

Justification of.need.is an important_part of
grant applications.

Grant-appliCationCtisuallyinclude ktters-of
support`.

Grant give- more freedom and
fkicibility-to'the applicant-in deligning the
Pr9grara7

MAZOW SOURCES' OF FEDERAL FUNDS FOR PARENT CENTERS
Martha *iefileit, c9cOlinat9IVNationallietwork of Parent Coalitions

Graintri,:1;11vIsion, of Peitonnel:Prepsiration-
During the htit,sik years, Ccialiticini ',parents of children with disabilities haverelied heavily on training

:grants througItthe Division of-PorsonneLPreparaticin-(DOP), SpeCiaU Education Programs (SEP); U.S.Department of .Education; for the basic lunds: required to operate information and training centers:Recently, the department has revised 'the DPP regulations in a way that should. facilitate greater access to
these fundt by,parent coalitions. Instead of coniptting in the same pool with universities-and,prOfesSiOnal
organizations grants for teacheriraining programs, as in the pait, parent coalitions-4M now
compete in a Separate categories fOt training of parents and volunteeravidy.

the-overall' requireinents and format for these-grants remain the same as-before:
1. -Care ul documentation of the need for the tridning ,projeCtincluding, reference to the

trainingzpriorities in the training section'ofthe state's_plan for implementing P.L. 94-142.
2: Relationship. Of the.planiied program :to theduclitional. needs of handicapped children.
3.- A well designed- plan Of implementation of the project, including clear objectives and the

pianned -uite of personnel ancLother resources.
4. Detailed descriptiOrt of,theprograin content, inClUding the competencies to be achieved bythe trainees and the nethods, procedures, techniques, and instructional media and

Materials:to be_entplOyed.

5. A Plan_for-evaltiating thefeffect of the training ,program.
6. -Anevaltiation design.

7. Qualilicationa of the project director and,* other key personnel and indication Of non-
discriminatory employment: practices.

8:Adequacy ,Ottite resoinces. (facilities, equipment, and supplies) to beused for theprogram.
9. 'Contributions- of time, expertise, money, and -*nods from sources other than the grant.

10: `Itemization of budget, budget explanation, justification, and demonstration_ of
reasonablenets, adequacy, and 'effectivenesi of-the ,prorld- budget.,
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Each fiscal-year, Congress appropriates money for this program (Training Personnel for the Education of
the Handicapped) as one of several discretiOnary, ,prOgraMs,to be implemented by- SEP on a nationwide
sbasis..'Forlhe current funding,. 'period, 49.3- million- dollars has been allocated by Congress for Personnel.
Preparation. As- of this Writing,_ a, similar total is anticipated tor the next ftinding -year; of this total,

:approximately t3'.5 million has .been earmarked__ stp for training patents and volunteers each. year.

Grant* Under' DPP are awarded annually and.they must meet stringent requirements that are described in
an official packet,. "New Application for Grants Under. Training. PeriOnnei for the Education of the
Handicapped," available free. of charge_ from, the DiVisiOn of, Personnel, Preparation, U S. Department of
Education, Speeial- Education Projects, Wasington, 'D.C., 20202. Usually, this boOklet is ,Publiihed in
August and new-giant applications are dUe by a well - publicized, date in. ctober or. NOvernber. (In 1982-83
the deadline was postponed ,Until- January 21, 1983,, because of a:delay in promulgating= the revised
regulatiOns for ihe program.) An applieant must secure a copy of the official application packet and follow
the instructiont arietictilciUsly bypreparing-the -grant Application.

Criteria to be used by the,pinel of reviewers when reading the appliCation are described in the application
packet. It is wise to make certain that each qUestion is answered, even though the response may appear to be_
"not applicable."

Staff members of ;DPP have, been very helpful to parent coalitions -when they have decided to submit
applidationi under thisprogram. In Addition,- as coOrditiator of the Network of Parent Coalitions,
technical-assiitance (thoughenOt proposal writing) is available through the Federation for Children with
Special 'Nei&

DeimlopmeaMlbisabilities Grant Program

The second source. of government -funds most attractive to parent -coalitions is the --Money allocated
through the -Develdpmentai 'bisabilitimPrOgram, a division of Vocational Rehabilitation. A relaiiVely
small amount' of money is awarded throUgh grants at the national leVel; these are announced annually in the
Federal Register, with a description,Of the.PD agency's funding priorities for the year A larger amount of
DD money is distributed' in each State; through_ the- DD -planning. council for the state. Sett* parent
coalitions haVestipplemented-their aetivities_with state DEtgrants. The Federation for Children With Special
Needs, for -example, is now implementing its second DD grant to train lay periont ,to represent
deVelopMentally disabled, people- or their fa "lilies in administrative A parent coalition needs to be
in_ touch With, the- Stake -DP ,CounciF-' th current on ihe availability Of these funds.

Parent centers have occasionally found federal funds in unexpected prograins. The Coordinating Council
for Handicapped Children, Chicago, Illinois; is implementing a grant from the &flee ofJuvenile Justice and
Delinquency -Preventiciii, _U.S.' Deparftnent of Justice, to run a delinquency prevention prograth focusing On
advocacy, :peer suPport and counseling, and awareness activities in the public schools.

STATE FUNDING
State departments of education, health, mental health, welfare, juvenile justice, and others are all

potential sources of funding for the work of parent coalitions. Several centers have secured state department
of ecbication grants to runprojects-for surrogate parents, prepare booklets on special education for parents,

:help conduct' the state's child find` activities, and operate- adVocacy program_ s for adjudicated and
incarcerated- youths with handicaps.

-It, is important, to be familiarmith the.state plans required under certain federal programs, because these
are likely to highlight the state's own priorities; which may well mesh with the goalt of the parent coalition.

94 -142, for example, requires that each - stote implement a Comprehensive System of Personnel
Development*(CSPD) 0,0art of the state plan. If the State Educational AgentY has included parenttraining
as one of the priorities in the plan for perionneideveloprinaii the parent coalition will want to assist the SEA
in implementing that priority, ether by,:apPlying -for SEA funds-or by referring to this priority of the state-
plan when, applying forfederal training funds, as required in DPP applications.

-Experiznced :parent centers have learned that it is worthwhile to be on the mailing list for grant
anriouncements':for each of the edUcatiOri and:human Services agencies 'in the state,

The follMOing article illustrates how one- rarent,center succeeded in identifying a state need and then
helped the-State Department of EdUcatiOti iMplement a program.

4
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AjNE:ccENTER'S` EXPERIENCE
Sallygamburg, Director, Task Force on Education for the Handicapped

:Following thepastage of P.L. 94442; the Task Force on,Echicatinn for the Handicapped, a parent center
in South! Bend,'Indiana, approached' Indiana's Director of the Divition of Special Education and offered to
research the iirrogite parent, provision of 94142 and to design a plan for implementing it in Indiana. A
Task Force volunteer studied the proVision and wrotei proposal for a pilot project that would establish
-surrogate,parent progratrit in.SouthBend- and the surrounding school districts.

The ;Pirsion: accepted ',this-proposal, with Minor.itviilons, and, in 1977, established the Indiana
-Surrogate Parent Program; io be administered by the Task,Force..Following the completion of the pilot
project itt;19713,, the iDivision-apptOved:the .project on a, statewide:basis. Surrogate, Parent Program staff
providcinformatiottand-assistince-tO'loCal school districts and-other education providers in-tiiining and

,assigning surrogate parents, Atieisit 75 percent of each state's funding allotment underPart B, Education of
the Handicapped Act,-goes to-Local Education, Agencies (LEAs) who submit applicittioni for-,these funds.
The remainder Of the 'Part it funds' is. by the State Education Agency (SEA) for administration,of the
Act and -for ditcretitniairprograms,Atich As. the Surrogate, Parent Prograin.

Theluocessof the'Task/Forte in obtaining funding from the SEA can be attributed to a combination of
-thelollOwing factors:'

Tinting 4- The first birectorof the TOlciForce_thOroUghly examined the regulations forP.L.
94-142,priOr to its actual implementation, noted the surrogate parent requireinent (for which no
states had as yet deVeloPed_POlicies or programs), and approached the SEA with the
idea of'desigiting,i,Plan,fOr fulfilling the requirements of that:provision.
SEA Adissiisilirati The SEA'S_ Division of Special' Education had
insufficient-A4miniiiiiti4 personnel' to devote_the -person-hOurCneCtssary to research fully the
provision,arici' design-a,progranv that-Could be quickly, developed -for use by LEAS.

-Credibility of theTisk Foree----- the Task Forde; begun as a volunteer organization in 1973, had
developed-a:working relatiOnship with administratiVe.perionnel in -both the LEA in SOuth Bend
atiet-the: SEA in Indianapolis, TbelTaik -FOrCe--Volunteeri, ,many of whomlater became' staff
members, wk re well infornied parents who-'had beettinVoiVed in parent groups and had
demOnstrated their ability: to work:as partners with professionals to achieve quality services for
-handicapped, children. The Task ,Force, further established:its credibility -when it was awarded a
contract by the _then Bureau of -Education: for the Handicapped in 1976 to set up one of the
original ParentinforMation Center..
Cotiptebeitsive And 'Realistic Planning. The Task Force's 1077-Surrogate'Parent proposal
was comprehensive but realistiC in scope:= Our orignal pilot program would serve as a model to
determine aw-Statewide. policies and priicedures ::otild,be established.

' -Demonstrated Success During the pilot project, staff demonstrated the ability to complete
the prOjeCt's, objeCtiVei.,
Need for Compliane_ with P.L.' 94 -142- The TasP ,Force, in-Administering the. Surrogate
Parent Program in Indiana, was helping theSEA to comply with the law. The Task Force, under
'contract to the 'Indiana' Department' of Public, Instruction, .Division-of Special-Education, has
administered:the SuritgateiParelit program sinee its inception. Through theinciana Surrogate
Parent Program, the-Task Force assists public ageneiln to develop and implement surrogate
parent programs.. For 1982 -83, the State Surrogate Parent Office haS been funded by the SEA to
prepare additional ',materials for parents and LEA personnel' on topics related 'to -parent
involvement:.

.

Establishing aworking relationship with the SEA-and demonstrating an ability to accomplish tiie work
effectively and efficiently were essential ingredients to the Task Force's success in obtaining SEA funding.
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GLOSSARY

AUthorizing Legislation-,A law that creates a federal program and defines what type of program is set up, who will
run it,' and how, the program will operate.

CBDCommercalloseineseVaily. (Announces federal contracts isp tor bid).
CFDA,-;Catslog OE: Federal Dominic Assistance
CFR '-Code_of Reguliidons

Contracts' Officer/GrantaOfficer -7"-The federal person primarily responsible for the fiscal management of project
grants'and contracts The individual is ultimately responsible for all aspectS of a federally issued grant or contract.
CSPD:Coliitireherisive System, of Person:le Develorimenti(State Plan)'
DPP of Personnel; Preparation (U.S. -Department of Education, Special Education Programs)
ED Department of Education
EDGAR -,EducatiOn Department General Administrative Regulations
FAPRS Federal' Aisle** Program and RetrieVaL *stein
FR Federal-Register. (Amiounces federal grant-programs):
LEA-.- Local Educational-Agency

OH' Office for -Handicapped- Individuali-(U.S. Department of Education)

OMB Office of ManageMetit anCiudget_
Project Grants 7- biscregOnary funding given out by federal agencies throUgh competitive grant-awards for specific
projects over fixed Perk* of time:
Project Officer Federal person responsible for the technical' programmatic management of project grants and

-contraets.
'RegulationOnce legislation authorizing a prop* is passed, officials in the administering agenCy develop rules that
-spell out exactly tie* a program will operate: (Regulations are found in the Code of Federal Rettladons and the new
regulations are announcediri the Federal' Register).
RFP Request-Tor PropOsiii, used' far, federal contracts.
SEA ,State Educational 'Agency'
SEP,-Special -EMI:cation Programs, section of U.S. Department of Education.
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INTRODUCTION'

Previous issues of Coalition Quarterly have addressed such management concerns as organizational
and program develoOment, and have ptuvided information on funding sources and procedures for
acqUiring funds. This'issue is devoted to ensuring that funds received will be properly managed. Both
private and publiC agencies require that recipients of funds meet certain standards of accountability which
include providing relevant and adequate,docuMentation of their activities and expenditures. This issue
focuses on fcderal government standards since they are generally more stringent than requirements of
private funding organizations. State government standards are similar tO federal ones, but since they can
yary in detail, the particular state requirements should be studied carefully. Every leciptents of federal-
funds should be careful to check the requirements of their current funding agencies, since specific
requirements mayAwell vary from agency, to agency, and program to program.

Some more Yvords of caution. Many of the published operating procedures for managing federal
money that apply to grants and contracts disbursed by the Department of EducatiOn were initially issues
when education was still part of the Department of Healthdudation and Welfare (DREW). It should
not be assumed that publications are irrelevant' or out-of-date simply because they have not been
reprinted-by the Department of pucation. If the contracts ci grants officer sends written procedures to a
recipient organization, it is safe to lisiume that the information is still current. There are metal key
documents- with- which recipients of federal- funds should be familiar: standard information- that
accompanies each award notification; Edutation Department -General Administrative Regulations
(EDGAR)', for Department of Education grants; "General Provisions for Negotiated Cost-

I Now codified in Title 34 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 74, 75, and 76 as "Education Department
General Administrative Regulations". "Part 100 a" is redesignated as Part 75, and "Part 100 b" is redesignated as
Part 7C.

This report was prepared under taiaisa No. 3- s-5S! from the U.S. Department of Education, Special Education
Program and Rehabilitative Services, Spatial Education Programs. Contraetees undertaking seek projects under
government spomonldp are encouraged to express freely their judgment in professional and technical matters. Point of
view or Opinion, therefore, do not necessarily represent the Education Department's position or policy.
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Reimbursement Type Contracts with Nonprofit Institutions Other thin Educational Institutions," for
contracts management; and Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities,
and Functions, written by the Comptroller. General of the United States.

The first article, prepared by the editor, ishued on a talk given by Mr. Kenneth Franks, Jr., Chief,
Business Management Branch, U.S. Department, of Education. It addresses common difficulties that
newly funded orpnizations encounter when they must quickly learn to implement unfamiliar
administrative and procedural requirements: The next article, prepared by Martha H. Ziegler, Executive
Director,of the Federation for Children with Special Neiidi, discusses the role of documentation and
internal control in funds management. The final article, by litis)tha Gentili, Director of the parent center
inTacoma, Washington, lists suggestions and recommendations from her vantage point as director of a
program recently funded for the first time. A bibliography of basic references concludes this issue.

ADVICE FROM A PRO

This article summarizes some of the advice given in training workshops conducted by Mr. Kenneth
Franks, Jr., who is Chief tithe Business Management Branch, U.S. Department of Education. Much of
this information was transcribed from a speech given by him at the annual conference of the National
Network of Parent Coalitions held in Washington, D.C., February 1983. Mr. Franks was kind enough to
supply additional inforniation for this article:

A key message conveyed by Mr. Franks it the following: "No matt' howyou mity view yourself
as someone totally committed to improving the lives of handicapped children, for examplethe
moment you become the director of a federally funded project, you must completely revise this image of
yourself; suddenly you must view yourself firit as a manager and administrator, and second as a
concerned, knowledgeable program' director." The difficulty arises beciiise most program directors,
including those Who head centers operated by coalitions of parents of children 'with disabilities, rise to
leadership positions primarily because of their expertise in program areas, not because they hive fork 'A

mining is administrators or managers. Furthermore, the grant applications and the review panels often
place more emphasis on programmatic than on administrative expertise.

Luckily, the federal government has availabk a variety. of resources to help the newly funded
program director make the psychological shift. In addition to such professional staff as grant and
contract officers who are only a phOne call away, the government has several publicationt that can be
added to the library shelf for instant reference following initial study. These documents are listed in the
bibliography on page five and they are referred to throughout the text of this issue.

In the course of making that mental shift from progiim expert to manager, another tip from Mr.
Franks appears facetious but may prove to be very helpful; he suggests that project directors cultivate a
high degree of "professional paranoia," supplemented with simple commonlogic and with some hard
information. In applying the "paranoia" recommendation, one parent center director suggests that the
newly funded project staff should assume, at the outset, that there will be a government audit; beginning
tomorrow. Mr. Franks agrees that running& project on the assumption that there will be an audit is one of
the best ways to guarantee got* management.

One key requirement for proper management of funds is documentation. Mr: Franks indicates that
on the basis of his own professional experience with federal audits, Ae following three areas have caused
the most problems and are the source of most criticism by auditors:

1. Contemporaneous evidence to support Monies paid to project staff. A staff
timekeeping procedure must be established to verify that each employee did, in fact, work
The time stated on that particular project. The supervisor and employee are responsible
for indicating:the actual hours worked, so that the amount paid' an employee can be
traced to Signed documents.--"Contemporaneous" means that the time sheets were filled
out within a reasonable time after the completion of each week's work, not filled out all at
once a_ year or more later. Many a project has discovered to its chagrin how easy it is for
an experiem. 4 auditor to detect the fact that documentation hal been recorded long after
the fact.
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2. Quality of evidence that consultants have been paid for ad* work perforised.
Procedures for employing and paying consultants are more complicated than those for
project staff. An organization must follow required procedures for °Wining and

-documenting consultant services. Consultants can onlybe hired when there is no way for
existing staff Members to do the job, either because of time limitations or lack of
qualifirntions for the task. In some circumstances, at least three bids-z, ust be solicited
before a consultant is hired. A call to the contract or grant officer will answer this
question. If such bids are needed, they should be recorded and filed.

Once a consultant has been selected and approved, a contract with that person must
be drawn' up that will answer the followinb questions: Who? What? When? Where? Why?
How? HOw much? The contract should indicate whether the fee is all inclusive or whether
per diem, travel, or Other expenses Will be paid separately: If someexpenses are to be paid
separately, each item should,be listed.;-!n order to receive payment, the consultant should
submit an invoice that specifies the time, data and tasks performed. Probably the Most
important item needed is some evidence that the Consultant did produce something. The
t*ict shOtild be noted here that the consultant is under a contract and a contract requires
an endrodua, rather than a demonstrated 'best effort, as required by a grant. The
product need not be elaborate; a written report, or an outline-Of a:presentation, for
instance, will demonstrate that the consultant did indeed complete the task u agreed'.

3. Adetaatit support documentation for travel. Documentation supporting the reason
for the travel, as authorized by the grant or contract, must be included in the permanInt
file. These records might include such kerns as a copy of the agenda or printerfprogiani
that includes the traveler's participation, or correspondence about the type of assistance
or participation provided. In addition, receipts must be submitted iu part. of the
documentation file before payment is fi al.

From his perspective as one of the people Charged with final decisions on audit findings, Mr. Franks
likes to end his training workshops with the following advice: immediately read and reread the few pages
of fine print that accompany your grant or contract award, or be prepared to pay me later."

ADVOCACY SKILLS AND GRANT MANAGEMENT

Martha H. Ziegler, Executive Director
Federation for Children with Special Needs

In the same way that a carefully developed evaluation plan can be an invaluable tool far framing
objectives and periodically revising a program, the standards fora federal audit can be used internally as a
model for lilitiating and periodically reviewing the management practices Of an organization._

In One sense, federal audit standards are merely a systematic way of guaranteeing that the taxpayers'
money is expended,legally; with adequate economy and efficiency, and in a manner that produces the
program results agreed upon in the contract orlrant that has been awarded. In other words, parents of
children with disabilities might view the federal audit as a tool for helping to insure the: tax dollars will be
spent according to law and regulations in order to serves maximum nuMber Of handicapped children and
their faiuilies in a programthat produces optimal lenefits for those being served. Therefore, parent
centers might well apply some of the advocacy techniques to their own operations in or,-: r to assure
responsible management. Such competencies as knowledge of relevant laws and regulations, and skills of
timely documentation apply as much to grant and contract management as they do to securing an
appropriate educational progrem for a handicapped child.

The basic textbook for management of federa; :y, funded programs is a government publication
called' Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, and Functions, by the
Comptroller General of the United states, 1981 revision. This booklet, clearly written in jargon-free
English, should be- require4 -reading for managers of government funds, especially beginners. It clearly

plains several terms tilit-are often used loosely and imprecisely.' The book describes the standards and
scope. of audit work in such clear, inexorable steps.that sound,managernent practices assume a logical
necessity. Once a manager digests this book, it should be nearly impouible to return to any earlier sloppy
habits.
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Two frequently heard, dimly understood terms, "audit trail" and "internal control," take on clear
meaning and 'importance in the context oi,the Comptroller General's discussion of audit standards. The
"Yellow Book," as it is called byinsiders, explains "audit trail" as the written record of,transactions that
document alysterit, of internal control. Systems must be designed andiimplemented that, viillenable an
auditor to trace a transaction (rental of a typewriter; for example) frOm its:initiation (a purchase order
with an authorizing signature), throul- all the intermediate processing steps (written bids frelm,sevetal
sources; for instance); to the resulting financial statements (inclusion of the cost of typewriter rental in the
voucher to the funding agency and in the cumulatiVe total of expenditures in the appropriate line,item).
Conversely, information included in the financial statement must be readily traceable.to its origin. In
other words, it must be possible for an auditor to track down each transaction that has gone into the total
expenditures for a particular item (equipment -rental, in this example) and be-able-to-verify that each
transaction had been properly authorized'and coneluded. Such a trail provides evidence that the rental of
the typewriter was a careful; legal,. properly authorized tiseof funds necessary for the-operation of the
program.

The important element of documentation in. an audit, -trail is.tthe-record,of authorizatiok, giving
.evidence of -"internal control" Internal control ineludes, both administrative control and accounting
control, and both are systems for documenting the ways in :W1i.ich deCirions,:are made to achieVe the
Objectives of the, organization and to safeguard,the orpnization'Adssets: In addition to proViding an audit
trail, internal control will guarantee that "access to assets is 'perMitted only in accordance with
management's authorization. "2 For a parent coalition managing a federal grant;this control mtans that
the organization operates an internal management system that assigns to a certain.pOson, and only that
person (usually the project, director), the authority to _Make decisions- about the use of the money
disbursed _through-- ate grant. The audit trail will constitute written documentation of the use of that
authority in each step of each transack,h, whether purchase of pencils; payment of rent for office since,
'of weekly issuance of payroll checks. Thus proper internal control and a good 'audit trail serve to protect
the organi'zittion and its employees as :well as to safeguard 'the use of public money.

t

TIPS FROM A BEGINNER
Martha Gentili, Director
PAVE, Tacoma, WaShington

Following are some suggestions I wish we had had when we began to implement our training
grant:

1. Hire a, bookkeeper who has some familiarity with federal grants and contracts.

2. Stan at the very beginning with a good boOkkeeping system. A "one-write" system, which
provides carbon copieS of each check on the register, is a sensible way to prevent copying
errors.

3. Be willing to, ask your grants officer for an explanation of anything you do not understand.
No mattaritow foolish you may -think your question is,. you can rest assured that the grants
officer 'has heard plenty- of questions equally foolish.

4. Obtain sample copies of completed government forms (fot example, the 990, cash request,
cash summaries, budgets) from another project with experience.

5. Obtain_sample copies of forms for internal control (purchase _orders, travel authorization,
consultant contracts, for- exanipole) from other more experienced parent-centers. (Coalition
Quarterly will-help you secure these sample forms.)

& Set up a schedule for periodic- review-of your expenditures versus your approved budget
allOtations and try to identify serious over orunder expenditures. This review shovedoccur at-

least quarterly. If at-any point the discrepancy appears to' be so great that you think your
original budget shoUld be revis.7d, consult with your'grants officer tor advice.

2 Roo; Either B., Coinptioller General of the United' States, Standards. for Audit of Governmental
Orgitnizitioni;-Programs, Activities, sindfundions, U.S. Governinefit Printing Office, Stock #020-000-00205-1,
-Rev*, 1981, page_ 68.
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7. Nan your budget so that you can include an annual certified audit by a private auditing firm,
.preferably one that has experience with,federal funds and with nonprofit agencies.

8. Ohe person should be designated to approve expenditures before the actual expense is
incurred.

9. Know your restrictions upfront, especially with regard to overhead allowances and
limitations on fringe benefits.
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FOLLOW UP ASSISTANCE

Dear Reader,

Your input is important to us! In order to supply you with the information you need, we
need to hear from you. Let us know if you have found the Coalition Quar'er0helpful and how
you have used it. If there are any topics you would particularly appreciate being covered, please
let us know that, too. The more responses we receive, the better we can suit the information to
your needS.

Also, if information contained-in any of the issues stimulated further questions or a need for
more in-depth information, please call or write to us at fir, Federation. We will do our best to
provide you with the assistance you need. Contact:

janetNohlt, Editor
Martha Ziegler, project Director
FederatiOsi for Children with Special Needs
312 Stuart Street, 2nd 'Odor
Boston, -MassachUsetts'02116
Phone: (617) 4824915
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----_ Volume Ill. Number 2 Summer, 1983

VOLUNTEERS IN THE PARENT CENTER:
AN ESSENTIAL PARTNERSHIP

Volunteer work is integral to the operation of many organizations serving people with diiabilities. Parent
coalitions, in particular, began with the volunteer efforts of parents to ,sccure educational rights for their
:children with diiahilities. Now, many parent coalitions operate centers with paid staff members.who have
been hired from -the ranks of the original volunteers. Centers continue to rely on volunteers. both as a way to
i:xpand the services that the centers can offer;and to empower and inform parents and others who volunteer.
Therefore, yoliMteer programs in the parent center can be seen as a s_ erVice for the center and as a service'
offered by the center.

The reciprocal nature of volunteering in the patent center offers an opportunity fora powerful, dynamic
paitneiship. This issue of Coalition Quarterly describes some current volunteer programs and highlights some
principles that have proven to be yak Ale in creating and sustaining that partnership.

VOLUNTEER RESOURCES
There is no single program model for volunteer participation in parent centers. EaCh center has its own way of

integrating volunteer efforts into the total fabric of its own program goals and objeCtiveS. Volunteers have been
dtawh from the ranks of retired citizen_ s,,parents of chili:hot with special needs, CETA Workers, university students
(both graduate and undergraduate), disabled- adults and adolescents, friersds and neighbors, and profeSsional
persons in the community.

Often these volunteer resources gtow from informal contacts to long-term, formal arrangements. For exato plc.
one parent centeb :located nea- several collegeS and universities, informally encouraged interested college students to
use the center's library for research projects or term papers Wiiich would be mutually beneficial to the student and
the center. Gradually this arrangement became formalized into written job descriptions being submitted to a central
Student plaCement office. The students could gain academic credit for the supervised work they did at the parent
center, and the parent center provided rem:trees that the students would not otherwise have had access to. A
sampling of student projects includes performing legislative research, updating printed material, organizing library
materials, Compiling up-to- date- directories, editing the newsletter, and assisting with training projects.

In another instance, a parent center found located in the same building. just down the hall, from a
vocational; - training program for adulti with developmental disabilities. It was not !Ong before an informal
arrangement was set up whereby the adults in the workshop did many Of the routine clerical tasks, like stapling,
collating, and photocopying, as part of their training. The entire staff of the parent center b.-came friendly w,:h the
workshop participants and gave them much appreciation and praise for the work they did. The volunteers provided
a valuable service and were de:ighted to have helped in a "real-office" situation: without this assignment they had to
practice with "pretend work."

This report was prepared under Contract No. 3O-8041159 from the U.S. Department of Education, Special Education
Programs and Rehabilitative Services, Special Education Programs. Contradyes undertaking such projects under
government sponson14 are encouraged to express freely their judgment in profesuional nerd technical metiers. Point of
view or opinOn, therefore, do not necessarily represent the Education Department's positionor polity.

Prepared by The Federation for Children with Special Needs, 312 Stuart Street, 2nd Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 0211i

Editor: Janet Vohs
Project Director: -Martha H. Ziegler, Executive Director, Federation for Children with Speck!! Needs

PubileMion and National information Center for Handicapped Children and Yonth
Distribedon: P911 149; Wadaltos 2NM



A number of centers report that senior citizen volunteers are especially loyal and reliable. They are motivated
almost exclusively by a desire to be of service, to make a difference in the lives of other people. especially children,
and to feel needed.

Coalitions have also benefited from .professional advice and assistance from lawyers, accountants, public
relations and publicity experts, business managers, journalists and teachers. Many centers are able to attract
professionals to donate time. Others recruit specific needed professional help fromprograms like:United Way's
"Management Assistance Program" (MAP).

Parents as Volunteers

Parents of children with special needs who have received assistance from the parentcenter have always been a
valuable volunteer resource. Often parents recei -t the assistance they need through special workshops designed to
inforth them of their rights and responsibilitici under various laws' As a logical` extension of the standard parent.
training, centers are now training key parents in specified geographical regiont to provide assistance and,training to
other parents in their communities.

One such program..the Indiana Parei.. fraining Program (IPTP). conducted by the Task Force on,Education-
for the- Handicapped, Inc., in South Bend, Indiana, trains parents to serve as Regional Parent Representatives
(RPRs)", 'Joan_ Miltenberger, Project Coordinator, shared some of the conclusions Of the IPTP staff: "We have
begun to realize that the parent advocates we train arc truly volunteers 'in the field.' We have made an effort not to
coddle our volunteers, but have presented iheni with the Challenge Of helping other parentt develOpskilb to work as
equal partners with the schools. Though they not paid staff, their commitment to the-organization must be
-Strong and the organization's support to then, :Mat be consistent."

Knowledgeable, experienced parents arc recruited froth among participants in the baiic workshops for parents.
front special education advisory briPrds. parent groups, and are referred by special education personnel. They are
offered-the opportunity. to conduct training themselves for other parents in their community. Applicants are
reqUired to complete a queStionnaire designed to assess their Spetific areas of interest, their knowledge of special
education laws, and their level of commitment to parent involve meat and to promoting cooperative school-home
re-,tionships. Once the RPRs have been selected and their need's determined, the IPTP staff trainers clarify their
training.goals and srell out the responsibilities of the stiff and the RPR through fiirther interviews.

The Ri'R's participate in an initial, intensive two-day training session. dcsigned to meet the following
objectilies.

to convey in-depth knowledge of federal and state legislation, the special education process and community
resources,

to help trainees develop their skills in interviewing and problem-solving. communicating with school personnel
and in-conducting workshops for groups of parents and professionals.

In a follow-uo training, participants learn to conduct an informal assessment of parent education/ information
needs and to determine how they, each with their different skills, will carry out parent education efforts.

Joan- Miltenberger stresses the importance of ongoing follow -up- support from the training staff: "As z
volunteer or staff person our grimiest motivation and rewards are often personal and intrinsic: We need to continue
to help the RPR develop motivation and skills through ongoing feedback, professional development opportunites
and recognition."

In a similar program conducted by the Parent Educational Advocacy Training Center in Alexandria. Virginia,
directed by Wiqifred Andersc,,-, three-member Parent/ Professional Teams are prepared to work together as
volunteers. TheParent/ Professional Teams work in their respective communities to teach parents the knowledge
and skills' needed to be effective educational planners for their children with disabilities. Each team consists of at
least one parent of a child with special needs and at least one professiofial currently working in the field of special
education.

This type of parent training was discussed in a previous issue of Coalition Quarterly, "Advocacy Management in the Parent
Center." (Volume I. Numbers 4 and 5).

This training program is covered in more detail in Counterpoint, Vol. III, Number 2. Nov. 1982. in an artick entitled 'Indiana
Parent Training Program," by Joan Miltenberger. pg. 19.
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During an intensive four-day workshop held at a conference center, the Parent/ Professional Teams learn the
substantive content necessary to conduct parent training workshops covering all phases of the educational cycle.
The basic training materials for the workshop include:

1. 'Negotiating the Special Education Maze: A Guide for Paients and Teachers, written by parent center staff
members Winifred Anderson, Stephen Chitwood, and Deidre Hayden. published by Prentice/ Hall. Inc. in

1982;

2. State regulations governing special education programs;

3. Maitering the Maze, a training manual for Parent/ Professional Teams.

In addition to the intk...'3atiOn needed to conduct parent trainings in their communities, the team members
learn management principles relating to shared leadership. The volunteer trainees must learn how to become team

leaders, to recognize their own and each other's strengths anclWeaknesses. and determine how they can best work

together. By the time the team-leaves the four-day training program, it has developed a management plan which
spells scut- specifically which team-member is responsible for each aspect of the parent training courses they will

conduct in _their community.

Following the Parent/ Professional Teani training workshop, each team is required within the following six
months to condtict at least two fifteenhour workshops for parents. The content of the parent workshop includes

child development topics in which parents learn to document their personal information about their child and to use

-this information effectively in school-meetings. Skills in "record decoding" are taught which provide parents a
technique-for interpreting and using:their- child's school records. Inforthation and training concerning the loCal

school system's process for identification. evaluation. eligibility. Individualized- Education Programs, placement.
annual review and due process procedures are included in the content for parent training coursesconducted by the

Parent/ Professional Teams.

Ongoing support and technical assistance constitute an important part-of the services provided to the volunteer
teams by the parent center staff. Each team has a parent, center staff member assigned for this purpose. The staff

person attends the.telin's first training course in the community, offers constructive feedback, and serves as a
contact person for ongoing supervision. A regular newsletter keeps the team members up-to-date and serves as a

forum for the volunteers to share new techniques, solutioni. and successes. Follow-on inservice training workshops
highlight one aspect of the job iik7 volunteers are required to do in the community. Teams are provided time to plan
modifications to ,the training cot rses they conduct in order to allow for the uniqueness of each local school system.
The:opportirnity -to modify the training course design and-to adapt the program to their -own -Community is
intrinsically, rewarding to the volunteer trainers.

Other centers have designed programs to train parents and professionals to represent people with disabilities or
thei:- parents at due process hearings. In exchange for the training, and as part of their practicum requirement to
receive a certificate of completion, participants agree to volunteer a specified amount of time or handle a specified

number of disci.

Management Strategies

The following are some additional reminders and cautions based upon parent center experiences in managing

volunteer programs:

Commitment of Management. This commmitmcnt implies that the leadership of the organization has thought

carefully about the role of the viluntecr in the overall program, and has allotted the necessary resources,both in

terms of staff hours needed for supervision and training, and, if possible, forstipends to cover volunteer expenses.
To assure that staff at all levels do their part to make the volunteer program work, it is important that they be

involved in the design of the program from the beginning.

Status of Volunteer. It is important that the volunteers know the relationshipof their job to the overall effort, and
that the goals and objectives -for the volunteer programs are inseparably linked with those of the agency. The

volunteer's commitment to the job is as serious as that of a paid worker. Written job descriptions should clarify
specific duties and timelines, and a supervisor should be assigned. In addition to jobdescriptions, the Southwestern

Ohio Coalition For Handicapped Children, Cincinnati, Ohio, has designed a "Memorandum of Understanding"

which spells out overall volunteer/agency relationships and responsibilities.

SaUiple available through the Coalition Quarterly or directly through Southwestern Ohio Coalition For Persons with

Disabilities, 3333 Vine Street, Cincinnati. Ohio 45220.



Supervision. Volunteers should receive initial trainingand orientation comparable to that provided paid staff. Betty
Hourihan, Director of VIA, Volunteer Information Agency, Quincy, Massachusetts, stresses the importance of
staying closely involved with the volunteer during the start-up time. At the same time. she stresses being sensitive to
the moment when the volunteer is ready to do the job without direct supervision. Inservice training should also be
given to the staff in supertising volunteers.

antidentlaUty. Volunteers should have access to confidential files as needed to carry out their job responsibilities.
They should be trained and supervised by the staffto use the records appropriately, and should be expected to honor
the same standards of confidentiality as salaried employees.

Records. Documentation of individual volunteer service should contain information on the type of assignment
given, work performed, hours served. time, sheets, evaluations, and references. Thorough records of the volunteer
activities comparing the value oi services provided in return- for dollars invested will also demonstrate cost
effectiveness.

VOLUNTEERS' THAT WORK

Elizabeth Bmkird, Marge Goldberg, and Paula Goldberg
PACER Center, Inc.

"The opportunity to give-Children correct information about handicapping conditions"..."Excitement about
-puppets as a funand effective medium to teach children"..."The satisfaction that a few fears and'misconceptions
about people with disabilities have been laid to lest..."

These tare a few of the reasons given by volunteers for their participation in COUNT ME IN (CMI).-a
Minneapolis-based handicap awareness project that has brought puppets portraying children withlisnoilities into
classrooms and-N.4Tc over 400 100 Twin Cities school children since the summer of-4979. Volunteeis have always
been an important Part of the progratn, originally created by staff members of PACER- Center. Inc.. the parent
coalition in Minnesota.

PACER'S parents realized that the entry ofhandicapped children into the mainstream coulci'be eased if their
ionhandicappeci classmates understood more about disabilities and. thus. held fewer apprehensions about

youngsters with the handicapping conditions. The use of puppets to present the information to children was shortly
decided upon as an entertaining and enjoyable medium. PACER'S large, hand-and-rod puppets portray children
with various handicaps as well as nonhandicappcd characters. Their scripted dialogues with each other kt the
audience know some basic facts about each condition and what it means for the person's life. The central message.
however, is that handicapped children are pretty much like everyone else...they like sports and argue with their
siblingi and have good friends; among many other shared characteristics.

Rather than the CMI staff (two coordinators and one assistant) serving as the sole puppeteers for the school
programs, the invoMment of volunteers who would he trained in handicap awareness and puppetry techniques was
seen as an essential program component for two reasons:

First, according to Polly Edmunds and Rianne Leaf, CM l's staff coordinators, was their interest in increasing
the knowledge and awareness levels among adults in general about handicapping conditions since so many adults
had been raised in an era when disabled persons were encouraged to remain out of sight, and polite people were
taught not to ail questions about those who did come into public view. Accordingly, the program has recruited
volunteers among parents of nonhandicapped childrenand, in fact, Leaf says, has found more volunteers from those
ranks than among parentS 01 disabled youngsters.

A second reason for use of volunteers was to expand the number of children who could be reached by the CMI
project. The volunteers have freed the CM! staff from the need to give all puppet shows theinselves: hence, staff
Members have been able to spend more time developing scripts, expanding their training programs, and
administering grants that have allowed programs to be developed in Other areas of Minnesota.

To date, CM! has trained 493 puppeteers throughout Minnesota and in five other states.'Those trainci outside
the Twin-Cities and in other states zuve then developed their own awareness projects which they administer
themselves.
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Recruitment

Several routes are followed to recruit volunteers, according to Edmunds, who administers the CMI volunteer
program. Articles about upcoming volunteer training sessions _are sent to "Volunteers Wanted" columns and
community news sections of the Twin Cities metro area daily, weekly. and neighborhood newspapers. The many
disability organizations that form the PACER coalition help to publicize theprogram's needs, and letters are sent to
former CMI volunteers, asking that t-ty help with recruitment among their acquaintances. Finally. parenti Whose
children have seen the puppet program.; at school will frequently call for more information and, poisibly, to beconfe
involved" themselves.

CMI has no formal, vt itten criteria which potential volunteers must meet in order to participate. Instead, the
final selection process occurs gradually as volunteers _go through training sessions and begin airing shows.
Aecording to `Edmunds, usually volunteers who aren't qualified to become puppeteers will themselves sense they
aren't doing as well as their team Members and will opt for one of the non-puppeteer roles or phase themselves out of
the project.

Volunteer Twining

All"volunteers are required to attend a two-and-a-half-day-long training session where they receive a "training
packet" which includes material on puppetry techniques. articles that deal with the feelings and insights of their
handicappl authors. and a very important. 106-page CM! Resource Manual.

The last, toe read and discussed and kept as a reference, contains facts and information about the various
handicapping conditions,.describes aids and coping techniques used by disabled persons. gives extensive lists of
other reading materials about handicaps, lists questions often asked by children in the puppet show audiences, and
suggests "simulatidn" activities that can be used in classrooms to acquaint children with what having a handicap is

like.

After being introduced to techniques, the trainees will then choose puppet they want to operate. Those
metro area volunteers who work on a continuing basis with CMI staff will first go out to do shows accompanied by
the staff members. Edmunds spends extra time with beginning volunteers. Having read evaluationS completed by
teatime's whose Classes have seen the show and reviewed team members' own critiques, she works with volunteers on
any problems that occur.

Later, as the volunteers' expertise develops, they'll be formed into independent teams and go into schoL
themselves though Edmunds will continue to visit periodically and observe how they're doing.

A stipend of SI5 per day is paid to each volunteer-to cover mileage, food and babySitting experisei. The average
time spent per volunteer doing CMI programs is about two days each month.

An Assortment of Backgrounds

Resides parents. volunteers.have come from a variety of backgrounds. They include: a professional waiter; a
professional actor; former elementary teachers; nurses who've worked with handicapped children in hospitals; a
woman who's done summer stock; a TV producer; University of Minnesota students; a woman frontSouth America
who helps give programs in schools with bilingual children; Girl Scouts who do shows at their summer camps; and
two junior high boys who took the training during a school break and now-help with shows during the summer.

Leaf points out that the benefits of training the volunteers has produced results that extend far beyond the CM I
project. 'From interviews with participants at each year's end, the staff has learned that a substantial number have
also become involved with many other types of handicap awareness activities working within schools, hospitals,
pdblie institutions and churches.

It =Works

LeAnne Nelson-Dahl, a CMI staff member who is disabled, speculates that the CM' project has succeeded
because "the volunteers believe in the program and what it's trying to accomplish. They're very dedicated to
something in which they truly believe."

For more information about the Count Me In Program or the PACER puppets, contact the PACER Center.
4701 Chicago Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55407.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

EDUCATICN OF THE HANDICAPPED ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1983, SECTION 631.. 1

JAMAS SERAN VENCIDOS 3

This is the final issue of Coalition Quarterly to be published under this contract with the U.S.
Department of Education, Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services. Since the first
issue was published in 1980, our purpose has been to offer the specialized management assistance
needed by parents to set up and operate centers that would offer training and information services to
other parents of children with disabilities. Although parents are motivaied to develop such programs
to meet pressing needs, often the activities involved in administering such a center are so demanding as
to etlipSe the original motivation. The intention of Coalition Quarterly has been to supply
management information that would promote the stability and accountability of the programs, and at
the same time allow the energy behind the commitment to flourish.

Since that firSt issue was published, some- important changes have taken place. The parent
movement has gained momentum; parents are recognized as the new professionals in special education
and rehabilitation. Originally, official acknowledgeMent came from framers of F'.1- 94-142 who
included parent ,participation- in every aspect of developing and implementing each- chili's
individualized educational program. Now, through the Education Of the Handicapped Act
Amendments of 1983, P.L. 98-199, signed into law on December 2, 1983, the critical role that parentS
play in the education of their handicapped children, and as teachers and supporters of each other, has
received even more official recognition. The Amendments of 1983 underscore the original intent of the
law by requiring that a specified percentage of the annual education apprOpriations be set aside to
support parent-to-parent training and information projects throughout the nation.

This issue Of Coalition Quarterly begins with a brief introduction to the new amendments, and then
quotes the entire section that pertainS to parent Orgatiiiations. The second article h.,s been prepared by
-Richard M. Lash, former project director of the Direction Service operated by Community Service
Society of New York City, and now executive director of Sinergia, Inc. Mr. LaSh's article has been
chosen to close this series of Coalition Quarterly for two reasons. First, the story described here
illustrates many of the questions received by this project over the years: How to organize parents in the
first place, and, then; hOw to keep them together in a Viable and energetic group. The parents desdribed
by Mr. Lash proVide a sterling example of the commitment, innovativeness, hard work and jay that

This report was prepared under Coutract No. 300-80-0359 from the U.S. Department of Education. Special Education
Programs and' Rehabilitative Services. Special Education Programs. Contractees undertaking such projects under
government spor.sorship are encouraged to express freely their judgment in professional and technical matters. Point of
view or opinion, therefore. do not necessarily represent the Education Department's position or policy.
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,combine to form the driving-force of such efforts when parentS are bound by a common goal. Second,.
the parent leadership that Mr. Lash described embodies much of what the Congress of the United
States chose to support with the new legislation.

Celebrations are in order on both counts: The law will make possible stronger and better organized
parent involvement. And, as of June 1984, the New York Padres 'organization has just received its first
contract with the N.Y. City Youth Bureau to operate their own parent-run Direction Service.

EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1983:
Introduction and Tet,of Section 631 (c), (1)-(7)

This past year has been a landmark year legislatively:'Both the Education of the Handicapped Act
and the 'Rehabilitation Act were due for reauthorization. Congress deliberately timed these two laws
for'simultaneous renewal in order to emphasize the intention that there is to be a continuum of services,
rather than two mutually exclusive systems, devoted to serving persons with disabilities. John Doyle,
Majority Staff Director of the Senate Sub-committee on the. Handicapped, summed up this year's
legislative work as follows: " ... looking now at the special education and rehabilitation provisions that
resulted from last year's legislative activitieswhere programs were continued, where programs were
enhanced, and funding levels were increasedif you look.at all these provisions together, I think it is
fair to say that you could group them all under the category of being client- centered provisions, that are
Much needed."

Space limitations prevent a lengthy summary of these laws. The editors recommend that readerS
obtain copies of each of these laws and the accompanying reports. The Special Education
Amendments are P.L. 98-199, and are explained in Senate Report No. 98-191. The Rehabilitation Act
Amendments, P.L. 98-221, are discuSsed in thellouse of Representatives -Report No. 98-595. The
March/ April issue of Programs for the Handicapped contains a one-page point-by-point summary of
the Rehabilitation Amendments. Copies are availat free from: Programs for the Handicapped,
CLEARING HOUSE ON THE, HANDICAPPED, Office of Information and Resources for the
Handicapped, Room 3132 Switzer-Building, Washington, D.C. 20202. Telephone: (202)732 -1248 or
732-1245.

Section 631 (c)(1) through (7)

There are specific components of the Amendments of the Handicapped Act of 1983, which embody
many of the philosophical, structural, and organizational principles discussed throughout the series of
Coalition Quarterly. Following is the new section of the law that establishes a federal program for
parent training and information:

(c) (I ) -The Secretary is authorized to mnke grants through a separate competition to private
nonprofit organizations for the purpose of providing training and, information to parents
of handicapped children and volunteers who work with parents to enable such individuals
to participate more effectively with professionals inmeeting the educational needs of
handicapped children. Such grants shall be designed to meet the wive training and
information needs of parents of handicapped children, including those who are member
of groups that have been traditionally underrepresented, living in the area to be served by
the grant.

(j) In order to receive a grant under this subsection a private nonprofit organization shall

(A) be governed by a board of directors on which, a majority of the members are
parents of handicapped children and ,which includes members who are
professionals in the field of specivl c'cation and relnIed se, vices who serve
handicapped children and youth; or-if the nonprofit private organization does
not have such a boardi, such organization shall have a .membership which
represents the interests of individuals with handicapping Conditions, and shall
establish a special governing committee on which a majority of the members are
parents of handicapped chiklien and which includes members who are
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,professiorickin the fields of special education and related services, to operate the
training and' information program under this subsection;

(B): serve the parents of children with the full range of handicapping conditions under
such grant program and

(C) demonstrate the capacity and expertise to conduct effectively the training and
information activities authorized under this subseCtion.

(3) The board of directors or special governing committee of a private nonprofit organization
receiving a grant under this subsection shall meet at leait once in each calendar quarter to
review such parent training and information activities; and each such committee shall
advise the goVerning board direCtly of its views and recommendations. Whenever a private
non profit organization reqitesis the renewal of a grant under this subsection, the board of
directors or the special governing committee shall submit to the Secretary a written review
Of the parent training and :information program conducted by that Private nonprofit
organization during,thepreceding fiscal year.

(4) The Secretary shall ensure that grants under this subsection will

(.4) be distributed geographically to the greatest extent poiiibk throughout all the
States; and

(B) be targeted to parents of handicapped children in both urban and rural areas, or
on a State, or regional basis.

(5)Parent training and information programs assisted under this subsection shall assist
parents to

(A) better understand the nature and needs of the handicapping conditions of their
child;

(B) provide followup support for. their handicapped child's educational programs;

(C) communicate more effectively with special and regular educators, adminis-
trators, related services personne4 and other relevant professionals;

(D) participate in educational deasionmaking processes including the development
of their handicapped child's individualized eduCational program;

(E) obtain information about the programs, services, and resources available to their
-handicapped child, and the degree to which the programs, services, and resources
are appiopriate; and

(F) understand the provisions for the education of handicapped children as specified
under part B of this Act.

(6)Each private nonprofit organization operating a program receiving assistance under this
subsection shall consult with approplate agencies which serve or assist handicapped
children and yoUth and are located in the jurisdictions served by the program.

(7) The Secretary shall provide technical assistance by grant or contract, for establishing,
developing, and coordinating parent training and information programs.

JAMAS SERAN VENCIDOS
By Richard M. Lash, Executive Director of Sinergia, Inc. 150 W. 105 St., New York, N.Y. 10025

"Los Padres Unidosjamas seran vencidos!"The parents united, will never be defeated! W;tnessing
their spirit, dignity, and unity, it seems that they will not be defeatedbut who are these Padres?

.
Los Padres Unidos are parents and families of handicapped children and youth. They share the

streets; enem-nts, housing projects, bodegas and botanicas in the Manhattan Valley neighborhood of
New York City.
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The Padres are united because as vulnerable individuals they know, all too well, that they can be
defeated. Eighty percent of the families are single parent, female headed households with one or more
handicapped children. Only a few speak English, many do not have telephones, and many require an
escort/ translator to assist them in using the subway system to keep appointments at hespitals and
special education schools.

They are united because they found the-help they needed in Direction Service, a federally funded
program operated by the Community Service Society (CSS) to assist families in securing the special
education and related services that their children require.

Crisis
Sinceledeml funding would end completely in 1982, new funds or new means had to be found to

continue the. Direction Service activities. The resolve of the pints was immediately apparent. They
were not going to accept the dissolution of what had noW become their program. After brief
considerationi they rejected a suggestion for a protest demonstration. They favored a positive action!
They, who-had little or no experience in organizing, decidedto organize to help themselves and their
children.

Response frOm the Fathers and Mothers
A father volunteered that-he- had fashioned a,cart from which he could sell orange juice on the

corner, and the profit would go toward the maintenance of the Direction Serviee., A mother recalled
her experience in the needle trades and offered to make items to sell, while another stated that her
former employment had been in food services and she could prepare food to sell. Considering the
group's common skills and the immediate market, Los Padres began their first common effort: They
would_ prepare-lunch to sell u the faculty of Public School 145, on the first Friday of the semester. The
-announcement of the luncheon was well received by 'the teachers and staff of PS 145 and some
community persons said they would attend also. in the two hours that Los Padres served comidas
criollas (native foods) they grossed $170.00. They had worked together, ana judged themselves
successful in their first venture. Moreover, people began to know of their organization and their
reso During the lunch, they had also received an offer to cater an open house at the opening of a
local' office of a community agency.

The catering arrangement was successful and the Padres 'effort was noted by community leaders and
elected representative, Most notably theit,:ocal representative on the City Council. Asa result of the
parents' efforts, CSS promised emergency assistance. That assistance provided supplemental funds
and helped support what would become a joint task force to plan for Direction Service and Los Padres
Unidos, who had signified their intent to institutionalize the project by becoming a formal,
community-based organization.

During October 1981, Los Padres conducted a raffle and a cake sale, again experiencing a modest
success financially and remarkable success in working together. In early November, they thought
about Thanksgiving and how many of their members, as well as their neighbors, do not have even
adequate food, let alone, a holiday family dinner. They solicited donations of food from each other, the
PS 145 faculty, Direction Service ste and CSS personnel. All responded and the local merchants
began to donate foodstuffs. A few Columbia University fraternities joined the effort. Cash donations
enabled the committee to include one or two Thanksgiving chickens in the baskets which totaled about
f rty, exceeding their original goal of twelve baskets for needy families.

By Christmas of 1981, Los Padres were busy planning a toy distribution and family dinner for the
holiday.

Appeal to- N.Y. City and State Officials
With the help of a local community organizer, Los Padres met with the local representative from the

New York City Council and then approached the N.Y. City Youth Board for funding to support
Direction Service.

While the application to the Youth Board --As being requested, Los Padres wrote to the Assistant
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. Commissioner of the N.Y. State Department of Education requesting that any available resources for
handicapped children be utilized in a way that would reflect the planning and needs of minority
parents. The Commissioner came to New York tc:mect with Los Padres, giving them the opportunity
to present their needs face to face. The Padres gained approximately half of the'finitncial support
required for Direction Service at that meeting, and-in return promised to translate existing Spanish
parent r7.iaterial into colloquial langage for families, as well as to secure additional funding from other
sources. While reporting their success at the next Task Force meeting, they learned that CSS had
allocated sufficient funds,for a N.Y. City Youth Board matching grant, which would, with the State
Education Department contract, contLue the Direction Service throughout the 82-83 fiscal year
without federal funding.

The combined support of the State Education Department, the City Youth Board, and the
Community Service Society not only allowed the Direction Service to contir ..te its individual case
work for the children and families, but also to create a formal component of self-help groups for youth
and families. Individual assistance was still available, but the families could now attend group sessions
to plan and learn from a curriculum which would offer information, material and experiences to foster
their attempt to manage independently. Further, the curriculum offering was structured so that they
Could function in the groups collectively, individually, and as members of a developing corporation.

Los Padres Unidos is working with the r,ponsoring agency, CSS, to eventually replace CSS as the
incorporated, non-profit community-based organization which will operate Direction Service. The
activity brought those parents with leadership ability to the fore, and has allowed the membership to
select and approve its leaders while forming a membership structure.

Self Discovery.

As- Los:_Padres planned for their children, and assessed needs and resources, they gradually went
through a process which refocused their view. When they were given the oppottunity, and a structure
within whiCh they would do their oyiii planning, they found it difficult to isolate their iocus to the needs
of their handicapped children for special education and related services. It seems that they began to re-
evaluate their own lives as parents, and the needs of their family as a whole. Although their assessments
and discussions revealed needs ranging from legal senices to adequate, affordable housing, the two top
priorities, invariably, were and are, education and job preparation. As they looked at the needs of their
children, they saw their own needS, hopes and ambitions. The direction, which they gave to Direction,
was that we cannot :inprove the opportunities for our handicapped children without attention to the
total family needs. Conversely, their effort to enhance the well-being of the family unit was viewed as
improving the opportunities available to their handicapped children. It seemed so easy for
professionals to isolate their handicapped children for a specific service, e.g., education. And it seemed:
so difficult, or perhaps unnatural, to Los Padres to select- one service from all of their interrelated
-needs.

They sought an alternate form of income production, one which would reconcile their need for day
care, their inability to travel to distant parts of the city, their limited language ability and their
,marketable skills. Ultimately, they joined with several-other similarly interested groups to forma
"cooperativa"(cooperative), which they would operate and control as workers. Los Padres brought to
the new cooperativz, their experience in the needle trades and garment industry.

The total concept of Los Padres was a cooperative that could accommodate both parents and young
people with disabilities. It would eventually be- associated with a work development center in a
comprehensive educational, training and employment program. Meanwhile, they knew that they
needed expert guieance, and again appealed to CSS for technical assistance. The sponsoring agency
responded through its Center for Economic Development and assigned personnel to assist Los Padres
Unidos.

Steady Growth and A Bright Future

While Los Padres have demonstrated both interest and industry in planning for themselves, they
have also found time to help others, to reach out to the Hispanic community-at-large, and to enjoy the
City's cultural and recreational opportunities as families.
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The second annual Thanksgiving Food Distribution exceeded all expectations, filling over 150
baskets and included a family Ainner- ptepared by Los Padres. The activity received major media
attention in New York City.

When Los Padres joined the National tone4s for Puerto Rican Rights, they organized and
,conducted the first workshop on the needs otiiispanic handicapped children for the Nationai

Congress.

Lac Padres have also found time fpr! ;ommunity activities -The first family outing to
Jones Beach was held last summer with hell., _ ,,?fsa, sir: N.Y. City Youth Board and Community Board

AnotheraCtivitY took the families to Rock4;lletacenter to view the Christakks tree which most had
only seen on TV, the ice skating rink and thristila,,Store windows. A children's choir was formed and
caroled iti,t).e neighborhood, at a Manhattan CaZ11,i: TV children's party and CSS. With the help of
Con Edison, Los Padres attended an HispailiO,r4?era at Lincoln Center. Ritigling Brothers-Barnum
and Bailey arranged for a real circus clown to visit and perform for the childrer at the Direction Service
/site a week before they provided tickets for 300 children and,parents toattend a matinee during the
spring school recess.

To keep its membership informed and interested, as well as to communicate with a network of
people important to their mission, Los Padres Unidos established a newsletter which they
appropriately named "LN Padres Unidos." Parents and youth contribute stories, drawings and
announcements.

On July 5, 1983, the Padres were incorporated under the name Sinergia. Inc., which means synergy.
The majority of the governing, board members are minority parents of handicapped children and
youth. They serve all categorical handicaps and developmental sabilities.

"Los PadresUnidosjamas serin vencidos!"The parents, united, will never be defeated! To date,
they have taken important steps toward their goal of enhancing the well-being ofminority families with
handicapped children. They have suffered setbac. Id disappointments, but have shown perseverance
and determination. They have gained individual' and group confidence. They are unknowingly
beginning to emerge as a social conscience for the establishment's decision makers. These Padres, who
as individuals have been so vulnerable, have not, as a group united. ever been defeated!

Sri
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Client-Centered Provisions of. Special
Eduction and Rehabilitation Act Amendments

John A. Doyle, Majority Staff Director of the
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on the Handicapped,
gaVe the following talk at a recent conference on
"Transition," held in Washington, D.C. The
speech is included here because it summarizes a
'number of issues that are of primary interest to
coalitions working for people with disabilities; of
particular interest is Mr. Doyle's discussion of the
inter-relatedivles of special education and voca-
tional rehabilitation in providing a continuum of

ck, services. Mr. Doyle's speech:
,Before beginning my remarks, I express to you Senator

Weicker's greetings and best wishes for a successful and
Productive session here in Washington. As chairman of the
authorizing and appropriations subcommittees concerned
with individuals with disabilities, the Senator has, as you
know, become a principal spokesman for those who can-
not, often, speak for themselves. The work I will describe
to you today is indeed his work in which I am proud to
have played a supporting role.

-C?ttartedy,
t4; ;';':

ativeszi e, le,
t4e9V51,;;;I:Voca ona

41 Of

First, A Legislative Primer
As you know, there are two kinds of laws enacted by the

Congress. One is an authorizing law which is merely a
statute that says a certain thing shall be done. Being a
smoker, I'm fond of using the ashtray metaphor. Let's say
we decided that everybody in America was going to an'
ashtray. Undoubtedly, it would be of a certain size, shape,
weight; and be inscribed in a certain way, this year maybe
with. the International,Olympie;SymboL Let's say that we
put all these requirements together into a' bill, which then
passes the House and the Senate, the President signs it, and
it becomeS law.

It is not an accident that both of
these programs appeared on the
calendar for reauthorization during
the same year.

Does that law get any ashtrays out? No. That is called an
authorizing law; it merely estabiisheS a. requirement that
something is going to be done. The next part of the process
occurs when the Appropriations Committees determine
that, in order to make this requitement work, we need to
fund it at x millions of dollars. Once that is done, and the
Good Lord and the regulation writers willingnot neces-
sarily in that orderperhaps the ashtrayS will get out to all'
Americans.

Then, every so many years, authorizing laws come up
for renewal. :Congress must again take a look at them,
must again say whether the programs should be continued,
whether the ashtray. should 'continue to go out. In the
course of this revievia process called reauthorization
Congress may decide that some changes are needed.
Maybe, instead of displaying the International Olympic
symbol, the ashtrays Ought to contain some other message.

thniinued on page..2
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That process is exactly what happened last year, when
the Congress Undertook reauthorization of the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act and the discretionary programs in the
Education of the Handicapped Act. It is not an- accident
that beth of these programs appeared on the calendar for
reainhorization.clUrin& the name year. Back in 1981, the
Subcommittee:ottihe Handicapped took action to'make
both prograMs expire at the same time in Order to give
Congressional emphasis to the fact that there are not tw
mutually exclusive systems here. Rather, what there is is a
person with r: disability and a continuum o_ f Services to try
to serve that Person.

Hearings were held; some Of you took advantage of the
opportunity to let the Congress know what you thot_ght of
the Vocational; Rehabilitation and the_ special education
ads. We proceeded from the hearings to markups in com-
mittees, and then to passage by both -the House and
Senate. In December 1983; the President signed the new
Edudation of the Handicapped Act Amendments, and on
February 22, 1984, the President signed the Vocational
Rehabilitation Amendments.

As Congress began work on these
two laws (and I think I can speak for
my House conterparts as well here)
we adopted Sam Irvin's advice: 'If it
ain't broke, don'tfix it!'

SuMmary of Major Previsions
Although I; and others, will sutrimarize for you the

major provisions in these two laws, I urge you to read each
law. 'Why? Because the lawiS what counts. Regulations,
requestS for proposals, informal comments by Congres-

-Sional staff or others do not count. THE LAW COUNTS.
YOU -OUGHT TO READ IT._ it is important: that you
know_ the structure within which you will operate for the
next three years, when the nexi reauthoriiation process
takes place.

This journal is prepared under Grant No. 029PH40047,
awarded by the office of Special Ed ucationU.S. Department of
Education.:Grantees undertaking such projects under govern-
ment sponsorshipi:re encouraged to express freely their judg-
ment in professional and technical ,atters. Points of view or
Opinions, therefore, do not necessainy represent the Education
Department'S position or policy.

The National Net Work of Parent Centers is coordinated by the
Federation for Children with Special Needs 312 Stuart Street,
Boston MassaChuletts 02116

Martha'H. Ziegler, ExeCbtive Director
Janet R. Vohs, Editor

As Congress began work on these twolaws (and I think
I can Speak_ fsm- my House counterparts as well here) we
adopted Sam Irvin's advice: "If it ain't broke, don't fix it."
We took a look at the various sections of the laws, with a
view towards continuing and enhancing what was good,
and to see if we could even makeit a little better.

Vocational Rehabilitation Program Changes
Discretionary Programs

As you know, 90 percent of the vocational rehabilitation
dollars go to the states for basic vocational rehabilitation
services; and the other 10 percent go for a wide variety of
federal discretionary programs. DiScretionary activitiesare
funded to supplement the Main law. For example, the law-
says that we will have Nocationgrehabilitation in each of
the states. In order to do that, we need trained.persotinel:.
Therefore, there isia part Of the law that establishe*a:
training program. This money, funded at just Over 20
million dollars, goes to the 'States and to the regions to.
train counselors and other kinds-of persons to work in the
vocational rehabilitation process.

There is atSo a National Institute -Of ,Handicapped;
Research (NIHR) for both basic and applied -research
activities funded' at about 36 million dollars. Personnel
training, the NIHk, the program for migrants and so
forth, are all discretionary activities, funded by that
remaining 10 percent of federal fun& The federal funds
that go to the states for direct services (90 percent of the
total), must be matched with state dollars, resulting in
services being funded 80 percent with federal funds and 20
percent with state funds;

The National Councilon the Hand-
icapped, up to very recently, had
been very little more than a public
relations vehicle to carry the water
Pr whatever administration was in
power.

As most of you know, the formula is quite different in
special education. For direct services to disabled-childre,
the federal government picks up something less than 10
percent of the cost, and state and local governments =LSt
pay the remaining 90 percent- of the cost.

Most of the rehabilitation programs "were not brOkt.,'
so we did not try td .rie them. We merely did some firie
tuning. For two programs, Projects with Industry and the
Independent Living Centers, we decided to add an evalua,
don requirement that will lead to a Set of standards
carefully adding these two programs to the permanent
rehabilitation structure.

A Major Program Shift
The-National Council On the 'Handicapped, up to very

recently, had been very little more than a publie relafioni
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vehicle to carry the water for whatever administration was
in Owen While:the Council was statutorily authorized to
make recommendations to the Secretary, the President,

-and the.Congress on disability policy; it was in fact Subor-
dinated to -whatever political winds-were blowing at the
lime. That certainly was not the -ith-nt of the original
drafters of the Law, and it was not sufficient for the present
Congress. AeOf February 22, 1984, the National Council
on the Handieapped -became an independent- federal
agency, not within 'the Department, of' Education. The
-Council now has =broad statutory authority to survey

='widely and- deeply our disability laws- and prograMs,
-determine howlherinight -be improved, -and to make
recommendationS direttly to the Congress without any
screening. -Also, the:National Council on the Flandicappc d
now WS statutory-authority to approve Or deny the tegula-
-tions for the 'Projeets with Industry and the Independent
1LiVing Centers before they are issued.

The last change I will mention in the Rehabilitation Act
.is that the Client Assistance Program (CAP) has 'been
made aniandatory part of the Act: Each state must have a

-CAP, a program which must be available to assist clients,
parents or guardians. It must assist them both administra-
tively and legally: In setting up the prOgrani, each governor
must, by-statute, seek and heed the advice of interested
parties, including a broad' speetruni of oiSabled people,
"their organizations, and adVOcates. This Client Assistance
Program, in my view, is long Overdue in each Of the states
to-assure that-client rights become a coequal part of the
services being provided.

Special'EdUeation Program Changes
With sp :ial-education, you are much more familiar.

You know that under the Education of the Handicapped
Act, AniendmentS of 1983, aci tieg may begin _at birth.
11,61.1 know that there is now a si million dollar program to
fund denionStiatioir models on transitional services; you
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also know that, after having spent literally hundreds of
millions of dollars teaching administrator& school teacher
and others how to strategize to cope with parents, we are
now going to spend at least ten percent of the training
dollars training parents how to know and insist ow their
rights. This, too, is overdue.

Summary
Wordsworth talked about "emotion recollected in tran-

quility,' as a definition of poetry. It is dangerous to go back
and put wholesale labels or descriptions on work so
-recently completed, especially legislative work. Neverthe-
less, looking now at the special education and rthabilita-
tion provisions -that resulted from last years legislative
activities, where-programs were continued, enhanced, and
funding levr's increased, I thing. it is fair to say that the
major new thruSts involved client-centered provisions.

Requiring a Client Assistance Program in each state,
making the National Council on the Handicapped ,ali
independent agency, setting aside a definite amount of the
trainiiiemoney, each yearto make sure that parents,get a
shaken-fine procesS, all of these could easily be grouped
under the- category of client-center provisions that 'are
much needed.

Nom: To 'obtain a copy- of the kehabilitatiori ,Act
described above, PL 98 -221, with a full explanation Of it
provisions, ask for Report 98-595. FOr the Education of
the Handicapped At Amendments, P198-199, ask for
Report 98-191. These documents will be sent to you
free of charge if you write to:

Senate Subcommittee on the Handicapped
113 I-Lit Senate Office Building
'iv'abhington, D.C. 20510

Community Living Alternatives
Professor Guiinar Dybwad presented the fol-

lowing Speech On Community Living Alterna-
tives at a recent national conference for leaders of
parent coalitions., The overwhelmingly positive
response of the parent leaders to Professor byb-
wad,'s speech prompted our inclusion of it here;
first, to serve as afurther articulation of the rights
of people with disabilities, and second, to give
some background to the concept of community
living.

Professor DybWad brings to the disability-
rights movement fifiy years of involvement in
huMan .services, beginning with his, work with
juvenile delinquents- in ,prisOns where the close

V

relationship between delinquency and disability
was inescapable. His view of the rights of children
with special needs is informed by the perspective
he gained from the larger world of the child-
welfare system.

Over the years, his broad involvement with the
rights of people with disabilities has touched upon
almost every domain of lifefrom educatiGn, to
life style, to leisure, to architecture and design.--
and has taken him to many countries. He has
recently served as President of the International
League of Societies for Persons with Mental
Handicaps, the international counterpait of

continued
3
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ARC-US.
Professor Dybwad teaches at Syracuse Univer-

sity and is professor emeritus at Brandeis Univer-
sity.

Historical Perspective
My theme today is community living alternatives. This

term has been used in recent- years to emphasize the
imperative that alternative placements should, 2nd can, be
made available for persons in institutions. It they are
children, the platement of,preference is; of course, their
own home, or, if that is not feaSible, some other tamily,like
arrangeMent, such as a foster home or small-group home.
Some of you may wonder why this is such a revelation. To
explain this strange situation, we must question why, for
many years, we essentially ignored and devaltied the family
as a focal -point of helping childteri with severe handicaps

They were tired and resentful of
society's discrimination against their
children, and the' .discrimination
which hurt them most was the dis-
crimination in education.

About thirty years ago, parents Of children with severe
handicaps gathered together inprotest in:many countries
around the world. They were tired and resentful of society's
discrimination against their Children, and the discrimino-
tion,which hurt them most was the discrimination in edu-
cation. They had learned to Cope with the fact that, during
ihethild's early years, they could not get adequate, medi-
cal help, that no:-attention. was given- to their children's
developmental needs, and that there was no relief fot them
in the 24-liourdaily care of-their children. But, when that
child, upon reaching school age, was barred'from school,
school being the most basic general experience of any child
in this and Other countries,,,thiS situation became in-
tolerable.

I think the=timing of this parental rebellion across the
wotrci)had something to do with the end of World War II,
for it Was then that, for the firSt time, rehabilitation became
a reality on a large scale. Until that time, rehabilitation had
been reserv,d for railroad workers, miners; and so on; but
rehabilitation as a brOad program, or a movement, only
occurred as a result of World War 11. In contrast to all the
negative thiag:s that happeneu-during World War 11, this

o waSfone very positive. outcome. And this is what appar-
ently triggered parents in many countries France, Nor-
way, Sweden, Australia, the United Statesat just about
the same time,,to rebel, on behalf of their children.

There are some old- timers in this room who remember
bow ,theSe parents neot only built Or rebuilt the schools,
painted the Schools, provided the desks and materials, but
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also taught in the school,. Of course, they, knew that was
not the best way to go about it, and soon, educators were
brought in to help. Work-training, shelterkl workshops,
opportunity workshops, whatever you may- Call, them,
became the next order of btisiness. Organized recreation
entered the picture when we begged the YMCA to give a

Because of the .gchnical nature of
the schooling, the people cutside the
home began to be regwded as the
experts.

little space and some special hour's When, :re swimming
pool was made available; because, in those days, it was
Unthinkable to have handicappe i children swim with :her
people.

So, thete was movement and-progress, but- tin§ initial'
impetus was all outside the home. All the legislation that
was written, all the appropriations that were made, were
for services outside the home. Because of the technical'
nature of the schooling, the people Outside thehonie began.
to be regarded as the experts. This development created a
Very strange situation and it is teat* not an exaggetatiOn to=
say that-in the shuffle and it as a shuffle just to keep all
these things goingthe family was lest and forgotten.,

I hope some of you remember
what the Queen said when Alice
ask 1, ' Where shall I begin?' She
said, Begin at the beginning.'

A prime factor in the support
which must be developed is early
intervention.

Redisco' ering the Family
I wanted to bring this picture of the early days to you so

that you might understand why some of us say now with-
great satisfaction that we are rediscovering the family. I am
apt to say when I talk to audiences, that we have a lot to
learn from Lewis Carrots Alice in Wonderland. I hope
some Of you remember what the Queen said when Alice
asked, "Where shall I begin?" She said, "Begin at the
begir fling." And that is the exciting new situation now. It is
what has so basically changed the fieL.

it is hard for sol of you newcomers to imagine what a
shift it is, what a fundamental *lige. to go back to the
family aid recognize that the key is there. Odr challenge
has-been stated simply and, directly by Ed Skarnule.:-L-
"support, not surIlant, the natural home."

In the pa. t, the tendency was to suPplant. Social
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workers felt that parents were too anx;ety-ridden to take
,care of their severely handicapped children. Physicians
Wanted to "protect" the parents, so condemned the
children to institutions. Everybody, yoU see, had this
feeling that the family, was incapable. Brothers and sisters
were considered only as exploited people, nobody thought
of the contributions- they could -make and the resulting
protection and support of them. So "support, Lot supplant"
the natural home is the :motto that really is carrying us
forth and will bring us,cleser to my theme today.

Beimiiitig At Birth
Many of the problems faced by families of children with

severe handicaps are due to unnecessary deprivation, neg-
lect, and rejection beginning practically at-birth.-Lain still
being shocked today by incredible stories told by reliable

,parents Of what physicians tell them, and what the com-
munity did not have available for their handicapped infant.

A prii.:e factor in the support which must be developed
is early intervention. The beginning, of course, will bring us
to the delivery fowl). 10 some countries, and increasingly in
OurS,,it -Will bring-us to the midvdife, and'ro the moment
-when the =Mother is first made aware that she has given
birth td-a child with a severe handicap.

Any discussion of future devel-
opments in the field of childhood
disabilities needs to proceed from a
recognition, of the inherent strength
of the family to deal effectively with
the demands of raising a child with a
disability, provided the community
is ready ,and willing to lend its sup-
port.

There is one question I Would like to ask you, to make
Clear how little we know and how much we have yet to
learn and to organize on the basis of our learning. This is a
Very simple question, which I have asked in Bangalore,
India, in Melbourne, Australia, in Warsaw, Poland, in
many cities in this country, indeed, anywhere in the world:
If in your community, a child is born with a "serious,
immediately discernible ithpairinent, what happens? Who
tells whatio whom, and how is this initial message trans-
latedinto appropriate action? ASk.yourself this question:
What would' - happen, if tonight in the hospital in your
neighborhood, in the hospital nearest you, a child is born
with, shall we say, spina bifida? Who Will see to it that there
.

Is appropriate action to bring this farhily needed Suppor-
tive service§ without any damaging delay?

Now, leVine summarize thiS part of my remarks. Any
discussion o_ f future development in the field of childnood
disabilities need's -7o- proCeed from a recognition, =of the

inherent strength of the family to deal effectively with the
demands of raising a child with a disability, provided the
community is ready and willing to lend its support.

Previous Assumptions
This recognition deviates distinctly from assumptions

and beliefs commonly held until :he recent past. In many
cases, today your physicians still hold these views. As a
matter of fact, most people with professional training,-Or
those who have simply read textbooks, still belieye this. (If
you pay $56 for a textbook today, you had better believe
what is in it.) They really believe that- those wholesale
denials of the ability of families and the capabilities of
people with disabilities_ were based on scientific evidence.
In special education, as you know, we used research eVi.-
dente as the basis for denials of educability which we know
today were abSolutely wrong. Not only do Ave know they.
are wrong, but we have,proVen that they are wrong. So,
this is one point yOu must keep in mind to see the magni=
tude of the change that is taking place.

Today there is ample, uncontradicted evidence in the
literature of many countries that it was, as a consequence
of inappropriate counseling from professional sources and
the community's: unwillingness to render assistance, that
parents concluded they were unable to cope with their
severly handicapped child. As a result, a massive political
structure of sodal services, not limited to institutions, has
been substithed for the care of the family. It is only_natural
that, froth within- this massive- service system based on
public appropriations, we 'encounter resistance to change.

When A Family Can't Cope:
Parent and Child Rights

The emphasis on the family a,1 on the roles and rights
of parents does not exclude an equal emphasis on the rights
of the child with a disability. While we emphasize that the
family should be supported and allowed access to the
facilities and services needed to deal effectively with a child
in their own home, we must realize that there are families
that simply cannot cope with a severely handicapped Child.

Unfortunat °ly, if there is a disabil-
ity, the child is often transported to a
closed institution, which is a polite
term for jail.

In other situations, where there -is no disability, the
answer is very clear: the child goes to another family.
Unfortunately, if there is a disability, the child is- often
transported to a closed institution, which is a polite term
for jail. This would never Occur in the child welfare system,
but ours is a peOuliar situation.

The fact that the child has rights needs to be recognized.
This is something which, in many cases, parents cannot

continued
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understand. I am very much concerned about cases of
youngsters With disabilities whose parents simply state, if
we don't want ounchild, it's our business." Of course, it is
most decidedly not only their business; it is the child's
btisiness.

Parents' basic rights are not inherent in parenthood, but
in personhood. Their rights as individuals, in individual
citizenship, are similar to those of the child. They have
rights; the child has rights. These rights have been articu-
lated very clearly through the United Nations' emphasis on
human dignity which resulted in the United Nations= Dec-
laration of klumaruRights. While the parents who cannot
cope have the right to our support, support by relieving
them of caring for the Child, the child has the right to live in
a family.

Parents' basic rights are not inher-
ent in parenthood, but in person-
hood Their-rights as individuals, in
individual citizenship, are similar to
those of th4 child.

In case of conflict, the scales of justice have to be put into
balance. If on the one hand; parents are embarrassed' to
have their child live in tht. community, and, on -the other
hand, the child has the right to life and welfare, then
-Obviously t17.- parental ernbarrassnient will not outweigh
the child's right to live in the community.

Least Restrictive Alternative
Since many of yotrhave been primarily oriented to special

education prograiliS, I-think can strengthen the argument
for community living alternatives by reference to a Very'
important document originating with the Council for Excep-
tional Children: This document was passed by the open
convention of the Council for Exceptional Children in April,
1971. The date is important because it predates two important
right-to-education federal court cases, PA RC t'. State of
Pensylvania and Mills v. Boarurqf Education of the District
of Columbia.

The document; 'Basic Commitments and Responsibilities
to Exceptional Children," first asserts the principle that all
children haVe'educational rights, and then it says something
very important: "Since the passage of the first public-school
laws in the mid-nineenth century, the principle has received
general'endotsement and qualified execution. While lip ser-
vice ::as been paid to, trie intent of the principle, various
interpretations of the terms 'education' and children' have
deprived r.iany children of their rights."' I want to enwhasi-

IReynolds,,Maynard;CEC Policies CommiSsion Chairnian. "Basic Com-
mitments and Responsibilities to Exceptional Children "a Position paper
adapted by the Council for ExCeptional Children at its Miami Convention
in APO:1971. Reprinted in Exceptional Children, 38. 2 (October 1971)

6,

that, with this document, a professional organization did-
more than make promises for the future; it had the courage to
acknowledge past shortcomings and to call.' for needed
change. The docuMent sets forth the needs of children with
special learning problems, with a particular emphasis on their
needs in the faMily.

One point which I would like to underline here deals with
the placement 01' child-efrin special school prograths. Many
of you have heard of the concept,Of least restrictive alterna-
lye. This concept was developed by a special' educator frorn,
tie inidwest, _Maynard Reynolds, and published in 1962 in,
Exceptional Children. In this article, "A Framework for
Considering Sortie Issues in Special_ Education," Dr. 'Rey-
nolds outlineS, in terms of special education, the proposition
that a child should be-restricted from general school only to
the extent and degree that is actually needed:,: eniphaSiie that
this concept has it origin in special ethication.

Today we say "mainstreaming," which is continually
Wrongly, interpreted as simply placing children in -regular
classes. What it really means is a direction: 'You bring the
children closer to the mainstream; you do not dump them,in
ate middle of the river. MainstreathingfolloWs a developmen,
tal process...It is often deliberately misinterpreted, just s-
people have misinterpreted -the process of deinstitutionaliia-
tion for adults.

Problem Areas
FroM the information presented. so far, -we can discern

two problem areas. One is Concerned with bringing to the
faMilies with young, severely disabled children the kind of
-financial and other support they need to care for their
children. Obviously, maternal and child health services are
Central to discussions of services for these families.

While the parents who cannot
cope have the right to our support,
support by relieving them of caring
for the child, the child has the right to
live in a family.

The second problem area, and the one -which relates
specifically to our theme, is that of Childien, young people,
and a kilts who presently are confined in state institutions,
for whom alternative residential accommodationscan arid
must be made available, (My discussion does not include
mental hospitals and other facilities for the treatthe. 'of
mental illness'and acute mental distill bances, not because
these problems are not pressing, but only because I am not:
competent to discuss them in depth.)

1 come from the field of child welfare.Children's institu,
tions were virtually eliminated four decades, ago. Large
congregate SchoOIS for the blind and deaf have diSappeared
in many states. Deinstitutionalization is not new; it haS
been with us. But, we are still looking to find ways to deal
with this problem, and the Problein is tremendous. The
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Secretary of Health and Human Services appeared in my
state- of MaSsachusettS . to insist that the state spend 40
million dollars to- upgrade a state institution which a fed=
eral judge called a pigpen three years ago. Even after
'having spent 40 million dollars of tax money, the resultcan
Still only be a redecorated pigpen.

One Solution
On the poSitiVe side, we now have in the making a

possible solution: an amendment to the Social Security
Act which, over a period Of time, would assist the individ-
ual states to:shift the federal share of medicaid funds for
long-teniiiiistitutional arrangements to community- based,
ir faniily-Seale environments. What has happened

ationwide Over many years is that federal support was
-cimtifigent upon certifying that people with disabilities
needed-medical care. So, program adininistrators certified
that people who were by no means sick and did not nerd
medical care, needed it. Now there is a possibility that this

I have every sympathy with the
parents who were persuaded and
often pressured to place their child-
ren in institutions.

requirement will be turned around so that federal resources
can be used to reinforce- cornmunity living, and not to
Maintain institutions. This funding shift would also affect
those persons with developmental disabilities in terms Of a
new definition, one which would not be limited to children
with mental retardation, Cerebral palsy, epilepsy, and neu-
rological disorders, but to anybody with a developtnental
disability including physical disabilities, with the exception
of mental illness.

But i do want to point out that we still have some
probleMs that need to be attacked. I want to make one
point quickly, unless I be misunderstood: I have every
sympathy, with the parents who were persuaded and often
presSuted to place their children in- institutions. Their
children have been ;ri these institutions for twenty and
thirty years. Such a parent may simply not be able today to
say, "Oh, you want to place my c' lid in the community;

fine, I understand." I understand and defend the parent.
The people I am attacking are my professional colleague'
who have done the deed, not the- parent.

May I share with you a story. It is a ,ovely story about a
mother whom I know well, who had a child with Down's
Syndrome in New Jersey, and had been presSured to place
the child in an institution. She resisted, but -the pressure
continued and she was made to feel that she was quite
irresponsible to her other children, as well as to the child
with the disability. She finally called what in those dayS'
was the Depai-tment of Institutions and Agencies in Tren-
ton, and said to the switchboard operator, "I want to talk
with somebody about placing my retarded, mongoloid
child in an institution." The telephone Operator said,
"What do you want to do that for, Dearie?" and talked
with and counseled the mother for fifteen minutes over the
telephone. The Mother-changed her plans and the,child
Was Subsequently admitted to a regular class in public
school. It was the telephone operator, who, lacking profes-
sional training, was able to ask, "What do you want to do
that for?" 1-syippatiiiize_with the parents; this is a problem
We have to soly,e. But parents are not blind; if they discover
what other children have experienced,in Community resi-
dences, their resistance is going to...lowly melt away.

Assuring Quality of Care
What we have to solve, and where you -can help front

your experience with the educational system, is this ques-
tion of quality assurance. How can we be certain that, if we
have federal funds channeled toward the community, there
will Ir quality of care?

Coalitions and action committees have a role to play in
assuring quality of care. How -to monitor, haw-to work
together with Official people to get this quality assurance,
how to train monitors, whether Or not to develop within
the profession a monitoringmechanisinthese are urgent
questions about which we need to-think.

I listen carefully when people say, "How can you make
sure that if we decentralize the care of all These people and
place theni in the community, there will be good quality of
clae?" Let me say, from the bottom of my heart, that the
care could not be worse than it is in .the institutieriS.
Certainly, we have an obligation to ensure. that the new
answer will meet standards that are compatible with our
beliefs.

7echnicai AssiStanco for Parent Programs
-As discussed in the last issue of Coalition Quarterly, "Recent Developments" (Vol. 3, NuMber

1), the EdUcation of the Handicapped Act Amendments Of 1983, P.L. 98-199; require that a
Specified percentage of the annual education appropriations be set aside to support parent-to-
parent training- and information` -projects throughout the nation, and to provide technital assist-
ance for establishing, .developing and coordinating such programs. A new national project, the
Technical- ASsistahce for Parent Programs (TAPP) Project, coordinated by the Federation for
Children with- Special- Needs, has been funded to satisfy this requirement for technical assistance.

Theeifgh° the regional -structure of the National :i.twork of Parent Centers, the TAPP pro-
Ject will use ey.perienced leaders of parent-Operated organizations to provide technical assistance
to groups that \train parents to: continued

89.
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!wetter , understand the nature and needs of the handicapping conditions of their child;
"provide followup support for their handicapped child's educational programs;
"communicate more effedtively with special and regular educators, administratorS, related
services perSonnel, and other relevant professionals;

"partidiapte-in educational decisionmaking processes including the development of their
handicapped child's lividualized educational program;

"obtain information about the programs, services, and other resources available to their
handicapped child, and the degree to which the programs, services, and resources are appro-
priate; and

"understand the provisions for the education of handicapped children as specified under
part B of the-Education of the Handicapped Act."

Initially the TAPP Project will focus primarily on assisting the parent training and informa-
tion projects around, the country which -eceived funds this r ast summer from the Office of
Special Edudatiari PeogramS, U.S. Department of Education. Cynthia Gilles, project manager,
states that another high priority of the project is to provide assistance to groups from minority
and other underserved populations.

Direct delivery of technical assistance will be provided regionally through the following
,five regional centers:

'NORTHEAST REGION
New HampShire PIC (Parent Information Center), P.O. Box 1422, Condord, NH 03301. Telephone
(603)224-7005. Judith Raskin; Director; Carol Hogan, Technical ASsistance Coordinator.
MIDWEST REGION
PACER Center (Parent Advocacy Coalition-for Educational Rights), 4826 Chidago
Avenue, Minneapolis, MN 55417. Telephone (612)827-2966. Paula Goldberg, Director; Polly
Edmunds, Tedhnical ASsistance toordinatori,
NORTHWEST REGION
Washington StateJPAVE, 1010 South "I" Street, Tadorria, WA 98405. Telephone (202)272-7804.
Marty bir'ector; Jo Butts, Technical Assistance C6ordinator.
SOUTHt ..;ST REGION
TASK (Tearn of Advocates for Special Kids), 180 E. LaVeta Avenue, Orange, CA 92666. Telephone
(714)771 -6542. Raylene Hayes, Direcior; Kathy Boka, Technical Assistance Coordinator
SOUTH REGION
PEP (Parents Educating Parents), 1851 Rani Runway, 11104, College Park, GA 3('337. Telephone
(404)761-2745. Mildred Hill, Diredtor; Carla Putnam, Technical AS3istance Coordinator.

it Federation for Children with Special Needs
m 312 Stuart Street, 2nd Floor

Boston, MasSachusetts 02116
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Betsy Anderson is a founding member of the Federa-
tion for Children with Special Needs and currently
serves as the Director of Health Issues for the Federa,
Lion. A pioneer in the promotion of paren./ profes-
sionat-collabbration,Ms..Anderson's involvement in
issuek.concerning children with diSabilities and
chronleAreSses began with her oldest son Michael
who was bbrn with multiple handicapping condi,
tions which has necessitated continuous involvement
with- healtly. care systems. During the past six yearS,
She. has worked closely with state, regional and federal
health agencies, state and federal departments of edu-
cation, private hospitals and parent organizations to
address issues of concern to families. Her work on
behalf of chronically ill children in Massachusetts has
helped develop models and options for children
nationwide.

Inside
Parents and Professionals: the Essential

Partnership for Families in Crisis
by Ann Rogers Oster

SKIP
SkleKids,(need) Involved People

by Karen A. Shannon

Legal Issues and Interpretation
of P.L. 94,142

by Reed C. Martin, J.D.

Federal Initiatives on- Home Care Under
the Medicaid Program

The role of parents in the care of their children
With special health- needs has been changing
rapidly, largely in response to developMents

outside of health care. Federal legislation that has
given parents a greater consciousness of their role and
increased their legal rights in the special education of
their children has been a major influence. This evolu-
dm has Len complemented by a greater understand-
ing on the part of the ,medical co imunity of the
value o: lrental involvement.

In assessing the role of parents in health care, this
article notes significant forces influencing role changes,
with special consideration to movements in our society
which have had a major effect on the overall expecta-
tions and toles of individuals with disabilities and
parents. Next, the traditional roles of "patients" and
parents in health care are considered, along with
recent changes. The opportunity for and the empha-
sis placed on consumer involvement in the overall
health system can encourage or discourage partitipa-
don by families and individuals with disabilities.
This article looks at some of the messages conveyed
by systems, and closes with a list of benefits of active
involvement to professionals, to parents and to chil-
dren with disabilites.

Disability Movement
Parents of children with disabilities and adults

with disabling conditions first began to form Self-help
groups in the United States in the early fifties and
sixtie6. It' an attempt to secure rights and serviceslor
persot's with disabilities, families and people with
handicapping conditions joined together to use politi-
cal processes. Since people with disabilities every-
where had been denied even the most- basic opportu-

continued on page 2
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This issue, of Coalition Quarterly focuses on par-
ent/professional collaboration in health care for
children with chronic illness,and disabilities:Parents
of,children who have had significant .involvement
With health care systems share the perspectives gain-
ed from their personal experience -7.7! ,perspectives
buttressed by professional involvement With families
of children with similar problems and with organiza-
tions devoted to serving that population.

Betsy Anderson examines the emerging role of
parents as consumers within the context of ?cent
social,= legal and philospnital trends. Next, Ann
Oster discusses the emotional needs of parents in cri-
sis,especially their need for peer support and informa-
tion. Karen Shannon describes how one family's
commitment to hoMe care for their daughterled to
the development of SKIP, a national organization
devoted to making home care a possibility.for other
children with similar needs. Accompanying. Karen
Shannon'S article is inforthation prepared -by the
Region I Office of'the Federal Health Care Financing
Administration describing federal initiatives support-
ing home care for certain children. In the final article,
Reed Martin provides an update Of the significant
legal issues affecting the education of children with
special medical needs; focuSing especially upon their
right to indusion in the public schools.

Although there is an overall emphasis On the issues
confronting parents and familie; with children who
are medically fragile, the application to the broader
population of childreniwithchronic illnesses and dis-
abilitieS is clear. SKIP's commitment to home care for
children with complex medical needs, for example, is
helping to design workable solutions to problems of
home care that can be studied as models for home
and community based programs.

The National Network of Parent Centers is coordinat-
ed by the Federation fix' Children with Special Needs
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nities education, 'transportation, public access, jobs,
housing there was much to be gained.

Initially, incremental gains were made for specific
categories of- disability, often at the local or state le-
vels. These gains might have included an education
program -for children who were deaf, provisions for
curbcuts for wheelchairs, or a vocational training
program for mentally retarded persons, fOr example.

By the late 1960s, groups organized around specific
disabilities began to realize that many of their needs
were common ones that might better be met by work-
ing together for broad far-reaching reforms. Thus, the
decade Jf the1970s gave rise to state and national co-
alitions of disability groups, united with C.' shared
goal of Pxpan ding rights for all people with dis-,
abilities.

The efforts of broad coalitions of parents, adults
with disabilties, and committed professionals resulted
in the passage of revolUtionary federal laws. The two
most significant of these laws,Sections 504 of the
Rehabilitation Acts of 1973 and the Education for All
Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (Public Law 94-
142), became effective in 1977. Section 504 provides
that "no... qualified handicapped individual... shall
solely by reason of his ham' us, be excluded from,
the participation in, be ucni the benefits of, or =be
subjected to discrimination under any program or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance." PI.
.94-142 gtiarantees a "free appropriate, publicly funded
education" to all handicapped children in the United
States. Many other state laws and local ordinanceS
v ^:e passed around this sam' time, expanding and
enhancing rights and opportunities for persons with
disabilities.

Consumer Movement
The consumer movement, which has had a poWer-

fuL impact on our society over the past twenty years,
has sought to protect the rights of consumers by
asserting that-Systems should be accountable and that
those for whom they are designed or who are affected
by them should play a part-in their development and
evaluation. At conferences, participants are expected
to complete evaluation forms; on airplanes, passen-
gers are asked to comment on the service; at home,
calls or letters request opinions on anything from
preferences for televisions shows to views on political
issues. Many people serve n neighborhood and town
committees; in- human service agencies, nearly every
program has an advisory board which requests citizen,
input. Procedures to ensure parent and consumer
involvernent were mandated in the ne' 7 special educa-
tion and civil rights laws mentioned earlier.

It is not surprising, therefore, that people with dis-
abilities and their families have taken the initiative to
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give feedback and to suggest ideas in medical settings
and core.
Expanding Effects of Change

Change in one system can cause change in another
system in a number of wayS until eventually it is felt
in every aspect of society. Along with the new laws
came a sense off\ entitlement; people also began to
internalize a new and different view of disability. A
sense of empowerment resulted from participation in
the struggle 'to create change and those who partici-
pated in the struggle began to employ their visions
and expertise to new issues and systems.

Parents, who under federal educations lawS, have
the right to review school records, including medical
evaluationS and reports, and' to participate in plan-
ning in special education settings -May assume they
have the same rights in other settings, such as health
care. There is ari assumption that parents and indi-
viduals with disabilities have a right to basic infotina-
tion about themselves or their children, and thin' they
can participate meaningfully in planning and deci-
sion making.

People -who use various special support systems
have grown much more knowledgeable abutit the
impact of theSe systems on their lives, and have gen-
erally raised their expectationS of them. Now, for
example, the belief that all children should go to
school has expanded to incliAde the expectation that
children should benefit from education, and that students
should be prepared for work or-for further education.

Increasingly, doctors and other health professionals
have found themselves responding to questions raised
by parents and educators, questions not traditionally
regarded,as part of the medical domain. How many
classes shall Tom, who has a cardiac problem, take
before needing to rest? Should Ann, in a wheelchair,
ride to school in a van with a lift, or should she be
learning to transfer? What should be the components
of a sex- education program for Susan, teenager with
Down syndrome?

,Normalization Principle.
These questions are also reflective of how changing

attitudes and expectations for children with handi-
caps and Oronic illnesSes have become part of the
social fabric. ,M6re and more it is assumed that even
those children with serious disabilities, medical prob-
lems and developmental delays w;!1 attend school,
camp, take music lessons, play with friends, go on
trips, and live at home with their families. In short,
the expectation is that people with substantial disabil-
itieS will live lives very similar to those of their non-
disabled peers.

Much of- this underlying change in attitude had its
origins in the philosophy of normalization, first pro-
mulgated in Sweden by Bengt Nirje and later popu-

larized in this country in the 1960s by Wolf Wolfens-
berger. While that movement was initially articulated
on behalf of mentally retarded individuals living in
institutional settings, its applicability to many other
disenfranchised groups becam2 readily apparent.

The expectation for full participation in life for
persons with disabilities thy, is implied in the philos-
ophy of normalization has placed pressures on health
systems. Now, even parents of children with serious
disabilities co, ider car; -.g for them at home. Fami-
lies whose children have complex medical needs for
parenteral nutrition, kidney dialysis, intravenous
medications and oxygen, to use just .some examples,
ate learning the necessary medical procedures- and
care which allow them to bring their children home
from hospitals. At the same time, they are working
with other parents and professionals to develop' ade-
quate funding and community support systems. Coin-
ciding with this trend are two other importatnt fac-
tors: (I) Recent advances in medical technology now
make it possible for many more children's -lives to be
sustained, although with more serious medical cony,
plicationS. (2) Efforts to shorten in-hospital stays in
order to lessen the high costs of hospitalization are
increasing.

In other instances, parents, often in conjunction
with professionals, work to extend hospital visiting
hours, expand play activity programs, and instigate a
variety of changes to make hospitals more responsive
to the needs of the "whole" child and family.

Changing Role of Family
Along with changing social expectations that have

dramatically clmged the roles of families in the care
of their children, families must learn to deal'with very
complex systems of health and social services. Fami-
lies and professionals together must look at the entire
network of service systems and must assess the resour-
ces and constraints of the network components, many
of which have overlapping responsibilties for child-
ren with disabilities.

Additionally, there are many more providers of ser-
vices on the scene. Physical therapy may be delivered
in a hospital, in a school or at home, by private them-
pists, the visiting nurse association, an early interven-
tion or rehabilitation program; or therapy may occur
in another form such- as adaptive physical education
or therapeutic recreation. This means that families
are likely to receive information and advice from a
variety o_ f people whose views may not always
coincide.

It is the parents of a child who are the link among
the specialists and the only people who see the child
ir. all settings over time. Therefore, parents must be
prepared to assume the role of providing the overall
management to coordinate the efforts of these many
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specialists and the needs of the child within the con-
text of the family.

Further, there is a sense that medical care and
treatment, while critically important at some mo-
ment-, may have less significance at other times. In
some sense, the "limits" of medicine are most graphi-
cally seen with children and adults who will never be
cured. The tendency of health care has been to view
and tr.,at in the context of acute care, with a goal of
curing the patient. Now, many families and disabled
adults rejector at least question that view.

The charge to medicine is to be more humane, to
place greater emphasis on those aspects of a person
which are not diSabled, to add coping and caring
skills to their curing skills. To some extent, people
determine for themselves the significance that disabil-
ity will play in their lives. The correlation between
the extent of disability and the qualiltv'of life is not a
given.

Changes in Health Care
Some of the most striking transforinations that

have occurred An health care have been; not in the
area of- disability, but in childbirth and obstetrics.
Women, while refttsing to accept the "sickness" model
of pregnancy, have made, in the process, considerable
change in the way childbirth and deliveries occur.
"Preparation for childbirth" classes, fathers being in-
cluded'in the delivery room, childbirth with minimal
or no anesthesia, in settings which range from the
music and low lights- of the Le Boyer method, to
home-like "birthing centers," to birth at home, are all
a_ cknowledged today.

In Massachusetts in 1975, Children in Hospitals,
Inc., a parent-professional organization concerned
about the separation of children from their parents
during_hospitahzation, began surveying major hospi-
tals in the state regarding their policies of visiting
hours and rooming-in. What was originally viewed as
a- radical action, publicizing hospitals' own state-
ments in such a way that families could compare
them, is now readily accepted and has been adapted
for use by groups- in many parts of the country. The
original-survey has been expanded over time to in-
clude questiOns on related issues.

Access to .Medical information is anol*.er area that
has undergone a great deal of change. Li the past,
anyone wishing to obtain information on health care
Or medical issues would have needed access to a medi-
cal library. While thiti is still true of much technical
material, any general bookstore can attest to the tre-
mendous increase in the number of books available
on health care and the human body. From Our
Bodies, Ourselves, to How to Be Your Own Doctor
(Sometimes), to The Patient Advocate, all sorts of in-
formation and self-care books fill the shelves. These
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books are important not only because of the specific
factual information they contain, but also because
their very presence on the shelves communicates that
these are issues the general_public should know about
and can understand. Now television shows such as
those begun by Dr. Timothy John in describe a
range of health problems and- care, w "° others de-
bate important medical/ethical issues sik. as genetic
choices, abortion, decision-making for newborns, in
ways that help both to inform and shape public
opinion.

lo.Change
Although, it is evident that consumers have made-

their voices heard in some areas of health care, those
parts of the system dealing with chroniC illness and
disabilities have been slower to-respond to such initia-
tives. Recent federal changes in the structure and
functioning of the Title V Maternal and Child Health
Crippled Children's Services programs have, for the
first - :time, mandated citizen input into the develop- -
merit of state plans for the diStribution Of federalPub-
lic health funds. Certainly, there are health profes-
sionals who have been able to include families
actively and appropriately in health care without any
special legislation or requirement. This inclusion has
not been the norm, however, and such professionals
have received very little recognition or reinforcement
from the health system or their peers.

There is still a sense that health care lags behind
other systems, especially education, in the importance
placed upon consumer orIxtrent input. 0.ie overrid-
ing explanation is that there is no real "system" of
health care and no commonly understood entitlement
by citizens. Medicine is generallv in the private sector,
while the majority of other services for individuals
with disabilities and their families are in the public
domain, a fact which may make unfair comparisons
in terms of accountability and access. A 1984 study
prepared for the U.S. House of Representatives Select
Committee on Aging identifies the United States as
the only major industrialized nation in the world that
does not have a plan or system for delivery of health
care.

Other possible explanations include the_ following:
Change is difficult to achieve any setting or sys-
tems. It is most likely to occur when there is impe-
tus from within, a structure or context within
which it can occur, and pressure from without, all
happening simultaneously.
The traditional view of the patient, and family by
extension, has been as a passive recipient of care.
That passive role, which may have a limited place
in some acute care situations, is now recognized as
inappropriate for those individuals with chronic

continued-on page 8
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Ann Oster has been actively promoting and organ-
izing parent -to - parent support and information serv-
ices since the premature birth of her second child
Nicholas in 1979. She organized Parents of Special-
Care-Infants, Inc., a volunteer peer counseling net-
work which serves families in eight Baltimore area
hospital special care nurseries, and is c- founding
member of Parents of _Premature and High Risk
Infants International, Inc. She currently serves as Spe-
cial Projects Coordinator for the Maryland Commit-
tee for Children.

.Drathing-upon her own experience as a patent and
her years of working with other parents, Mrs. Oster's
address discusses the emotional needs of parents who
are coping with the crisis of the birth of a child with
significant speciiil medical needs. She examines how
parents and professionals can best respond to those
needs.

The. entire text of this address is given bel.w.

Two months ago, in Salt Lake City, Utah,
Parents of -Premature and High Risk Infants
-International, Inc., sponsored its first annual

conference on Parent Care.'This fledgling parent or-
ganization, running on- the adrenalin and personal
conviction of its. members, had mustered the courage
to invite Drs. Brazelton, Graven, Gorski, Mangurten
and many other distinguished physicians, nurses and
social workers to join parents in presenting research,
clinical programs, and personal observations to an
audience that we hoped would number 150.

There were a hit of surprises during, the three days
eOf the conference. When registration closed, nearly
370professionals as well as parentshad come
from as far away as Florida, Maine and Hawaii.
There was arc exhilarating sense of something ,big
happening: !lie grassroots sprouting a new turf where
parents and professionals who care about premature
and at risk babies could talk with each other -and
learn froth each other. Mutual respect and-trust grew
before our eyes as a hospital administrator advocated

hospital funding for parent group coordinate 3 be-
cause he felt that peer support was cost effective.
Developmental pediatricians discussed the need to
make the bizarre, high-tech environment of the NICU
responsive to the huMan needs of babies, parents and
staff.

It was an exciting notion that the technology cen-
tered approach to Neonatal Intensive Care is begin-
ning to give way to technotug; supported care that
focuses on human Dings not just because of altru-
ism, but because hard evidence indicates that a
humanized environment, and better informed, more
empowered parents make a difference in the medical
and developmental' outcome of these babies.

Nearly as exciting was the clear implication that if
parents and professionals could work together to gen-
erate this conference, there was no limit to what they
could accomplish together for families.

Today, I have a similar sense of something big
happening as we move closer to seeing disabled and
at risk babies in the real life context of their families
and their communities. That at a conference of this
stature parents are included as experts on family rela-
tionships is an enormous step toward a partnership
with limitless potential.

1
am going to talk about the emotional needs of
parents coping with the crisis of the birth and life
or death of a potentially disabled child. And I

want to examine how weparents and professionals
can best respond to those needs. My own expe-
rience gives me both the advantage of a parent's view
point, and the myopia of my own particular needs
and circumstances. But my years of talking and listen-
ing to other mothers and fathers have taught me that
although we may be able to generalize to the extent of
predicting the likelihood of parental anger or fear or
denial, the specific manifestations of those emotions
are as varied as the individuals who feel them. The
only way to discover what any collection of human
beings needs is by listening to each one.

Five and a half years ago, when my son Nicholas
was born prematurely, I felt more hostage than part-
ner to a gang of powerful professionals who sustained
his life and taught me the rules of a strange new var-
iety of motherhood. I didn't question their compe-
tence in tr; :fling any of us: my husband and I needed
to believe that someone had wisdom in this situation
that had spun our lives out of control- and made us
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wonder who we were and whether we were any good.
The individuals stand out who helped me begin
rebuilding a sen3e that I was worth something: the
nurse who sti-and talked with me when she had time,
and loaned me a nursing text when I was frustrated
by my ignorance; the child 'life teacher who asked
how I was doing and then sat down to listen as I told
her; the physical therapist who celebrated- Nick for
what he could do instead of defining him by his
disabilities.

We were given very little information, and
our skills training consisted more of prohibi-
>lions than positive action;

But so many of our ccritacts With professionals
Werelrustrating or destructive to our self-esteem. We
were given very little information, and our skills
'training consisted more IA prohibitions than positive
action. So- we became expert at handwashing and
,teclu,ical jargon about blood gasses and electrolytes.-
Instead of: tieing instructed' about how to:deal with
Nick's developmental immaturity, we were encour-
aged to play the strange: nursery game of pretending
he was a normal lyliY..,One day I asked a nurse how
this experience affected; mothers and babies in the
long run. She told me that a few mothers were abu-
sive,_but most were just a bit overprotective. This was
scant preparation for the blast of my own emotions
over the next two years or so.

Information that Empowers
It is no accident that handbooks like Helen Harri-

son's The-Premature Baby Bookwritten by parents
contain the kind of information that empowers:

personal stories that illustrate and sanction the range
of normal emotional reactions, definitions, rights,
practicalinformation, skills, facts about survival rates
and what-is-known about prognosis. They don't-offer
protection from needless anxiety: parents know that
parents of disable andratrisk'babies are already anx-
ious. What -parents do offer other parents, through
literature and friendship and-organized peer support,
is respect, with empathy and without the burden of
clinical assessment -7 a precious resource for families
in Crisis. Ideally, the survival skills that only parents
know are added_ 'o-the rich expertise of professionals,
who cure and teach and understand in a different
way.

Mechanisms That Defend Us:
Parents and Professionals

I have spent a lot of time since Nick was born
examining how I felt ard functioned as a mother
when he -.was ill ;a turning over in my mind my rela-
tionships with professionals and my family and other
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parents. The most destructive factor during. that
period was my owi- difficulty in accepting 'thy ma
sional reactions. Viewed more ob;ectively, the mecha-
n;sms that defend us from dispair are logical. Guilt
impliis'd- comforting measure of control over a situa-
tion with no rational explanatidn. Anger defends us.
against bkune. Emotional detachment numbs the fear
of loss. Denial gives us time to learn new ways of
coping, and the energi and humor to fight the facts
in ways that sometimes generate new services and bet-
ter futures for our chiHren.

Those mechanisms were logical and necessary, 'but
at the same time they insulated me from the people
that -I loved as well as from the painful facts of
Nicky's illness. I wondered what was wrong
and I was too vulnerable to the judgements of the-
professionals who cared for Nick to aSklor their help
directly. I, pretended to be more competent- than Ffelt,
and missed opportunities for help.,1 was defensive
and' deManding. I found fault with them for keeping
a _professional distance, thinking that if they would
just become personally involved with us, they could
provide the emotional support wt needed.

I pretended to be more compett.nt
and missed opportunities for help.

I was at an inservice once that dealt with infant
death. I was sitting with my arms crossed, feeling irri-
tated because a-young unmarried social worker, rather
than a parent, was speaking about what families

-need, when -a nurse s:ood up and- described her diffi-
culty in coping with the death of a baby to whom slie
had become attached. She talked-alxmt how terrible it
had been to go into the nursery the next-day and see
another baby in the crib. She made me see the Magni,
rude of my demand for personal involvement. Like
families, professionals must buil'l the defenses that
allow them to function in the face of human tragedy.

But_ families do need nurturing, and -I am still
angry five and a half years later at the professionals
who were too insensitive or unskilled_ orhunian to
give me what I needed. I am still mad at the doctor

ho said, when Nick was three days old, that I was in
' awfully good mood for someone with such a sick

uaby. I am mad at the ~:arse who last .week told
another-mother, who called at 11:30 at night to check
on her 2 lb., 3 oz. son before she went to sleep, th4t-she
should call back in an hour, after rounds. The 1, 1-

that these incidents are worth recalling here is lit.,
prove that, like other people; professionals make ma=
takes, but because cumulatively their impact on fami-
lies is profound, and if w. care for babies- we must,
meet the needs of famiiies.
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The Crucial Contact
When ny daughter Bess was born, one of the

unexpected benefits was m_ embership in a community
of parents who brought me chicken soup and nur-
tured me through the uncertainties of first time
motherhood. Like me they were fallible, and like me
they were available for listening to theories and in-
sights and frustrations. We served each other as a base
line for determining what was normal in ourselves
and.our children.

Once I made- contact with other parents after Nick
was born, I found the same remarkable resource.
Other parents again provided me with a context
often just by listening without trying to reassure me;
sometimes by reinforcing half-formulated plans of
action; occasionally by confiding fears that mirrored
my own. My own healing during Nicky's illness
began with those parents. Finding them was surpris-
ingly difficult. Through policies of confidentiality
and professional territoriality, the system impeded our
access to each other instead of encouraging this cru-
cial human contact.

. .. a kind of prelude

Nick had chronic lung disease and was on oxygen
until he was nearly a year old. He was rehospitalized
several times after his first two and a half months stay
in intensive care. One September day when he was
just over a year old, he laboriously rolled himself to
my dresser and reached up to play with the shiny
brass drawer pull. I realized with a start that it was
the first thing he had ever done that had reminded me
of his sister Bess. Our questions about his develop-
ment didn't begin to have answers until he was nearly
two.

During much of Nick's early life the successes in
coping with his problems belonged to professionals.
Only the failures were mine. I hadn't had a healthy
baby, couldn't seem to get him healthy, couldn't com-
fort him and, most painful, I didn't feel connected to
him. I believed that I wasn't capable of doing him
any good. I would like to read a poem that -I wrote
about surviving that period in our lives.

Bonding

Three years old on Tuesday,
think of it.
Two years ago I didn't know that I could love you,
precious boy.
I look at pictures of that year,
and see your smiles,
and wonder how I could have missed them then.
But we were both so needy that first year:
you for breath and growth,
I for the healthy son who would reflect my strength,
not demonstrate my failure.

I gave you all I had that year,
but numb with fear of doing you more harm,
I had so little.

Yesterday, looking at the pictures of your big sister
(I think you'd never thought before
that she was once so small),
serious and funny, you turned to me and said,
"She was little and when she was born,
she was very, very born."

No degrees Jf being born,
and yet for us there was a kind of prelude.
Three years since you were born,
Two since we began
the important part.

What Would Have Helped?
Like most other families, we were left alone, to sort

out these complicated emotional issues. Two things
would have helped: emotional support and infor-
mation.

The most realistic way to decrease families'
isolation is by providing them with access to
their peers: the other families for whom this
contact is part of their own healing.

Sometime after Nicholas had started nursery school
I saw a grainy, black and white videotape that dem-
onstrated what- Dr. Brazelton calls the "irresistable
responsiveness" of a premature baby. I almost cried
while I watched as a 3 lb. preemie slowly followed a
ball with his eyes, looked for the sound of his moth-
er's voice, and with heroic effort, finally turned his
head and even reached for her. A nurse practitioner
had taught- that mother to read-the subtle clues that
could have drawn me to my son so much earlier. It
was a piece of information, a teachable skill, that
might have changed the course of our lives.

Emotional support, too, was hard to come by. The
cornerstone of this experience is loneliness. Our fam-
ily was isolated by the physical realities of hospitaliza-
tion and therapy sessions; isolated socially by an
experience that few other families share, isolated from
each other by the crisis itself, with each family mem-
ber needing to curl up somewhere for comforting.

From Isolation to Membership in the
Human Family

The most realistic way to decrease families' isola-
tion is by providing them with access to their peers:
the other families for- whom this contact is part of
their own healing. Peer support is just a fancy name
for what happens in the office, and the grocery check
out line, and the halls of nursery school: mothers and
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fathers and business executives testing the accuracy of
their own perceptions, and moving from the isolation
of their own feelings into their context as members of
the human race.

But it cirri be a complicated task for families of dis-
abled and at risk babies to find their peers particu-
larly during the first few months or years when the
future is a list of unimaginable possibilities rather
than a clear diagnosis. Nick was nine months old
before I met a mother whose baby had similar prob-
lems. I will never forget the incredibly intense feeling
Of recognition and kinship that I experienced during
That hour-long talk in a hospital cafeteria. And later,
as our parent group flourished, -I -saw so many other
mothers and fathers experiencing the remarkable sense
of connection that.had kept a group of strangers talk-
ing in a hospital parking lot until midnight after our
first meeting.

Sharing Resources
As parents and professionals we can best accom-

plish the difficult job of meeting families' needs by
utilizing each other as practical human resources.
Parents developing literature or programs containing
medical or educational information must turn to pro-
fesSionals for guidance. Professionals developing ser-
vices for families must draw on the special expertise

of families. A few years ago, I saiv an intensive care
nursery parents booklet developed by nursing staff.
The project had been undertaken generously as a
service to parents, and the booklet contained good
information, but it began with a list of prohibitions
and its terminology "allowed" visiting, rather than
encouraging it. Exactly contrary to its purpose, it sub-
tly reinforced the powerlessness of parents.

Helen Featherstone said that when parents tell
about discovering their children's handicaps, their
descriptions invoke images of cataclysm. As we care
for these famili6 we must respect the magnitude of
their task. As they rebuild their lives, we must aid
them in ways that increase their strength and build
their self-esteem. It behooves all of us to set -out from
here determined to develop a forum where parents
and professionals can share the valuable and hard-
won knowledge that each of us possesses. o

For mote information about parent support contact:

Parents of Premature and High-Risk
Infants International, Inc.
Maureen Lynch, Executive Director
33 West 42 St., Room 1227
New York, NY 10036
(212) 869-2818

Parents as Collaborators
continued from page 4

disabilities whose involvenient with the medical
system will generally be lifelong.

Health professionals are trained to help by curing.
Therefore, by providing the answers and the care,
by doing the thinking and the worrying, by mak-
ing the hard decisions, an honest mistake may have
been made that this all-inclusive role benefitted
patients and families. Instead, this total-- assump-
tion of respOnsibility has created dependency and
has discouraged individual action and thought.
Now, parents and consumers, with the impetus
gained from being recognized as partners with pro-
fessionals in other settings, sometime experience
frustration and even anger at being treated in ways
they may view as patronizing.

Perhaps one of the most serious obstacles to change
is the very narrow view of disability which medi-
cine has held. By discounting the many other
aspects.of disabled peoples' lives, the medical field
has been able to keep its sphere quite limited and
spetific. While this has had some undeniable
benefits, doing so has necessitated that the focus
remain almost entirely on what is "wrong," and
often cannot be cured. Consequently, other ap-

8

proaches, resources, and supports which could
ultimately help people live satisfying -lives -have
been considered at best of secondary importance
and at worst ignored.

There are-few laws that give rights to consumers in
the area of health care. Section 504 of the Rehabili-
tation Act of 1973 is obviously an exception. Laws
governing public systems usually-require access to
public records and-meetings for informing citizens
and eliciting their input. In lieu of such laws, the
medical system is bound by requirements of "In-
formed Consent," an area of potentially great sig-
nificance, but one that is generally not well under-
stood by patients and then hamilies.
Even with changes occurring today, the- medical
system remains one of the most hierarchical of sys-
tems. Such a structure is not one -that readily lends
itself to change. In fact, few medical settings have
policies or guidelines concerning-regular consumer
involvement, unlike nearly every other _public sys,
tern, and many-private service agencies.
Finally, a situation not limited to the health care
system, has been the lack of mandates or incentives_
for the many service systems-which impinge upon
children and families to coordinate and collaborate
their activities.
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SKIP
Sick Kids (need) Involved People

by Karen A. Shannm

Karen A. Shannon is the founder and national execu-
tive director for SKIP, Inc. [Sick Kids (need) Involved
People], a lion-profit organization of families and
public and private health professionals devoted to
supporting and facilitating home care for technology-
assisted children.

SKIP developed from the Shannons' personal exper-
ience in creating a home care program for their
daughter Erin who has required the use of a ventila-
tor since shortly after her birth. SKIP has grown to
include chapters nationwide. Mrs. Shannon's com-
mitment to home care for medically vulnerable child-
re;,. which began with her struggle to bring Erin
home from the hospital, has led her to work closely,
with both state and national Departments of Public
Health and Education to establish models for home
care. As a nationally recognized parent leader, she is a
frequent featured speaker at conferences and serves on
forums devoted to issues of home care and health
financing.

"I want to take her home, to love her and care for her,
but how? I can't do it alone."

This longing and this question formed the basis for
our organization. SKIP was born in November 1979,
out of the triumphs and tribulations of bringing my
daughter Erin, who was suffering from a rare respira-
tory condition, home and the numerous challenges
we faced in keeping her home. It grew out of a car-
ing, committed partnership between one family and
one doctor, working together to make a normal home
environment possible for Erin.

Erin's 'life was made possible through dramatic
breakthroughs in modern technology. This same
technology which gave Erin her chance for life and
growth initially continues to play a necessary role in
her continued survival. A similar depenr ,icy on
medical technology is true of many chronically ill
and high-risk infants and children across our country

children who represent a new category of disabil-
ity, a category created by technology.

As- families with circumstances similar to ours
learned- of our successful efforts to care for Erin at
home, they began to contact us for advice. They
wanted to know what preparations were needed, what
resources were helpful, and how to access them.
Along with the help of Erin's physician who had
been our advocate and partner throughout, her respi-
ratory therapist, and a small group of nurses, we
developed SKIP, a formal, organized approach to
meeting the needs of these families.

Karen Shannon and her daughter Erin.
Now, a national movement is underway to develop

a regionalized system to- prepare families and corn-
munties to care for children who are assisted by
technology at home or in the least restrictive envir-
onment. A handful of families in the nation have
succeeded in bringing their medically intensive care
sustained children home. They have developed strong
complete networks of support drawing from all facets
of the medical, business, social and religious aspects
of their own communities, relying on their own voli-
tion and initiative.

Importance of Collaboration: The Team
Knowing how to operate equipment and use the

appropriate supplies is not sufficient preparation for
providing home care for an infant who is dependent
on technology and medical support. SuccessfUl adjust-
ment to home care occurs when parents' psychosocial
and instructional needs continue to be met. It is our
responsibility as parents, health providers, commun-
ity resource providers, and educators to work together
to ensure success.

The quality and content of the collaboration be-
tween the hospital team, community resource pro-
viders, and parents can determine the success or fail-
ure of this specialized type of home care. The medical
team instructs parents and home care providers on the
infant's dta ,titosis, the proper use of equipment and

continued on page 12
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FEDERAL INITIATIVES ON HOME CARE
UNDER THE MEDICAID PROGRAM

prepared by the

Health Care Financing Administration
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

Boston Regional Office

Historical Problem:
Medicaid fostered institutionalisation because:

1. eligibility rules made certain individuals eligible
for Medicaid while in an institution but not while
living at home, and

2. services needed for care at home were not payable
under the Medicaid program, i.e., respite care, day
care (not medically oriented), chore services, home,
maker services.

Short Term Solution:
Katie Beckett type of waiver addressed eligibility prob-
lem only.

Katie Beckett type of waivers were instituted as an
interim solution to the eligibility problem to allow
the States time to develop and implement Section
1915(c) of the Social Security Act, home and com-
munity based services waivers, explained below. A
Katie Beckett type of waiver involved a decision by
the Departrrient of Health and Human Services (HHS),
under existing authority contained in the law and
regulations for the Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) program, not to apply the usual deeming rules
of the SSI prograM because it would be inequitable to
do so. Under usual deeming rules, the income and
resources of a spouse, or parents in the case of a child
under age 18, are deemed as available to the individ-
ual or child applying for Medicaid if living in the
same household: An- institutionalized individual is
considered not to be living in the same household as
the individual's family; d'erefore, the family's income
is not deemed to the individual, thus making him or
her more readily eligible for Medicaid.
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An HHS Board was established to review States'
applications for waiving normal SSI deeMing rules in
individual cases. Regulations published on 6/4/82
and revised 2/15/84 spelled out the conditions that
needed to be satisfied for the Board to approve a Katie
Beckett type of waiver:

a. deeming led to Medicaid ineligibility;
b. eligibility in non-institutional setting would yield

Medicaid savings; and
c. quality of care would be maintained:

The Board stopped accepting new applications as of
12/31/84. Previous determinations will remain in effect;
as long as the conditions are satisfied. Applications
pending as of 12/31/84 will be considered. New cases
should be handled by the States through SeCtion
1915(c) waivers, particularly the model waiver.

Long Term Solution
1. 1915(c) home and community based services waiver

(includes the model waiver) addresses both the
eligibility problem and home care services problem:

Section 1915(c) home and community based services
waivers are sometimes referred to as. Section 2176
waivers because Section 1915(c) was added to the
Social Security Act by Section 2176 of the OmnibuS
Budget Reconciliation Act of- 1981. Section 1915(c) Of
the Social Security Act allows a State, under a waiver
approved by the Secretary of HHS, to provide home
and community based services to individuals who
would otherwise require nursing home care that would
be paid by the State's Medicaid program. In addition
to paying for traditional non - Medicaid services, a Sec-
tion 1915(c) waiver allows a State not to deem a fami-
ly's income to those home care clients who would
qualify for Medicaid if institutionalized but would
not qualify while living at home if the usual SSI
deeming rules were applied.

Model Waiver: preprinted Section 1915(c) waiver appli-
cation that can be used by the State under the follow-
ing conditions:

a. no more than 50 blind and disabled children
and adults can be served per model waiver
request;

b. some of the blind and disabled children and
adults involved in the waiver must need a waiver
of the usual SSI deeming rules to qualify for
Medicaid while living at home; and



c. at least one home and community based' service
must be provided.

The model ivaiver is seen as the main vehicle for deal-
ing with the Katie Beckett type of waivers now since
the-Board is not accepting any new applications. The
mode waiver was developed to expedite review of
.-vaivers involving smaller populations. It can be used
for just one individual. The application form consid-
erably simplifies the process of requesting a Section
1915(c) waiver.

Model waivers, as all Section 1915(c),waivers, must be
acted upon by HHS within 90 days or they are auto-
matically approved. HHS has one opportunity to
request additional information. HHS then has 90
days from receipt of the additional information to
render a decision.

2. Medicaid Coverage -of Home Care for Certain Dis-
abled Children, Section 1902(e) of.the Social Secur-
ity Act, added by Section 134 of the Tax Equity
and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA) of 1982,
addresses eligibility problem _only.
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A State can choose to amend its Medicaid plan to
cover certain disabled children who satisfy the follow-
ing conditions:

a. the individual would not qualify for Medicaid
at,home'under the usual SSI deeming rules, but
would qualify for an SSI or State supplement
payment and, therefore, Medicaid in certain States

if he/she were-in an institution;
b. the child requires a level of care provided in a

hospital, skilled nursing facility, or intermediate
care facility, including an intermediate care facil'r
ity for the mentally retaided;

c. the child' can be appropriately treated at home
(outside of an institutional setting); and

d. the cost of treating the child outside the institu-
tion does not exceed the institutional costs.

This option does not provide for any additional -ser-
vices to be provided to the disabled children; the
children are made eligible to receive the services pro-
vided under the State's regular Medicaid program
only. t:1

The federal initiatives described above contain
provisions permitting states to offer, under their
Medicaid plans, coverage for home care services
to certain children with disabilities who would
otherwise be institutionalized, even though a
family's income and resources exceed the state's
normal financial eligibility standard. Since
Medicaid is a state administered program, how-
ever, each state has the option to implement the

waiver program and to determine the type of I

waiver program it will put into place.

For more information on a state's waiver pro-
gram, contact the state agency that administers
the Medicaid program. If there is a question
about the appropriate agency, contact the Fed-
eral Regional Office of the Health Care Financ-
ing Administration.

Roston Regional Office
John F. Kennedy Federal Building,
Room 1309
Boston, Massachusetts 02203
(617) 223-3697

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Ver-
mont

New York Regional Office
26 Federal Plaza, Room 3811
New York, NY 10278
(212) 264-8517

New Jersey, New York, Puerto Rico,
Virgin Islands

Philadelphia Regional Office
3535 Market Street, Room 3100
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101
(215) 596-6828

Delaware, District of Columbia, Mary-
land, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Vir-
ginia

Kansas City Regional Office
New Federal Office Building, Room 235
601 East 12th Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64106
(816) 758-3539

Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska

Denver Regional Office
Federal Office Building, Room 628
196 Stout Street
Denver, Colorado 80294
(303) 327-6149

Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Utah, Wyoming

San Francisco Regional Office
100 Van Ness Avenue, 14th Floor
San Francisco, California94102
(415) 556-6560

American Samoa, Arizona, California,
Guam, Hawaii, Nevada

Seattle Regional Office
2901 Third Avenue, Mail Stop 502
Seattle, Washington 98121
(206) 399-0438

Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington

Atlanta Regional Office
101 Marietta Street, Suite 701
Atlanta, Georgia 30323
(404) 242-2163

Alabama, North Carolina, South Carol-
ina, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Missis-
sippi, Tennessee

Chicago Regional Office
175 West Jackson Boulevard, Suite
A-835
Chicago, Illinois 60604
(312) 353-9840

Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota,
Ohio, Wisconsin

Dallas Regional Office
1200 Main Tower Building, Room 2400
Dallas, Texas 75202
(214) 729-6418

Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Okla-
homa, Texas
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SKIP
Sick Kids'f(need) Involved People
continued from page 9
supplies, infant assessment :tools, cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, and methods for documenting events. It
helps identify and, address psychosocial problems,
including fears and misconceptions. In essence, the
team provides the training and support needed to
enable parents to willingly and appropriately assume
responsibility for their child with chronic/acute ill-
nesses.

The team's goal is,to help the families understand
several realities of home care:

First, that their infant, faced with a potentially
long-term illness, could suffer from an acute epi-
sode such as severe respiratory distress, leading to
possible death or damage at any moment.

Second, in administering their own special "In-
tensive Care Unit," families must cope with operat-
ing requirements and limitations of medical devi-
ces, supplies and services, and know how to safely
adapt to these limitations.

Third, the family must receive and welcome the
Medical/Resource/Support Team into their life as
their infant's "LIFE LINE."

Finally, the family must assume direct responsibil-
ity and understand the consequences of this re-

-sponsibility should their infant require crisis inter-
vention in the home.

This challenge, complete with many rewards as
well as heartaches, represents a responsibility and an
acceptance that requires major changes in lifestyle
and values to achieve the goal of "Intensive Home
Care." It is critical that what is asked of each parent
reflects the realities of Home Care Team participa-
tion. This endeaver cannot be achieved alone.

Components of Successful Home Care Placement
In addition to the overall importance of team col-

laboration, successful home care placement of tech-
nology-dependent children requires several- interrelat-
ed components.

Strong family commitment. Commitment of the
parents to each-other as well as to the child is very
important.

Thorough discharge planning. A home care pack-
age should- recognize the concept of on-going fam-
ily adjustment. You adjust, but- you-m:1st reaccept
your situation every single day, and some days you
just cannot do it. That is why respite care, counsel-
ing and parent support groups are essential. After
parents have had their child home six months, they
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participate in a parent-to-parent network.

Team approach to planning and follow-up. Al-
though we see the physician as the primary focal
point to make home care work, active -multidisci-
plinary participation is vital.
Nursing care. Nursing care is the backbone of the
home situation. It is neither fair nor realistic to
expect parents to care for their ventilator-depen-
dent/respiratury failure child indefinitely on a 24=
hour, 7-day a week basis.

Adequate, flexible funding. To make home care
work we must recognize that some families can
cope with fairly minimal supports, while others
may require high levels of support and assistance.
Flexible funding is vital because the family situa-
tion changes over time, and home care arrange-
Ments need to adapt accordingly.

Quality assurance. Monitoring is needed to assure
that the services and -the products being deliVen.,4
in the community are of the highest standards
possible.

SKIP's Role
SKIP provides education, peer support, and other

resources to assist families who have decided on home
care for their hospitalized child by preparing and
maintaining a network for the safe and controlled.
intensive care management of the child. SKIP pro--
motes every child's right to an enriching, meaningful
life, in as normal a life style as possible, preferably
within the natural environment of the home. Our
objectives include:

Education: Develop materials to meet the educational
needs of the child/family, health care profes-
sionals, and community agencies, in addition to
increasing public and professional awareness
about specialized pediatric home care issues.

Resource: Identify the resources that are available to
families and providers, and assist in the expan-
sion or development of new resources.

Family Services: Assist families in identifying and
accessing resource services, and providing family
support.

If SKIP can be of assistance in developing your
home care program or in seeking funding alternatives
for these children's home care plan, please contact the
National Headquarters of SKIP, 216 Newport Drive,
Severna Park, MD 21146, (301) 647-0164.

With more and more children surviving illness and
traumatic births, SKIP continues to build a partner-
ship of care to ensure that new specialized home care
families will survive and grow as a family, together at
home. a
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Legal Issues and
Interpretation of

P.L. 94-142
by Reed C. Martin, J.D.

The following address by Reed Martin, TD was
delivered at the "Home Care for Children with Serious
Handicapping Conditions" conference by the Associa-
tion for the Care of Children's Health and the Division
of Maternal and Child Health; Public Health Service,.
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services held
on May 27, 1984, in Houston, Texas. This address is
exerpted from the published conference report with the
permission of the Association for the Care of Children's
Health and the author.'

Reed Martin currently; Imes as staff attorney for the
Texas Developmental 1. *sabi li ties Protection and
Advocacy agency operated' Advocacy, Inc., in Austin.
He aslo serves as consultant to the Education Resource
Network, the parent training and information program
operated by Advocacy, Inc.

Jam an attorney who has been working with parents
of children with disabilities for 15 years. Two years

ago my son was in an automobile accident. He was
brain-injured, and although he has recovered remarka-
'bly, he has chronic health problems and needs medica-
tion. I understand well the issues involved with educat-
ing a child with disabilities, because I am never sure
when my son might have to be absent from school. This
situation can be very unsettling, not only for the parents
but also for the teachers, and as we see in the following
examples, the issues surrounding education for the
handicapped have been unsettling for the courts.

Many of the issues- that you face may not only have
already been addressed by federal courts, but also may
have been decided in your particular jurisdiction. You
may not know about it, the school may not know about
it, the hospital may not know about it, and even many
attorneys may not know about it. Let me illustrate the
extent and nature of the problem by quickly describing
three cases.

Tatro Case
The Tatro case, which originated in Texas, was

argued in the Supreme Court on April 16,1984. It con-
cerned a girl with spina bifida who is slightly disabled
and who needs clean intermittent catheterization. She is
now eight and a half years old and is capable of self-
catheterization, which makes the- whole case a moot

Home Care for Children with Serious Handicapping Conditions:
A Report on a Conference Held May 27, 1984, Houston, Texas.
Linda Harteker, editor. Washington, D.C: The Association for the
Care of Children's Health, 1984.
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issue; however, the case originated five years ago when
she still needed assistance. The school district refused to:
take the responsibility, claiming it was too risky. After
the school's initial victory, the parents won their appeal
at the district court level and twice at the circuit court
level. In spite of clearlegal mandates that related servi,.
ces must be provided, the school appealed to the
Supreme Court.

As we worked with the Tatro Case, we were impressed
by the incredible diverSity of policies with regard to
such matters. A school district next to that of the
Tatro's, for example, catheterizes 400 children daily in
their public schools; another school district. , however,
has recently threatened to fire a school nurse if she
continued to catheterize a child. They feel that such a
child imposes too great a liability or burden on the
system. It was also evident, from their questions while
arguing the Tatro case, that the Supreme Court was
unclear as to the needs and capabilities of children with
disabilities and the role of the schools in meeting them,
especially with regard to the type of medical problems
children are bringing to public schools today.

In so doing, the court emphasized, with
,great wisdom, that the chronic medical needs
of a child must be balanced with-the over-
whelming need and right to associate with
his or her peers.

On July 5, 1984, the Supreme Court ruled un-
animously in favor of the right of students to attend
school and receive any needed services. This ruling
greatly expanded the definition and scope of related
services. The court rejected the notion that medical
needs, excess costs, or staff liability should impede
school attendance. They affirmed that children, under
P.L. 94-142, could receive any and all services needed to
reach, enter, exit, or stay in school.

Espino vs. Besteiro
Espino vs. Besteiro, which also originated in Texas,
concerned a boy who had been seriously hurt in an
automobile accident. He used a wheelchair, and his
body could no longer control his skin temperature due
to injury to his hypothalamus. As a result, he had to be
kept in an environment with a temperature range of
about 15 degrees. The school decided to solve the prob-
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lem by putting him in an air-conditioned plexiglass
cube five feet square. The court disagreed with the
school's position and ordered that the boy be placed in
an air-conditioned classroom where he could interact
with classmates. In so doing, the court emphasized,
with great wisdom, that the chronic medical needs of a
child must be balanced with the overwhelming need
and right to associate with his or her peers.

Dorr Case
The Dorr Case was decided in April,. 1984, by the

Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. It concerned a girl who
needed suctioning, and since she could usually antici-
pate the need, it rarely caused a problem. That the tube
might become dislodged was a concern because reposi-
tioning'the tube required a higher standard of care and
immediate attention. The school organized a meeting
of all the staff- who would come in contact with this
child. Everyone in her normal'environment teachers,
cafeteria employees, custodial staff was asked to
attend. It was a disaster. Teachers filed grievances with

Many children, however, can be in a
totally normal academic program and still fit
the special requirements; the asthmatic child,
mentioned earlier, is a perfect example.

zht'ir appropriate union officals and refused to have
anything to do with this child. Because she was barred
fr mr any admission to the public schools, she has been
in a private school at public expense ever since.

The Ninth Circuit Court was critical of the school's
failure to explain its reason for denying her admission
to a public school. The lesson to be drawn from this case
is that we have to be concerned not only with planning
the program, but, also taking a look at teachers' and
school employees' needs, concerns and fears. This-deci-
sion is now in appeal in the United States Supreme
Court.

The child has a right to be in school. A review of the
legislative history makes it clear that attitudinal prob-
lems of this nature be addressed at the IEP meeting. In
Senate Report94-168k1975),Senator Stafford expressed
the hope that " ... teachers' participation in these IEP
conferences will have a positive effect on attitudes of
teachers toward the child ... " Senator Randolph, in the
same report stated, "The integration requirement of the
bill [Senate Bill 6] requires inservice training of general
and special personnel in dealing with the general prob-
lem of attitudinal barriers." In addition to such inser-
vice being included in the IEP as a needed service, the
IEP meeting itself was viewed- as a. problem-solving
process, or inservice opportunity, for teachers, parents,
school nurses, and others to confront such problems.

Forntunately, both P.L. 94-142 and the majority of
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the federal court decisions in such cases really do sup-
port common sense. The courts require that decisions
about educational placement be made on an individual
basis. Although in some cases they have required
schools to accept children with communicable diseases,
there is always six lific attention to individual needs
and circumstances.

The Integration Imperative
Qne of most important things, to understand is

that we are dealing with the educational experience of
these children, not their academic experience. The
courts define education broadl:, including social inter-
action. Most courts quote the Supreme Court decision,
Brown vs. Board of Education, the 1954 school desegre-
gation case, which reaffirms that we need integration
not because a black child can only learn if he or she is
sitting next to a white child, but that interaction and
social integration are part of the experience of educa-
tion. That can only happen if handicapped and non-
handicapped children have am oppOftunity to learn
together in the social setting of dr? classroom.- Short-
term hospital-bound or home-bound programs are cer-
tainly needed, but the long-term solution has to be
maximum integration.

Many handicapped children do not need specially
designed academic instruction. A lot of us think of
special education as being only for children with men-
tal retardation who need special academic programs.
Many children, however, can be in a totally normal
academic program- and still fit the special education
requirements; the asthmatic child, mentioned earlier, is
a perfect example.

Importance of Individualization and
Flexibility

Individualization is the key work in almost all these

The IEP meeting can set the stage for a
cooperative effort to integrate a medically
involved child into the school.

decisions. A school district that makes a categorical
decision gets struck down in court. The individualiza-
tion even extends to making changes in the length of
the school day or the academic year.

The thrust of P.L. 94 -142 is to get every single child,
aged 3-21, into the public school. Anything that inte-
rupts that contact is disfavored. The individualization
education program (MP) must constantly be modified,
taking- into account new information and feedback.
The child may get better, or worse; he or she may have to
go back for, chemotherapy, or may develop a memory
problem. The program obviously has to be flexible.

The IEP meeting can set the stage for a cooperative
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effort -to -integrate a medically involved child into the
school. A minimum of three persons should participate
in an IEP meeting; the teacher, someone from adminis-
tration, and the parent. The teacher plays the most
important role, because it is the teacher who indicates
what he or she thinks would be appropriate for that
child and whether it is feasible or whether additional
resources will be needed. One teacher might say, "I can't
'deal with a child like that. I can't suction a child. I'd
faint." If a child in the class dies, one teacher may be
able to create a beautiful program built around the
child's death for the other children in the class; another
may be absolutely destroyed. Here is an example of a
point where a teacher can say, "Hey, somebody's going

to have to help me.",Plans can proceed from there:
Role of State Education Agency

Finally, in interpreting P.L. 94-142, the courts have
made it clear that the state education agency is in charge
of coordination of education programs. In a number of
cases which have gone to circuit courts, the courts have
stated that Congress intended that single agency author-
ity rest with the state education agency. If a child is
somehow falling in the cracks among the health associ-
ations, crippled children's services, family services,
social services, and human resources department, P.L.
91,142 very clearly says that the state education agency
has the authority to coordinate that child's education
program.to

Areas to Consider in Writing Individualized Education Plans for
Students with Physical Disabilities or Special Health Needs

Developed by Betsy Anderson

1. Transportation: special equipment (scat belt, etc.),
assistance from-vehicle to school

2: Building accessibility and bathroom accessibilty
3. Occupational therapy, physical therapy, speech

therapy
4. Medications: copy of prescription for files; who is to

give them (student, nurse, teacher, other); side
effects; where will they be kept?

5. Stamina
6. Positioning
7. Self help skills: feeding, dressing, toilet Mg, need for

assistance or training, or both
8. Special medical needs while in school
9. Special supplies or equipment: storage, anyone to

be notified?
10. Backup medical support: who, where, what etnet -

gencies likely to arise?
11. Equipment needed for student to progress effec-

tively: typewriter, computer, special grip pencils

12. Specially prepared curriculum materials: infor-
mation to be taped or prepared in a different way

13. Art/music, other enrichment classes and activities:
modification needed for inclusion

14. Physical education: regular program as is, modi-
fied, or adaptive physical education program; spe-
cial equipment or staff required

15. Mobility and need for any assistance, regular pro-
vider and back-up person

16. Fire safety: a plan with indications of who is
responsible and back-up pet son

17. Field trips: transportation, aide, any special com-
ments

18. Extra curricular activities (this is a Sec. 504 issue):
transportation, aide, any special comments

19. Home, hospital tutoring: is this needed now or will
it be likely to occur; outline plan, even if only
tentative

Parents of Children with Disabilities
as Collaborators in Health Care

continued from page 8

What Consumer Involvement
Communicates

Opportunities for consumer involvement may take
many forms and the availability of these opportuni-
ties plays an important part in shaping consumer
perceptions. Consider the messages which are con-
veyed, albeit unintentionally, to persons with disabili-
ties and their families when they are denied the
opportunity to be involved in their health care.

Interpretations of this type of exclusioh may be: 105

1. The value of the contributions families and indi-
viduals can make is negligible.

2. Professionals know best and can handle it all. In
fact, if they are not doing it, then it must not be
important.

3. People with disabilities and their families get in
the way and slow down the process. They are part
of the problem, not part of the solution.

Value of Involvement
Knowledge gained through experience has value.
Personal experience has a value in decisions per-
taining to one's own life. The sharing of ideas and
findings that arise from personal experience may
help others in similar situations and may prove

15
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valuable to professionals in their dealings with
others.
People can contribute to their own well-being.
People, even when they have substantial problems,
as outlined by Norman Cousins in his book Anat-
omy of An Illness as Perceived by the Patient, arc
not completely helpless. Their contributions may
be in terms of philosophy, attitude, or approach to
life; or may be in the form of concrete suggestions
or models, such as designs for a better ramp, mak-
ing the "PKU diet" palatable, etc.

- People can grow, develop, and adapt. Initially,
there may be questions about how much aperson
who is newly disabled or a family whose child has
just been diagnosed as handicapped can contribute.
What is important, hOwever, is that they receive the
message that over time the majority of people do
cope and that everyone has the potential for
growth. This assumption is vital to People's ongo-
ing growth and developing self-concept.

There are also times in people's lives when they
may have less to contribut that at other times; even
the most competent, articulate, motivated individ-
ual may have "down times."
The person with the disability and the family have
-the main responsibility to provide input and fol-
low-through care. -If the level of expectatiOn is low,
then it is very possible that the outcome itself will
be less than it might have been. If no one ever asks
the family_ to comment, orprovides an opportunity
for such input, the family may stop considering
other resources and begin to- disregard their own
thoughts, thereby cutting off an important source
of creative problem solving. Taking responsibility
for active, informed participation or wanting it to
be a part of ones role has positive implications for

-carrying through with treatments and care. Noting
and reporting results,, making suggestions and
modifications to professional recommendations, all
are part of responsible participation.
None of us -has all the answers. People are affected-
:by and respond to situations in unique ways; for
any given problem there may be many solutions,
Or relatively few. Even when many solutions are
possible, the particular circumstances may render
some or all of them inappropriate. In one sense
there are never too many ideas or solutions, and we
should encourage thought from many sources.
We can learn from one another. Whether parent,
professional or a perseth with a disability, each of
us possesses experiences, knowledge, and perspec-
tives that can contribute to the overall picture.
While some people can be expected to have large
pieces-of- the puzzle, others "nay have smaller but
particularly critical pieces. To develop or to en-
courage development of a system where partici-
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pants are discouraged from seeking solutions from
others, or where it is only perMissible to seek
answers from particular individuals, is to narrow
unnecessarily the range of resources.
The system is accountable. It is important that
consumers know that the system does not merely
pass out information and treatment without regard
for whether these "work." Consumers need to know
that there are reasons behind what is done or sug-
gested; that indeed, on occasion mistakes are made,
and that there are procedures for review and reme-
dies for these-occasions. In short, consumers need
to know that the system works for them.
Individuals can incorporate new ideas and can
(even) change systems. Society is not limited to
what -it is today. Existing policies and practices can
be critically examined to determine what works
and what does not, what is worth keeping and
_what is not.

Benefits of Consumer Involvement
Consumer involvement can take many forms and

can- include a variety of activities. At its best, such
involvement should be jointly designed with profes-
sionals and should include the possibility of partici-
pation by both individuals and groups,-on personal
as well as systems levels. The following are soina im-
portant components of such a system:

Ongoing provision of up -to -date, accurate infor-
mation about self, care, services and entitlements
Participation in the determination and delivery of
services
Preparation and training for the specific activities
and roles to be carried out
Process for-giving feedback and evaluation of care
and services
Links to other caregivers and settings, including

-those outside of health care
Links to adult service systems and, in-particular,
opportunities for adults with disabilities to partici-
pate in a variety of ways: as employees, as consul-
tants, and in various advisory capacities
Participation in the development of policies which
govern the particular setting
Since professionals everywhere are likely to be over-

scheduled and overworked, it is possible that consu-
mer involvement may be regarded as one more task.
Some reasons professionals may want to involve con-
sumers in their work include:

It may be considered an important goal, in and of
itself.
It may overlap with other, already existing goals or
tasks.
It 'may, in fact, be required by state or federal law
or by agency policy.
It may provide benefits to professionals (personal,
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political, public relations, advocacy, funding, etc.).

Benefits to Professional Staff
1. Better planning and services. Greater understand-

ing of the issues for people with disabilities and
their families leads to better questions and better
answers.

2. Compliance. Families who understand the philo-
sophy behind recommendations for cam and treat-
ment and who Lave had a role in the process may
be more likely to carry out recommendations.

3. More ideas. Opportunities for discussing issues
with others is apt to lead to more ideas or novel
ways of approaching problems.
Feedback. Feedback from individuals with disabil-
ities and chronic illnesses and their families is one
way to improve services, and may also serve as
important reinforcement to professionals for the
jobs they do.

5. Lack of need to be omniscient. Including families
in the search for solutions provides professionals
with sense that this is a shared mission, not one
for which they arc solely responsible.

6. Open forum. Having a process and a place for
discussing issues is one good way to develop rela-
tionships and deal with problems while they are
still manageable.

4.

Benefits to Families
1. Legitimate role: partnership. Most families want

to actively participate because they care about their
children and the services. Indeed, it is families who
have had to take the initiative to establish their
place in the system.

2. Sense of growth, competence: chance to contrib-
ute. Being regarded as capable of participating is
an important message for families and for iwople
with disabilities. Typically, families or individuals
begin with little knowledge or sense of their own
competence. This is an area where growth is par-
ticularly important.

3. Carry-over information. Families are responsible
for- transmitting information to a variety of peo-
ple, including children themselves, grandparents,
babysitters, school bus drivers, teachers, camp
counselors, friends and neighbors, and others.
Their need for solid information and understand-
ing is an important one.

4. Structured opportunities for feedback. Since most
people who receive services have a variety of feel-
ings and thoughts about them, it can be frustrat-
ing not to have any formal way to channel them.
Providing such opportunities reinforces in fami-
lies the serif...! that their observations, thoughts, and
experiences arc important.
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5. Opportunity to discuss reated issues. Many servi-
ces and issues affect families in significant ways.
There must be room for reflection on the Iclevance
and importance of these concerns to health care.

6. Overall sense of system. Families often receive care
and information in fragments, with discussion
limited to short term or immediate objectives.
They ate often left to imagine what lies ahead,
with no Concrete sense of how long-term issues
will be approached. Immediate concerns still need
to be addressed, but needless worry could be elim-
inated by discussing long-term care issues.

Benefits to Children
The role of children with disabilities and chronic

illnesseS may be difficult to pinpoint as it evolves over
time. Nonetheless, parents and professionals can and
should develop a program of care that recognizes
children's needs and strengths and allows them con-
trol as well as the opportunity to pamcipate.
1. Knowledge of themselves. Children need to be

developing a sense of themselves, their bodies,
their abilities, and their disabilities. Again, the bet-
ter informed parents are, the better they can com-
municate information and issues to children in an
ongoing way.

2. .Control, participation. The goal for most children
in health care should be to help them develop the
ability and the confidence to make decisions.and
to carry out their own care to the extent that they
are able. This 'mimics the possibility of risk and
failure, something all of us must experience.

3. Expectations from adults. It is important for chil-
dren to know that their parents and the profes-
sionals who care for them expect that they will
ind,..ed lx' able to learn what will be needed.

4. Self-esteem. Children need to know that signifi,
a;nt adults are interested in what they think and
feel, that their concerns are important.

5. Parental role models. Parents serve as important
role models for their own children. By taking
active roles as partners with health and other pro-
fessionals, parents help prepare children for their
own roles later in life.

Forums for Discussion
An important assumption underlying the princi-

ples expressed here is the belief that parents and pro-
fessionals require increased opportunities, both for-
mal and informal, for communication and discussion.
While interesting models exist in many human ser-
vice settings, probably those in public education are
the most relevant to this discussion.
. First, PTAs historically have provided the interface

between schools, families and communities. Published
reports document and describe the many forms PTA
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activity has taken over the years.
A second model, of a more individualized nature, is

that provided under the special education law, P.L.
9.1-142. Meetings between family members, older chil-
dren, and educational and other professionals involved
with developing a child's educational plan arc a
mandated pan of the process.

Third, and-growing in numbers, are Special Edu-
cadent' Advisory Committees which exist in many
communities to provide a forum for the many special
concerns of 9aamilies, community members, and the
staff or administration of local special education
services.

Indhicluals concerned with health care may want
to identify and review these and other models in order
to develop and adapt forums suited to their own par-
ticular needs. While such forums in health care set-
tings are rare, they do exist: Boston Children's Hospi-
tal has had a Parent Advisory Committee for the past
four years.

Summary
Consumer participation is a vital process and is an

important component in quality health care. Parents
arc striving to become more informed and actively
involved with those professionals and systems that
intimately affect 'their own and their children's lives.

Families need the understanding and the support
of health professionals to carry out these new roles: It
cannot be done in isolation. While manyhealth pro-
fessionals are receptive- to, and even encourage and
initiate, such activities, others have not had the neces-
sary training themselves and arc not aware of the
issues families face. Yet another difficulty is the fact
that many traditional health settings were designed
and built at a- time when the roles for patients and
parents were considerably different.

Involving parents within these settings as active
team members means an = active orientation is neces-
sary for families as well as professionals. Overcoming
"customary" ways of viewing parents and children as
recipients of care takes a great deal of-discussion of
patterns of ;thinking and of evaluation of parent and
professional responses.

Hospitals tend not to have the same sort of oppor-
tunities for discussion among parents, patients, and
staff which are so common in education- and other
human service settings. This lack n.rans there is no
way for people indifferent roles to ge:, know each
other, no way to know tlial,con..irns are shared, and
no way to discuss :Kith rat on toward common
goals might prxe-
In summary, as I nd Roth have stated in
The Unexpected . .7ndicapped Children in
America:
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every handicap specialty it is essential that
parent and professional_ activc_'y work together
on the child's behalf. Cooperation may be essen-
tial -for medical reazons: medication that is not
given by the rhild's parents is medication that
may as well not be preiti.brd. Collaboration is
also necessary because neither the parent nor the
professional pos.sesse.s a monopoly on the truth,
and each can,serve as a check on the sbortcom-
ings and limitations of the other. But before a
partnership can genuinely exist, there must be-
give-and-take, mutual respect, and- somethinc;
like moral and cultural equality. Both the parent
and the professional must attempt to understand
the other's Point of view', special moral con-
cerns, and culturally determined priorities of the

Cleidman. J. and Roth. W. The Unexpected Almority: Handl-
rapped Children in 4werien. Nov York: Ilawoun Brae, Immo.

1980. Pg. 115.

The following written materials, developed by the
Parent/Professional Collaboration Project of the Fed-
eration for Children with Special Needs, are presently
available. Write to the Federation for Children with
Special Ne,--.1;, 312 Stuart Street, Boston, MA 02116.

Monographs and Fact Sheets

Questions Wt en Surgery is Recommended
for your Child

Some Suggestions for Communication with
Medical Personnel

Your Rights to Medical Records on
Massachusetts

Preptring for Medical Testing
Medical Rights of Pediatric "atients and

Parents in Massachusetts

Annotated Bibliographies:
Attitudes Toward Handicaps and Chronic

Illness and Strategies for Coping
Communication and Partnership Between

Parents and Professionals
Personal Accounts of Disability and

Illness
Impact of a Parent Advisory Committee on

Hospital Design and Policy
Care and Treatment Issues
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NEXT STEPS: Planning for Employment
A Workshop for Parents

by Winifred Anderson, Carolyn Beckett, Stephen Chitwood, and Deidre Hayden
Parent Educational Advocacy Training Center, Alexandria, Virginia

For the past seven years, the Parent Educational
Advocacy Training Center in Alexandria, Virginia, has
conducted educational advocacy courses for parents of
disabled children. The purpose of these courses is to
prepare parents to participate effectively in the special
education process of referral, evaluation, eligibility,
Individualized Education Program (IEP), and place-
ment for their children with special needs. Parental
participation in special education planning is required
under the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act, P.L. 94-142. Studies of the effectiveness of the
courses in educational advocacy demonstrate that par-
ents have gained knowledge and skills needed to pro-
mote the best interests of their children. Additionally,
the studies indicate that school teachers and administra-
tors perceive parents who have completed the training
as being active, cooperative and influential participants
in special education procedures.

"Where will my son be in four years? What will he be
capable of doing after high school?"

"Our daughter talks of her own paycheck some day.
We think she can.karn' to hold a job, but she needs
individual help. Is that possible? Are we asking too
much?"

Such questions by parents reflect concern about their
disabled children's future vocational opportunities.
They anticipate their sons' and daughters' daily lives
beyond the school setting with hopes and fears. Will
their children be prepared to participate in the work
world? Will these young adults find jobs in which they
work to their potential? What should parents know and
be doing now for their children to ensure a successful
transition from the school setting to the world of work
and adult life in the community?

The 94-142 generation is growing up. The
confidence and effectiveness of parents trained
to be advocates for their children under the

umbrella of P.L. 94-142 wanes as their sons and daugh-
ters move into adolescence and look toward adult life.
Families rind overwhelming the myriad of public and
private agencies involved in career education, the jar-
gon used in vocational education and job training, and
the jumble of local, state and federal laws affecting the
training and employment of disabled individuals. This
maze of special education, vocational education, reha-
bilitative services, and job training is a major barrier- to
parents wishing to secure for their disabled children
maximum independence after leaving the public
schools.

Current surveys and studies consistantly indicate that
parents want information and training on how to
obtain career education and employment opportunities
for their disabled sons and daughters. Parents must
acquire certain skills to -be successful in working
cooperatively with school professionals and other
agency officials to advance the work capacities of their
children with special needs.

NEXT STEPS: Planning for Employment is a
fifteen-hour course designed by the Parent Educational
Advocacy Training Center to assist parents in the long-
range planning for their child's transition from school
to work.

The design of NEXT STEPS took over a year.Devel-
opment activities included a review of the literature, as
well as extensive interviews with parents, current and
former special education students, special educators,
vocational educators, vocational rehabilitation admin-

continued on page 2
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istrators and counselors, job training specialists and
employers. A ten - member advisory committee com-
prised of parents, service droviders and employers pro-
vided ongoing consultation regarding appropriate con-
tent and tea( hing_methodology for the-NEXT STEPS
course.

Roles for Parents
Seven specific roles were identified for parents as their

children prepare for the transition from school to an
employment setting. NEXT STEPS was developed to
provide parents with the necessary skills and informa-
tion to fulfill the seven roles. A word of caution: while
the roles parents may assume are numerous and critical,
it is important to remember that nobody does it all. The
strengths and needs of individual children and the
strengths. skills, time and energy limitations of indi-
vidual parents determine which roles they will fulfill.
The various roles which ,parents explore in NEXT
STEPS: Planning for EmploymMt me described below.

I. Parents as Advocates for freer
Education in the SChool Program

Career education is-the process that prepares a stu-
dent to participate in the worlds of work, family and
community life. It facilitates each individual's potential
for economic, social and personal fulfillment. First
advanced as a national concept in 1971, the initial flurry
over the importance of career education quickly dimin-
ished. Since then it has been incorporated into school
curricula across the country only in a haphazard way.
However, the nation's current employment forecasts
and the _demand for educational accountability have
renewed the career education momentum. Valuable for
all students, career education is particularly _necessary
for students in special education programs. The present
reality is that disabled students tend to live in more
closed v,orlds.They have fewer adult role models. With
limited skills in incidental learning,-these students need
direct help to understand work possibilities and to
create opportunities for real work experiences.

During the NEXT STEPS course, parents learn the
four stages of career education: career awareness, cared
exploration, career preparation and-career placement.
Parents, frequently concerned about the balance be-
tween an academic and vocational curriculum, learn
that career education does not necessarily replace the
academic-program. Work related skills and experiences
maybe infused into the academic program, or they may
be taught at a separate time during the day.

The U.S. Department of Education reports that-fewer
than five percent of the students receiving special educa-
tion have a- career education goal or objective written
-into their -Individualized- Education _Program (IEP).
Parents' awareness of the option for career education
coupled with active participation in their children's
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IEP Meetings will- change that statistic. During the
NEXT STEPS course, patents learn how to ;megrate
the curricula and objet tives of-the stages of career educa-
tion into their child's IEP. A 1984 Colorado Depart-
ment of Education follow-up stu(l of 234 special edu-
cation students recorded the students' strong regret that
"critical community life skills" had not been a part of
their education. Parents, recognizing the need for a
functional, community-based career education curricu,
lum, can become key players in bringing it about for
their children and their school system.

II. Parents as Providers of Unique Information
Parents know Many things about their children that

are never reflected in school or agency records. They
know what motivates their children, sends them into a

-frenzy, or catches and sustains their attention. ParentS
have been in the business of reasonable accommodation
for a long time. They have, by necessity, found practical
detours around roadblocks to achievement for their
children. Such parental expertise is too valuable to be
'excluded from _IEP and transition planning. Too often
parents do not have confidence in the information they
have about their children. They don't feel skillful in
talking about this information with service providers.
During the NEXT STEPS course, participants develop
a personal work profile of their children. The profile-
provides a fraMework for organizing parents' knowl-
edge of their children to share with others in-a concise,
timely manner. Using data from home observations
and from school and agency records, parents record
-their children's personal traits, interests, aptitudes and
work adjustment skills. Definitions and examples of
each are given below.

A personal trait is a distinguishing quality or per-
sonal characteristic. Examples in( hide:

1. prefers an orderly environment
2. enjoys group activities
3. curious about the way things work
4. follows the lead-of others

An interest is a feeling of wanting to do or share in
something. Examples include:

I. watching and _participating in sports
2. playing with little children
3. taking apart and putting together mechanical

objects

An aptitude is a natural ability, talent, or capacity for
learning. Examples include:

I. clerical aptitude (checking letters and - numbers,
matching names and numbers, math, reason-
ing, etc.)

2. fine eye-hand coordination (using small tools,
tracing, copying, etc.)

Work adjustment skills are the behaviors and atti-
tudes that enable a person to function in the role of
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the ,.torker. Examples include:
1. deixmlabi I ity (pun( mai t) , regular attendance,

keeps schedule, etc.)

2. inter-personal relations (works without physi-
cal interference to others, cooperates with super-
visor, communicates adequately with cowork-
ers, etc.)

3. personal appearance (clean body, neat clothes,
cut and combed hair, etc.)

The personal profile provides parents and others
with organized information relevant to a student's future
role as a worker. This information often corrects out-of-
date assumptions about what a child can or can't do and
yields a more realistic picture of a student's employ-
ment-related strengths and areas needing change. In
this way, parents begin to view and to articulate a sense
of their son or daughter as a worker, rather than a youth
with limited academic capabilities.

Professionals in the employment training business
know that a successful match of a job and a worker
depends On accurate knowledge of an individual. Voca-
tional rehabilitation professionals are turning more
and more to informal assessments of a clierit's function=
ing in work related areas to determine eligibility and to
formulate rehabilitation plans. Information provided
by parents has proven to be important in special educa-
tion planning: The practical insights and information
parents have about their sons and daughters also is
providing valuable as they work with professionals to
plan and implenient successful transitions from school
to the workplace.

III. Parents as Role Models
Parents communicate both spoken and unspoken

messages to their children about the value of work both
inside and outside the home. Work is an individual's
primary way of fulfilling the human demands for activ-
ity, productivity, achievement and social interaction.
For most people, work has more positive meaning than
any other facet of life. By consciously emphasizing the
benefits and responsibilities of work, parents of child-
ren with special needs promote the important assump-
tion that their son or- daughter will be a member of
working society. When parents send the message,
"There is a world of work out there and you are going to
be a part of it," they enhance their children's self-image
and encourage their interest in employment possibili-
ties.

During the NEXT STEPS course, parents consider
the range of employment opportunities for their child-
ren. They learn about the nineteen career clusters and
specific job charatteristics identified by the Department
of Labor in the 1984-85 Occupational Outlook Hand-
book. Tliey become familiar with the work settings
available for their children after they leave the secondary
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school. Such work opportunities exist to greater or
lessee degrees in various communities. These options
range from least to most restrictive environments and
include:

1. Competitive Employment: Regular jobs paying at
least minimum wage, in real work settings with
non-disabled persons (can be full- or part -time-
jobs.)

2. Post-Secondary Education: Formal education after
high school that takes place in a four-year college
or university, community college, post-secondary
vocational school or through an apprenticeship
program.

3. Supported Work Model: A model of competitive
employment that Offers individualizeCob place-
ment, job-site training and follow-up services for
the employee by a professional job counselor.
Follow-bp services may be lifelong. Becoming
more and more widespread, supported work is an
innovative concept that provides individuals with
Moderate and severe disabilities the Opportunity
for competitive employment. It eliminates old ster-
eotypes that assume people with certain disabili-
ties or IQs are able to perform only the most
simplistic jobs in an environment segregated from
normal workers.

4. Enclave: A grOup of disabled persons performing
work in a regular place of business. The work is
done in a segregated location within the business
setting. Full supervision is provided by a service
agency. Salaries may be either regular wages or
piece rate wages.

5. Transitional Job Training: A relatively short-term
program (under two years) designed to provide the
vocational services necessary to help an individual
obtain employment on a competitive basis.

6. Sheltered Employment: Employment in a super-
vised setting with client productivity equaling at
least 50% of an average worker. In a shelteree
workshop, workers with disabilities are segregated
from non-disabled workers. Work is most often
contract work with workers paid on a -piece rate
basis.

7. Work Activity Center: A self-contained setting
where staff members assist disabled persons with
activities that emphasize vocational skill devel-
opment and some community skill training.

8. Developmental Center: A self-contained setting
where staff members assist clients with personal
care and maintenance and with the development
of community living skills. A limited amount of
vocational training is provided.

Too often inappropt iate work-related behaviors pre-
vent a disabled person who has masterd a specific voca-
tional skill from successfully getting and keeping a job.
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Work adjustment skills include work habits, self-
confidence, interpersonal relations and reactions to
authority. These work skills, behaviors and attitudes are
too frequently missing in IEP planning and implemen-
tation. Parents and professionals, working together to
teach and reinforce these associated work requirements.
greatly- increase a young adult's chances of getting and
keeping a job. Parents are the primary role models for
their children infite areas of work adjustment skills,
behaviors and attitudes.

IV. Parents as Case Managers
Often the good intentions of agreements and colla-

borative efforts between various agencies are not fully
met. As a result, parents find themselves with the
responsibilities of suggesting, reminding, confirming
and checking up. Service providers are busy. They enter
at different points in a student's life. Teachers, counse-
lors or trainers may have a long or brief relationship
-with a student or client depending on their own per-
sonal and professional life changes: The better grasp
parents have on the total picture of their child's long
range transition plan and on the participants responsi-
ble for that plan, the less likely that important informa-
tion, deadlines and opportunties will fall through the
cracks.

In the NEXT STEPS course, parents practice using a
Career-Education Planning Chart. This -form can serve
as an- informal transition plan to structure a smooth
change from the school environment to the work envir-
onment. As a management tool, it assists parents in
their role as case managers by providing a framework
for ivriting (1) brief statements describing their sons' or
daughters' work-related interests, aptitudes -traits and
associated work skills; (2) career education goals and
objectives; and (3) an outline that identifies the roles and
responsibilities of the student and parents as well as the
educators and service providers. Including; these indi-
viduals-in the long-range planning can help to ensure
that students with disabilities will have the necessary
skills to move from school to work.

V. Parents as Risk Takers
How many times professionals are heard saying,

"Oh, if those parents could just let go!" Letting go is the
key to independence. Letting go provides children and
young adults with opportunities to use public transpor-
tation, spend their own money, call a boy or girl on the
phone, join Little League, attend the football game
alone, etc., etc. Parents know that letting go is necessary
for their children's growth and maturity, but letting go
is hard to do. For too long, families have received much
more information about the abilities and skills their
children lack. After a lifetime of 'messages about what
their children can't do, parents need assistance to envi-
sion what their children are capable of accomplishing
in their adult lives. They need to learn that with
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appropriate supports in place, then children's strengths
can be tapped and their contributions to society can be
realized.

Recent studies-have indicated that the opposition of
_parents is an obstacle between their adult sons' and
daughters' current placements in sheltered workshops
and new opportunities for competitive employment. A
recent conversation with a team of competent, caring
service_providers underscored this point. The staff was
very excited about a community-based job for a twenty-
seven year old client who bad,been in a sheltered work-
shop for the past six years.. The staff was also very
frustrated by the client's parents' lack of enthusiasm and
an expressed disbelief that their adult son could succeed
in the proposed job. The professionals felt angry
because the parents Were clinging to th ctatus.quo,
thereby standing in the way of an opportunity to pro-
vide growth in their son in a much less restrictive
environment.

In talking with the staff, however, several critical
questions arose. Were the parents aware that their son's
MediCaid and SSI benefits would not be eliminated?
Did the family understand that their son would have a
trainer and friend to assist him every day in moving
about on public transpottation? Had the patents visited
the job site? Did they know that a job coach -would be
with their son everyday? Had they Met _the job coach?
Were they aware that their son's slot in the sheltered
workshop would still- be available to him if the new
position didn't work out? The answer to each of these
questions was either a definitive "No," or a fuzzy "We're
not sure." It was readily apparent that while intensive
preparation for transition had been completed with the
young man, the family was not involved in the plan-
ning. They were left with their many concerns
unaddressed.

Letting go is easier if parents are involved early as
answers are found to the questions, "Letting go to
where?" and "Letting go with the supports in place?"
Some assurance of the continuity of the new and less
traditional services allows parents more freedom to let
go.

VI. Parents as Financial Planners
It is encouraging to know that policy makers at the

federal level are working to change the disincentives
currently attached to federal financial assistance pro-
grams. Also encouraging are the quality benefit
packages becoming available to disabled persons
participating in model supported work programs.
Until financial disincentives are removed, however, and
until model programs exist in all communities, young
adults with disabilities and their parents will continue
to make extraordinarily difficult decisions. They
struggle to find a balance between the rewards of
employment and the need for immediate and long term
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financial security. Does Sally accept the minimum
wage job that offers no medical benefits, yet causes the
loss of her eligibility for Social Security Income and
Medicaid? Or does she stay home with her SSI and
medical insurance intact, with her daily routine lacking
in the stimulation, growth and satisfaction that work
provides?

To make these difficult decisions, parents need assist-
ance. They require help in gathering and-understand-
ing accurate information abdut eligibility requirements
for financial assistance, and the benefits of paid versus
non-paid work. With help from knowledgeable service
providers, families can assess the costs and-benefits of
their sons' and daughters' becomingrrrown children. In
addition, professionals can inform parents about wills,
trusts and guardianships. Once understood, this infor,
mation helps parents establish guidelines for making
important decisions- regarding the financial needs-of
their sons and daughters throughout their adult lives.
Most importantly, professionals can offer families their
respect respect for the individuality of family priori-
ties, respect for the serious and difficult financial ques-
tions families must address and respect for the solutions
faMilies finally reach in financial areas.

VII. Parents as Program Advocates
The full range of services special education students

need to make successful transitions from school to work
are notyet in place. Career education is not infused into
all school-curricula. Few-students with disabilities are
participating in regular vocational education pro-
grams. Special-education and vocational rehabilitation
services seldom are coordinated. Most communities
have Only sheltered employment options, accompanied
by long waiting lists, for disabled citizens. Far, far too
many disabled youths and adults sit at honie or in
institutions without meaningful employment and par-
ticipation in community life.

Many changes are still needed, and parents are inte-
gral to the_process of change. As partners with educa-
tors, service providers, employers and politicians par-
ents can advocate for new ways to provide appropriate
preparatory services for_ young people. Parents have
proven themselves effective in lobbying for legislation
and in shaping public policy. Vital involvement in the
passage and maintenance of P.L. 94-142 earned parents
a strong reputation. Additional challenges must now be
met at-the federal, state and local levels to ensure ade-
quate programs in the community- and in the local
school systems.

In -the NEXT STEPS course, participants discuss
specific strategies for change at the school, community,
state and federal levels to promote career education
programs. The list becomes long and overwhelming.
'So when consieering the magnitude of the task, it is
important to iepeat the message: nobody does it all.

Many parents and professionals have given unending
time and talents to the formation of P.L. 94-142. Con-
tributions come in many -forms, reflecting individual
strengths, interests and needs. As classroom volunteers,
letter-writers, public speakers, fund raisers, committee
members, participants in IEP meetings, homework
helpers, etc., these people link the intent of P.L. 94-142
to the needs of individual children. Families, service
providers and public officials, working together once
more, will build on current accomplishments to create
transition programs for disabled youth that are ethi-
cally, developmentally and fiscally sound.

Summary
There is a growing-national consciousness support-

ing the rightful membership of persons -with disabilities
in the mainstream work- force.As in other movements,
the breakthrough will _be complete only when equal
employment opportunities for disabled persons are
Taken for granted by the citizen on the street. Disabled
students, their parents, educators and other concerned
persons are the force behind the . current changes in
attitudes and policies. To increase their effectiveness as
promoters of change, these individuals require assis-
tancein gathering pertinent information and develop-
ing appropriate skills.

The NEXT STEPS course provides a way for parents
to gain the necessary knowledge and skills to fulfill
their needed roles in their children's passage to work
and adult life. For example, one mother, after partici-
pating in the NEXT STEPS course, stated, "I didn't
have a vision of my (laughter's work potential. Now I
think I have a more realistic_ picture of her options and
what we need to do to get there." A father commented,
"My wife and I are now talking about long-range plans
... we hadn't talked to each other before about our indi-
vidual hopes and concerns." Another person said, "My
autistic son is going to junior high school_ next year.
You can be sure that his new IEP will include career
education goals and objectives."

Currently, NEXT STEPS: Planning for Employ-
nient is being conducted-for parents by the staff of the
Parent Educational Advocacy Training Center in Alex-
andria, Virginia. In addition, seven parent-professional
teams trained by the Parent Center to conduct NEXT
STEPS are now giving the course in communities in
Vermont, New Jersey, Maryland, South Carolina and
Virginia. In November, 1985, additional teams will be
trained to conduct NEXT STEPS: Planning for
Employment.

For f ifther information abc it NEXT STEPS, con-
tact the Parent Educational Advocacy Training Center,
228 South Pitt Street, Suite 300, Alexandria, Virginia
22314, Phone (703) 836-2953.
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A Bibliography for Career Education
Directory of College Facilities and Services for the Han-
dicapped, 1983. Available from Oryx Press, 2214 North
Central at Encanto, Pheonix, AZ 85004.

This directory lists, state-by-state and province-by-
province, colleges and universities in the U.S. and
Canada and their programs/accommodations for
handicapped students. The directory was compiled
from responding schools and includes both large and
small colleges. Each entry includes information on
level of degrees conferred, disabled student popula-
tion, facilities, and special services available for han-
dicapped students.

A Directory of Public Vocational-Technical Schools
and Institutes in the U.S.A., 2nd edition, 1984-85. Avail-
able from Minnesota Scholarly Press, P.O. Box 224,
Manhato, MN 56001.
This directory lists public schools and institutes
offering post secondary, non-degree occupational
education. It provides names and addresses of
schools, director's names and telephone numbers,
and complete program/course listings. It is ar-
ranged state-by-state and has an excellent index.
A Guide to Post-Secondary Educational Opportunties
for the Learning Disabled, Dian M. Ridenour, 1981.
Available from Time Out to Enjoy, Inc., 715 Lake
Street, Suite 100, Oak Park, IL 60301

This directory is nationwide in scope (including
Canada) and divided into sections containing var-
ious programs, i.e., colleges with special formalized
LD programs; schools with a learning lab and a
master's level teacher for LD; schools willing to make
accommodations on a case-by-case basis.

A National Directory of Four Year Colleges and Post
High School Training Programs for Young People
with Learning Disabilities, 1984. Available from
Partners in Publishing, Box 50347, Tulsa, OK 74150

This directory lists educational facilities that are able
and willing to adapt curricula and give special atten-
tion to students with perceptional disablities.

Occupational Outlook Handbook, U.S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1984-85 edition.
Available from (Bulletin 2205), Superintendent of Doc-
uments, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20402.

The handbook lists occupations, grouped by career
cluster, and gives a good summary for each includ-
ing: what the work is like, education and training
required, advancement possibilities, earnings and
the job outlook. There is an introductory section
forecasting what the future job market will look like.

Of Work and Worth: Career Education for the Handi-
capped, Pamela Gillet, 1981. Available from Olympus
Publishing Company, 1670 East 13th Street, Salt Lake
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City, UT 84105.
An easy to read textbook which discusses career edu-
cation planning and activities as an integral part of
the education program in grades K-12.

Preparing for the World of Work, Frank Gillet, 1983.
$4.95. Available from F. R. Publications, 1103 St. Paul
Drive, Merrill, WI 54452, (715) 536-2836.

This workbook provides text and skill building exer-
cises to acquaint the student with essential informa-
tion concerning the work world. Topics such as
Social Security, locating employers, job interviews,
work permits and job responsibilities are included.

Resource Guide: Vocational Counseling for the Handi-
capped, T. H. Hohenskil and C. Maddy-Bernstein.
Available from Virginia Vocational Guidance Pro-
grams; College of Education, Virginia Tech, Blacks-
burg, VA 24061

An inexpensive resource guide including several
hundred annotated listings of articles, books, audio
visual materials, staff training materials and organi,
zations concerned with career education of students
with special needs.

See Me More Clearly, Joyce Slayton Mitchell, 1980.
Available from Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. 757
Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017

A book written to help teenagers with physical dis-
abilities become more financially and emotionally
independent. Restoring, developing and maintain-
ing a positive self-concept in order to make sound
educational and career decisions is the dual purpose
of- this book.

SUCCESS: SoUrces to Upgrade the Career Counseling
and Employment of Special Students, J. H. Lombana.
Available from Center for Studies in Vocational E.,luca-
don, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32301

SUCCESS consists of a series of handbooks that pro-
vide practical information for school counsellors on
the career guidance of disabled students. Each SUC-
CESS handbook is concerned with a different handi-
capping condition.

What Do You Do After High School? Available from
Skyer Consultation Center, P.O. Box 321, Rockaway
Park, NY 11694.

A nationwide guide to residential, vocational, social
and collegiate programs serving adolescents, young
adults and adults with learning disabilities. Original
book lists over 350 programs, with a supplement
listing an additional 150 programs. $29.95 for origi-
nal and supplement: $12.95 for supplement only.

Whatever You Decide, Jennifer Mohr, 1983. Available
from Advocating Change Together, Inc., 1509 Nicollet
Avenue, Minneapolis, MN 55403, (612) 874-1133.

A workbook for teaching people who have mental
retardation on how -to make choices and assert
themselves.
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Parent Training Resources
The Technical Assistance for Parent Programs

(TAPP) Project, a project of the National Network
of Parent Centers, recently surveyed the Parent
Training and Information Projects nationwide to
collect information on parent training activities
dealing specifically with the transition of young
people with disabilities from school to world and
life in the community. The following parent pro- ti
jects are particularly concerned with promoting
parent involverhent in assisting students with dis-
abilities to be prepared for and find appropriate
employment:

-semzeozaem=m1,,,=..h
Parent Information Center of Delaware, Inc.
Patricia Gail Herbert, Project Director
193 West Park Place
Newark, DE 19711
(302) 366-0152

A five-month workshop teaches parents to clearly iden-
tify vocational needs, incorporate vocational infor-
mation into the IEP, and identify and use all relevant
state resources for young adults ages 16-21.

Parents Educating Parents Project/
Association for Retarded Citizens

Mildred J. Hill, Project Director
1851 Ram Runway, Suite 102
College Park, GA 30337
(404) 761-2745/761-3150
Contact Person: Carla Putnam

A full-day workshop describes all relevant federal, state
and local services and how to access them. A "Consu-
mer Guide to Vocational Opportunities" is being devel-
oped to accompany the workshop.

Coordinating Council for Handicapped Children
Charlotte DesJardins, Project Director
2208 State Street, Room 412
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 939-3513

A four-hour workshop on transition -is conducted
annually. A weekly basic training workshop of four to
five hours includes transition and employment related
information. Supplemental materials accompany both
types of workshops.

PARENTS+PLUS/Kentucky Coalition for Career
and Leisure Development

366 Waller Avenue, Suite 119
Lexington, KY 40504
(606) 278-4712

Monthly trainings equip parents to identify and access
adult services, become familiar with eligibility require-
ments, and to assess functional skill level for their child-
ren. Legislative issues, adaptive devices and parents'
future planning are discussed.
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PACER Center, Inc.
Marge Goldberg and Paula Goldberg,

Project Directors
4826 Chicago Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55417
(612) 827-2966
Contact Person: Marge Goldberg

A workshop is being developed and piloted which
focuses on special education, vocational education and
rehabilitation. It will inform parents about programs,
opportunities, issues and guidelines. A direction service
guide on transition is being developed for state depart-
ments of education.

New Hampshire Parent Information Center
Judith Raskin, Project Director
P.O. Box 1422
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
(603) 224-7005

Three- major projects include Vocational Advocacy
Training, and Annual Conference which includes sev-
eral workshops on transition and follow up sessions for
individuals, and "Building," a workshop series. The
Vocational Advocacy Training is 65 hours long and
includes information on vocational education, assess-
ment, rehabilitation, post high school opportunities,
list of colleges and schools which provide jobs. "Build-
ing" includes 3 hours on transition issues. Hand-
outs include a checklist of vocational assessment com-
ponents and vocational options.

Western New York Association
For the Learning Disabled

Donald N. Policella, Project Director
190 Franklin Street
Buffalo, New York 14202
(716) 866-1135
Contact Person: Joan M. Watkins

"Managing Transition," an eight-week training (2'h
hours per week), describes what local agencies do and
do not provide. An on-the-job training program helps
parents find out about the next step of their child's
program and the people who will be instructing. Spe-
cific transition information needs of participants are
addressed.

Southwest Ohio Coalition for
Persons with Disabilities

Thomas Murray, Project Director
3333 Vine Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45220
(513) 861-2400

Two major workshops for parents and professionals
focus on the need for a functional curriculum starting at
an early age, to actually getting a job. Teams are deve-
loped to explore transition strategies. Included on team
are parents, special education directors, teachers,
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SOC board members. in addition to the workshop for-
mat, a transitional model program is being developed
to provide service to sixty people withdisabilities.

Ohio Coalition for the Education of
Handicapped Children

Parent/Educator Team Training PiojeCt
Margaret Burley, Project Director
933 High Street, Suite #200H
Worthington, Ohio 43085
(61.4) 431-1370
Contact Person: Ellen L. Combs

The project is planning a transition "Kickoff" Confer-
ence with the Governor's Special Education Advisory
Council for October, 1985. This conference will develop
a list of recommendations for the Superintendent of
Public Instruction to be incorporated into a state action
plan. The conference will follow a two-day workshop
format, with the first day devoted to the presentation of
existing, exemplary vocational education and transi-
tion programs. These examples will serve as a basis for
developing the list of recommendations for the state
superintendent. It is anticipated that this conference
will be the forerunner of many regional, conferences
held throughout the state.

Vermont Vocational Training Network
Joan Sylvester, Project Director
Vermont Association for Retarded Citizens
Champlain Mill #37
Winooski, VT 05405
(802) 655-4016
Contact Person: Connie Curtin

A project has been developed for parents, consumers
and professionals to establish a statewide training net-
work in transition, to develop and disseminate training
materials and to conduct training workshops. This pro-
ject emphasizes the need for communication, coopera-
tion and collaboration among parents, consumers edu-
cators and adult service providers.

Federation for Children with Special Needsxi 312 Stuart Street, 2nd Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

U

Washington, PAVE
Martha Gentili, Project Director
1010 South I Street
Tacoma, WA 98405
(206) 272-7804
Contact Person: Jo Butts

Parent programs on formal transition planning are
operating at two high schools. At the request of parent
groups, PAVE presents a two-hour session on planning
ahead, Supplying specific packages of materials. Each
session is tailored to the specific needs of the parent
group. A pilot program is also being developed with
Vocational Rehabilitation and Special Education.

Parent Education Project
Liz Irwin, Project Director
c/o United Cerebral Palsy
154 West Wisconsin Avenue, Room 308
Milwaukee, WI 53202
(414) "272-4500

"Looking Ahead," a ten-hour workshop, iF designed to
make parents aware of the career education process,
increase their awareness of the importance of vocational
objectives in the IEP, familiarize them with the adult
service delivery system, and identify ways to encourage
school systems and adult service systems to meet stu-
dents' needs.

The National Network of Parent Centers is coordinated
by the Federation for Children with Special Needs
312 Stuart Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116

Martha H. Ziegler, Executive Director
Janet R. Vohs, Editor

This jour..al is prepared under Grant No. 029PH40047,
awarded by the office of Special Education, U.S. Department of
Education. Grantees undertaking such projects under govern-
ment sponsorship are encouraged to express freely their judg-
ment in professional and technical matters. Points of view or
opinions, therefore, do not necessarily represent the Education
Department's position or policy.
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